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CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or
agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging
to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith.
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best judgment of
Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a
mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those
of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed
in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs,
Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency,
if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser,
whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of both sales,
all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’
sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammered-down to a
Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from the sale
of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer.
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within
15 days of sale date.

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher
discretion. Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended
the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of
their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described
as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue. Lots
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7)
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail,
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830.2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the
Kelleher link.
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U.S. POSTAL HISTORY
AUTOGRAPHS

2001

2002

2001

Earhart, Amelia (Aviatrix) and others, signature on a cacheted 1932 Los Angeles Olympics Opening Day cover, along
with the signatures of female Olympian Babe Didrikson and Hollywood actors Douglas Fairbanks, Harold Lloyd,
Mildred Davis Lloyd and Mary Pickford; stamps are canceled at the Olympic Village Post Office on July 30; the top
flap is partly separated and the cover has apparently been on display and exposed to sunlight, as the 3¢ Olympic stamps
and all of the signatures are faded, especially those of Earhart and Harold Lloyd; nevertheless, an exceptional collection
of celebrity signatures.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2002

Lindbergh, Charles A. (1902-1974), First to fly solo across the Atlantic, small signature in black ink in the upper left
corner of a Costa Rica Registered First Day Cover (a window envelope) of the stamp issued in honor of Lindbergh’s
Good Will Tour (Scott 147); Very Fine; includes a Charles Hamilton Certificate of Authenticity. Estimate $500 - 750

2003

Wright, Orville (1871-1948), Co-inventor of the Airplane, bold signature in black ink on an unused picture postcard
featuring “The Roe Triplane”, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

2004

Wright, Wilbur (1867-1912), Co-inventor of the Airplane, clear signature on part of a canceled check dated June 6, 1898;
on a black paper backing, Very Fine, Wilbur’s signature is four to five ties more rare than brother Orville’s due to the fact
Estimate $500 - 750
that Orville outlived older brother Wilbur by 36 years. 
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WELLS FARGO

2005

EX 2006

2005 )

Wells Fargo cover, San Francisco to Victoria, British Columbia, 3¢ pink entire with a Wells Fargo frank to Victoria;
canceled with a partial blue Mar 30 Wells Fargo San Francisco oval with matching COLLECT/[5]¢ oval and a manuscript
“5” due to the fact that the “5” in the handstamp is not struck up; at the lower left is a light “Goodwin & Co., San
Francisco, Mar 30 (1868?)” c.d.s., F.-V.F., this is said to be a previously unrecorded Wells Fargo, Victoria “Collect”
handstamp. Scott U58.
Estimate $350 - 500

2006 )

Envelope, 1861, 6¢ pink on buff, (U39), five examples, each with Wells Fargo frank at left and Meussdorfer & Bro Hat
ads, all used to San Francisco, F.-V.F., attractive Wells Fargo advertising covers.
Estimate $200 - 300

2007 H)

Envelope, 1865, 9¢ lemon on buff, (U66), a legal-size entire with Wells Fargo printed frank; light vertical file fold
otherwise immaculate, Very Fine. Scott $575+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

2008 H)

Envelope, 1882, 5¢ brown, (U222), an immaculate mint entire (Thorp type I) with Wells Fargo Hawaii frank at top, Very
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

2007

2008

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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ADVERTISING/ILLUSTRATED COVERS

2009

2010

2009 )

[Food & Drink] White River Flour & Grocery House, a magnificent multicolor design, front and back, on a beautiful
circa 1888 cover franked #210, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

2010 )

[Gun & Powder] Du Pont Smokeless, beautiful multicolor design on an attractive 1904 cover, Very Fine.

Estimate $250 - 350

2011 )

[Gun & Powder] Peters Cartridges, a handsome and very scarce multicolor design on a nearly immaculate 1903 cover;
note the shells on the reverse, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500

2012 )

[Gun & Powder] Peters Cartridges, lovely multicolor design on an immaculate 1903 cover - with shells on the reverse,
Extremely Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

2013 )

[Gun & Powder] Peters Shells and Cartridges, lovely multicolor hunting design on a neat 1906 cover advertising from
Cooper Bros Elmira NY; minimally reduced at right, still Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2014

2015

2014 )

[Gun & Powder] Peters Shells and Cartridges, beautiful multicolor design on a lovely 1906 cover advertising from
Geo. W. Hackett of Sunbury, Pa; slightly reduced at right, still Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

2015 )

[Gun & Powder] Peters Shells and Cartridges, lovely multicolor hunting design on a neat 1906 cover advertising from
C.A. Gridley and Son, Elmira, NY; a few minor cover smudges, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

2016 )

[Gun & Powder] Peters Shells and Cartridges, lovely multicolor design on an immaculate cover advertising from
Crescent Company, Flint Mi, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

2017 )

[Gun & Powder] Remington Hammerless Double Barrel, all-over (front & back) blue illustrated advertising cover
franked with a 2¢ carmine (267) tied by a Poughkeepsie, N.Y. flag cancel, Nov 14, 1900, to Gloversville, N.Y. and
backstamped there the next day, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

2018 )

[Gun & Powder] Savage Hammerless Rifles & Ammunition, lovely and very scarce multicolor design on an immaculate
1904 cover; look carefully and you will see the merchant’s return address in red at top right is upside down, Extremely
Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

2016

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

2017

2018

www.kelleherauctions.com
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2019

2020

2019 )

[Gun & Powder] Winchester Hammerless Repeating Shotgun, lovely multicolor design on an immaculate 1920 cover
advertising frpm F.E. Stilson, Cambridge. Me, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

2020 )

1909 Hudson-Fulton Centennial, lovely multicolor design front and back - with a folding stamp flap - used in 1909 from
Hudson Terminal Station, New York to Iowa, Very Fine. Scott 331.
Estimate $200 - 300

PATRIOTIC COVERS

2021 )


2022 )

8

2021

2022

Col Corcoran, Mulligan & Meacher Portraits, “Sons of Erin”, overall Upham design showing three colonels of Irish
descent, on an attractive cover from Alexandria, Va. to Michigan; opened and slightly reduced at right with a tape stain at
right, and the 3¢ stamp has a corner fault at top left, Fine overall, a scarce design. Scott 65. Bischel 842. Walcott 559.
Estimate $200 - 300
Winfield Scott, all-over design in gray, portrait of Scott with “Our Commander in Chief” and “The War for the Union”,
franked with a 3¢ rose (65) tied by a partial Washington D.C. c.d.s.; Reagles & Co., New York imprint on the flap, Very
Fine, very rare. Bischel 475. Walcott 248.
Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

info@kelleherauctions.com
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2023

2024

2023 )

George Washington, colorless embossed bust of Washington in blue/white circle of stars, postmarked Washington D.C.,
Dec 27, 1861, to Lowell, Mass. with a manuscript free frank of a Member of Congress, presumably from Mass.; reduced
slightly at the right, F.-V.F., ex- Grant, Bischel. Bischel 79. Walcott 24.
Estimate $200 - 300

2024 )

9th Regiment N.H. Volunteers, State Seal & Flags in maroon franked with a 3¢ rose (65) tied by a green Sep 17
Estimate $200 - 300
Middletown, Md. c.d.s., to Lisbon, N.H., Very Fine. Walcott 1350. Bischel 2436.

2025 )

Illinois - “Loyal to the Union”, all-over red & blue design from Jno. G. Wells’ “Loyal” States series, franked with a 3¢
rose pink (64b), tied by a blue May 6 Baltimore c.d.s.; small tear at the right, right perforations slightly damaged from
edge placement, F.-V.F. Walcott 785. Bischel 3092.
Estimate $250 - 350

2026 )

Lady Liberty with Flag, red & blue design on an exceptionally clean cover franked with 1¢ blue & 3¢ rose (63, 65) tied
by a PAID grid with a clear red Sep 7 Boston c.d.s., to Detroit, Mich., Very Fine. Walcott similar to 2316. Bischel similar
to 4251.
Estimate $200 - 250

2027 )

Lady Liberty with Flag, Shield & Eagle, beautiful red design on a cover franked with a straight-edged 3¢ rose (65) tied
by a clear Apr 17 Ypsilanti, Mich. c.d.s., to Maple Rapids, Mich.; includes the original letter telling of local goings-on,
a bit about local Army troops; bit of light damp staining and reduced just a hair at the right, F.-V.F., ex- Bischel. Walcott
2209 var. Bischel 4211.
Estimate $250 - 350

2025

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

2026

2027

www.kelleherauctions.com
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2028

2029

2028 )

Lady Liberty with Flag, cover (possibly Walcott 2371 but the verse is obscured) franked with 1861 12¢ black and 3¢
rose, used in 1864 from Boston to Paris, France (no backstamp); slightly reduced at right and a bit worn, Fine overall, a
very scarce usage of a patriotic cover going abroad. Scott 69, 65; $850 ++.
Estimate $500 - 750

2029 )

Eagle and Flag, a marvelous cover franked with 1863 2¢ black, two singles with blue grid cancels (one under-inked),
with a clear blue Genoa, O., Aug 24 c.d.s. alongside, to Chippawa. O.; couple small sealed edge tears and reduced just a
tad at the right, F.-V.F. Scott 73; $2,000+. Walcott 2559.
Estimate $500 - 750

2030 )

Star in Shield, franked with 1861 3¢ pink (64) tied by Washington D.C. Jan 18, 1862 c.d.s., to Lancaster, Pa.; wax
seal damage on reverse, F.-V.F.; with a 1974 P.F. certificate. Scott 64; $1,400. Bischel 4815. Walcott 2656.

Estimate $350 - 500

2030

CONFEDERATE STATES

2031 )

10

2031

Memphis, Tenn., 1861, 5¢ red, (56X2), tied by an incomplete Memphis c.d.s., Nov 7, 1861, on a cover to Courtland, Ala.;
stamp with three margins, cover reduced a bit at the top with a sealed tear at the upper left, otherwise F.-V.F. appearance.
Scott $2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2032

2033

2032 )

Athens, Ga., 1861, 5¢ purple, (5X1), type A, touching on all sides, tied by an extremely weak Athens c.d.s. with a second,
somewhat better strike at the left - apparently Jan 20 (1862) on a mourning cover to Blakely, Ga.; reduced somewhat at
the left and soiled, about Fine. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

2033 )

Charleston, S.C., 1861, 5¢ blue, (16X1), three large margins, barely touched at the right, tied by a bold Charleston S.C.
c.d.s., Dec. 5, 1861 on an embossed lady’s envelope to Spartanburg S.C.; minor soiling, small cover repair at upper left
and most of top flap missing still Very Fine, a very scarce use of an embossed lady’s envelope, Ex-Calhoun and illustrated
on page 77 of his Charleston, South Carolina and the Confederate Postmaster Provisionals. Scott $2,500.

Estimate $500 - 750

2034 )

Charleston, S.C., 1861, 5¢ blue, (16X1), Calhoun type C, margins touching to just in (inner frame line intact all around),
tied by a clear “Charleston S.C. Oct. 2, 1861” double-circle datestamp on small cover to Shufordville P.O. N.C.; most
of the top flap missing and small tear at the top, stamp slightly affected by placement at the extreme edge of the cover,
otherwise Fine, Ex-Calhoun; with a 2015 C.S.A. certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $400 - 600

2035 )

Memphis, Tenn., 1861, 5¢ red, (56X2), tied by a mostly clear Memphis c.d.s., Nov 7, 1861, on a cover to Woodville,
Tenn.; stamp with two margins and somewhat faded, generally F.-V.F. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $350 - 500

2034
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2036

2037

2036 )

Nashville, Tenn., 1861, 5¢ violet brown, (61X5), ample to large margins, tied by a light blue Nashville Sep 21, 1861
c.d.s. with a small matching PAID alongside, on a cover to Taylorsville, Tenn.; stamp with upper right corner folded
over the top edge of the cover, which has small faults, Fine; with a 1987 C.S.A. certificate. Scott $4,250.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

2037 )

Nashville, Tenn., 1861, 5¢ violet brown, (61X5), large margins all around, tied by a partial blue Nashville c.d.s. on a
Nashville Hartford Insurance Agent’s illustrated advertising cover which has been reduced by a third at the right and
has a heavy, partly split vertical file crease (not the affecting stamp); nonetheless, a Very Fine stamp and an exceedingly
rare—perhaps unique—usage. Scott $4,250 for full cover (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

2038 )

New Orleans, La., 1861, 5¢ brown, (62X3), horizontal pair tied by one of two strikes straightline “PAID” handstamps
on a neat cover to Richmond, Va. with a clear Aug 8 New Orleans c.d.s.; the pair, which is affixed upside down, is cut in
at the right and lower left, and the cover is reduced just a hair at the bottom with a small sealed tear and the bottom flap
missing; otherwise clean and Very Fine; signed Kimbrough and “Guaranteed Genuine, Durbin & Hanes”, with a 2001
C.S.A. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600

2039 )

New Orleans, La., 1861, 5¢ brown, (62X3), vertical pair with narrow margins, used on a remarkably neat and clean Oct
24 (1861) cover to Richmond, Va., Very Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2040

2041

2040 )

New Orleans, La., 1861, 5¢ red brown, (62X4), horizontal pair, clear to large margins, Very Fine, tied by a weak New
Orleans c.d.s., Nov 24 (1861) on an embossed corner card cover (Tinceant Bros., Havana Segars) to Montgomery, Ala.;
cover reduced a bit at the top, pair lifted and reaffixed, Fine; with a 1976 C.S.A. certificate noting - erroneously - that the
cover has been repaired. Scott $700.
Estimate $250 - 350

2041 )

1861, 5¢ green, (1), four nice margins, tied by a mostly clear Richmond c.d.s., Apr 22, 1862, on a large Mounted
Dragoon patriotic cover (CSA SM-1, verse 5) to Bethany, N.C.; sealed tears and soiling at the upper left, upper left
corner and right edge repair, otherwise F.-V.F.; with a 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

2042 )

1861, 5¢ green, (1), vertical strip of 4, good margins to just cut in, canceled with a pen stroke and tied by an unidentified
manuscript town cancel, Aug 18, 1862, on a cover to Vicksburg, Miss.; wrinkling at both ends indicates a thick contents
- hence the double rate; cover missing top flap and other small faults, strip with a slight water stain, Fine, a rare usage.
Estimate $250 - 350


2043 )

2042

2043

1861, 5¢ olive green, Stone 1, (1c), four large margins, tied by a mostly clear Dec 1861 Tudor Hall, Va, c.d.s. on a clean
cover to Gordonsville, Va.; tiny piece of top flap missing, still Very Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300
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You can view images of every lot, bid directly online and search for what you’re looking for.
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2044

2044 )

1861, 10¢ light milky blue, Stone Y, (2e), large margins, including partial sheet margin at the right, but with a small nick
at the left, tied by an illegible blue Oct 22 town cancel on the back of a Cannon & 12-Star Flag patriotic cover (CN-1C,
verse 13) to Kittrill, N.C.; cover refreshed with small repairs and slightly reduced at the right, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott
$1,800.
Estimate $400 - 600

2045 )

1862, 2¢ green, (3), horizontal pair and strip of 3, tied by partial to faint Knoxville, Tenn. c.d.s.’s, Jul 4, 1862 on a
homemade cover to Lawrenceville, Ga.; the pair, which is the “left top-knot” variety (position 31R), is just in at the right,
the strip just touching to in at the bottom, cover with small flaws, F.-V.F., a reasonably nice example of this rare 10¢
franking. Scott $13,500 for strip of 5 on cover.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2046 )

1862, 2¢ green, (3), a Very Fine single with ample to oversize margins showing bits of adjacent stamps at the right and
bottom, tied by a faint Richmond c.d.s. on a locally addressed cover; small, light stain at the lower left, F.-V.F.; signed
Phillips, A. Diena. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2047 )

1862, 2¢ green, (3), two large margins, just in on the other two sides, pen-canceled (not tied) on a clean homemade
envelope to Clarksville, Va., no other postal markings, Very Fine; signed Phillips, A. Diena. Scott $3,500.

Estimate $500 - 750
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2048

2049

2048 )

1862, 10¢ rose, (5), large margins all around, a great stamp on an attractive but slightly soiled cover with Richmond, Va.
Jul 13, 1863 cancel, addressed to a lady in Augusta, Georgia, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400

2049 )

1863, 10¢ blue, “T-E-N”, (9), large margins all around, tied by Richmond, Va. c.d.s. on cover redirected to Salisbury, N.C.
Cover and stamp are a bit soiled and worn, V.G.-Fine, a not atypical war-time condition for this scarce stamp on cover.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $300 - 400

CAMPAIGN COVERS AND MISC. POSTAL HISTORY

2050

2051

2050 )

1864, Fremont campaign cover, bicolor design similar to earlier patriotic designs, on an attractive Michigan cover;
slightly reduced at right, F.-V.F. Scott 65. Bischel 730 var. Walcott 522 var.
Estimate $200 - 300

2051 )

1868, Grant - Colfax campaign cover, pretty illustrated cover franked with a grid-canceled 3¢ green (147) and tied by a
clear “Yarmouth Port, Ms., Aug 22” c.d.s., to Provincetown, Mass.; reduced just a bit at the right, Very Fine, an interesting
piece of history that never happened. 
Estimate $150 - 200
This must have been for Grant’s 1872 re-election campaign, for which his running mate was actually Henry Wilson and
not his sitting Vice-President, Schuyler Colfax. Colfax, thinking that Grant would not seek a second term, decided to try
to win the Republican presidential nomination. When he learned that Grant was indeed going to run again, he reversed
himself and tried to win the vice-presidential nomination, but lost to Wilson.
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2052

2053

2052 )

1888 Postal Note, from Hoboken, N.J., value 1¢ (wow!), F.-V.F., unusual.

2053 )

1894 Postal Note, type 4, from Columbus, Ga., Very Fine.

2054 )

1912, picture post card from Schofeld Barracks, Hawaii to Port Liscom, Alaska, with multicolor real photo view of
a forest in Ainahau, Waikiki on the reverse, F.-V.F., a decidedly uncommon usage. 
Estimate $200 - 300

Estimate $250 - 350
Estimate $250 - 350

EX 2054

POSTMASTERS’ PROVISIONALS

2055 )

16

2055

New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish, (9X1), ACM connected, large balanced margins, tied by magenta pen strokes on
clean folded address leaf to Geneva, N.Y. with a bold red New-York c.d.s., Aug 1 (1846) and a magenta manuscript “Due
5”, Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2056

2057

2056 )

New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish, (9X1a), position 21-22, pair, large margins all around, pen-canceled on an 1845
folded letter to Michigan, Very Fine. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2057 )

New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish, signed A.C.M., (9X1b), position 20 with clear evidence of double transfer at top
and bottom, ample to large margins, blue pen-canceled on an 1845 folded letter to Philadelphia with a red New-York/5
Estimate $300 - 400
cts./14 Aug c.d.s. and matching “Paid” in arc, Very Fine. Scott $825.

1847 ISSUE

2058

2059

2058 )

5¢ brown, (1), two singles, one with four large margins, the other with three, tied together and onto a neat cover by two
light red grids and a matching Sep 6 Lewiston, N.Y. c.d.s., to North Wakefield, N.H., Very Fine, the only recorded FiveCent 1847 cover from Lewiston, which received no 1847 stamps; signed Pfenninger.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2059 )

5¢ red brown, (1), four nice margins, tied by a light red grid on an advertising cover for the Boston Newspaper “The
American Union”, faint red Boston/5 cts/22 Jul c.d.s.; minor soiling, Fine. A very rare 1847 issue advertising cover; with
a 2016 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2060 )

2060

2061

5¢ red brown, (1), three-plus margins tied by a red grid on an 1850 folded letter to New London, Ct. with a red Aug
27 Springfield, Mass. c.d.s.; the letter is on a Western Bank letterhead and there is a red two-line - PAID -/WESTERN
BANK handstamp above the stamp, Very Fine and unusual; signed by John Fox, with a 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.

Estimate $350 - 500
This cover is pictured on page 263 of the Alexander Census with the caption, “This handstamp, -PAID-/WESTERN
BANK, was probably not designed as an advertisement for the bank. Instead, it was meant to keep a messenger honest.
When a bank employee was sent with the mail and cash to pay the postage, this mark alerted the postal clerk that the mail
was to be prepaid. Some messengers are known to have pocketed the money, sending the mail collect.”

2061 )

5¢ red brown, (1), nice margins except just clear at the upper left, tied by a blue grid with a matching, mostly complete
Mar 16 Peekskill, N.Y. c.d.s. on an 1848 folded letter to Weston, Ct.; central vertical file fold, F.-V.F., Peekskill received
no 1847 stamps - this is the only 1847 cover recorded in Alexander’s Census. Scott $425.
Estimate $350 - 500

2062 )

5¢ red brown, (1), large even margins, tied by a partial blue Philada. Pa./5 cts/Jan 21 c.d.s. on an 1850 folded letter to
Dover, Del. with a more complete strike of the Philada 5 cts c.d.s. at the right; slightly soiled along central vertical file
fold not affecting stamp, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $465.
Estimate $250 - 350

2063 )

5¢ red brown, (1), large, even margins, tied by a partial blue 5 in oval on an 1849 folded letter to Washington D.C.
with a blue Jun 2 Baltimore, Md. c.d.s. and another complete strike of the blue “5” in oval, Very Fine; with a 1981 P.F.
certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2064

2065

2064 )

5¢ red brown, (1), large even margins, tied by a partial blue Philada. Pa./5/Mar 31 c.d.s. on an 1849 folded letter
to Washington D.C. with a more complete, but not fully struck-up strike of the Philada 5 c.d.s. at the right; slightly
soiled along central vertical file fold, Very Fine, the letter, concerning a business matter, is written to the newly-installed
Secretary of the Treasury, William M. Meredith, whose portrait graces the 10¢ fractional currency note of 1849. Scott
$465.
Estimate $250 - 350

2065 )

5¢ red brown, (1), four nice margins, tied by red diamond grids on an 1849 folded letter to Springfield, Mass. with a red
New-York May 14 c.d.s., Very Fine; with a 1984 P.F. certificate as a red brown. Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350

2066 )

5¢ red brown, (1), three nice margins, close at the bottom, tied by a neat red grid and straightline PAID with a weak matching
Hartford, Ct. c.d.s., Jun 1 (1850) on folded letter to New York; stamp with a tiny, faint corner crease, F.-V.F.

Estimate $200 - 300

2067 )

5¢ red brown, worn impression, (1), nice even margins, tied by a small red grid on an 1850 folded letter to Providence,
R.I. with red Nov 20 Hartford, Ct. c.d.s., F.-V.F. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300

2066
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2068

2069

2068 )

5¢ brown, (1), four nice margins, tied by red grid on an exceptionally clean cover to Newport, R.I. with a matching Sep
6 New-York c.d.s., Very Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300

2069 )

5¢ brown, (1), ample to large margins with a bit of the adjacent stamp visible at the top, tied by a neat blue grid
with a matching Apr 1 Troy, N.Y. c.d.s. on a cover to Waterford, N.Y.; slight edge faults, F.-V.F. Scott $465.

Estimate $200 - 300

2070 )

5¢ red brown, (1), tied by three blue grid cancels with a matching Philada. Pa./5/Aug 2 alongside on a clean 1849 folded
letter to Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; stamp with nice side marins but just clear at the lower left and barely touching at the upper
right; a Fine stamp on a Very Fine cover; also included is a Post Office Announcement of the 1847 Stamp Centenary issues,
#947, 948 & UC17. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300

2071 )

5¢ brown, (1), four nice margins, tied by a lightly struck red grid and Camden, S.C., Nov 29 c.d.s. on an 1849 folded
letter to Sumterville, S.C., F.-V.F., Ex-J. Waldo Sampson. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300

2072 )

5¢ red brown, (1), 3 margins, tied by New York FEB 19 red grid cancel on a small 1851 cover to Connecticut (with
contents), F.-V.F., quite attractive; with very detailed 2012 Sismondo certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300

2070

2071

2072

The “PACKAGE THREE” and date were applied by the recipient at a later date.
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2073

2074

2073 )

5¢ dark brown, (1a), vertical pair, good top & bottom margins, touching or in on the sides, tied by multiple pen strokes
on an 1848 folded letter to Duxbury, Mass. with a mostly clear red Sep 21 New Orleans c.d.s. alongside at left, F.-V.F.,
fascinating, easily read three-page letter noting events of the day, including the defeat of General Jósef Bem in Europe
and the Spanish government-sponsored kidnapping of one Jean Francisco Rey in Louisiana. Scott $2,000+.

Estimate $400 - 600

2074 )

5¢ dark brown, (1a), ample to large margins, tied by a red diamond grid cancel on an 1847 folded address leaf to
Philadelphia with red Dec 20 New-York c.d.s., Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

2075 )

5¢ dark brown, (1a), an unusually nice example with large margins all around, tied by blue Philadelphia cancel on a
folded letter sheet to Maryland, Extremely Fine and choice. Scott $940.
Estimate $300 - 400

2076 )

5¢ dark brown, (1a), 4 large margins, tied by red Boston 4 APR/5, black grid cancels on a neat 1851 cover to a lady in
Roxbridge, Mass., Very Fine; with 2013 P.F. certificate, which notes the stamp has a trivial “small corner crease”. Scott
$900.
Estimate $300 - 400

2077 )

5¢ orange brown, (1b), clear to large margins, tied by a a clear Phoenix, N.Y., Jul 11 (1851) c.d.s. struck twice, once in
red and once in black, on a folded letter to Utica, N.Y., a choice stamp Very Fine, Ex-Craveri; with a 2013 P.F. certificate.
Scott $825 ++.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2075
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1847 ISSUE RAILROAD COVERS

2078

2079

2078 )

5¢ brown, (1), Baltimore Railroad, margins all around, used with an unusual impressed grill of dots (puncturing the paper)
on the top half of a folded letter sheet, with BALTIMORE RR and “5” in circle at right; stamp with pre-printing paper
fold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

2079 )

5¢ brown, (1), small margins to just touching, canceled with a penciled “X” with a red Norwich & Worcester.R.R., Aug
26 c.d.s. (Towle 81-A-1, RF V) on an exceptionally clean 1848 folded letter to Worcester, Mass., a Very Fine cover. Scott
$625.
Estimate $250 - 350

2080 )

5¢ brown, (1), good margins except close at the left center, canceled with a blue grid on an 1850 folded letter to Providence,
R.I. with a mostly clear blue Northern R.R., Jun 29 c.d.s. below; cover faults, stamp F.-V.F. Scott $625.
Estimate $250 - 350



2080

2081

2081 )

5¢ red brown, (1), Philadelphia Railroad, margins all around, pen-canceled on an 1848 folded letter to New York, with
red PHILA RAILROAD starightline along side and “5” in circle at top, F.-V.F. Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350

2082 )

5¢ red brown, (1), Vermont and Mass Railroad, margins all around, used with red grid cancel on cover to a lady in Barre,
Mass.; with matching lightly struck VERMONT & MASS. RR cancel at left (a premium cancel); a small musical label
seals the reverse, Fine; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2083

2084

2083 )

5¢ dark brown, (1a), clear to large margins, tied by a manuscript “X” on a folded letter to Baldwinville, Mass. with a
faint red Boston & Fitchburg.R.R., Oct 31 c.d.s. (Towle 41-B-1, RF V); cover faults, Fine. Scott $1,100.

Estimate $250 - 350

2084 )

5¢ dark brown, (1a), Norwhich and Worcester Railroad, left margin single with large margins in places, cutting on
two sides, tied by NORWICH & WORCESTER RR cancel in red (a premium cancel) on an 1849 Massachusetts
folded letter; the stamp is additionally canceled by red crayon and a lightened manuscript cancel which has caused slight
discoloration, Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300

2085 )

10¢ black, (2), huge margins all around including parts of two other stamps, tied by red grid cancel on a folded letter to
Philadelphia, with matching US EXPRESS MAIL cancel at left (a premium cancel), Extremely Fine, the gorgeous stamp
and the scarce cancel make this a premium cover; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,550.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2086 )

10¢ black, (2), nice margins except a bit close at the top, canceled by a light but discernible strike of the red Scarab fancy
cancel with a clear matching St. Johnsbury Vt. Aug. 28 (1849) c.d.s. on folded letter to Rochester N.Y.; minor water
staining at the lower right, otherwise F.-V.F. A note on back states, “Herant Mozian, identifies this as one of five 10¢ St.
Johnsbury covers offered in a 1947 Mozian auction - one of three canceled with the ‘Scarab’”. Ex-Boker, Hart & Mirsky;
with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,050 ++.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2085

2086

Fewer than ten Ten-Cent 1874 covers with the St. Johnsbury “Scarab” are recorded.
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2087

2088

2087 )

10¢ black, (2), margins all around including sheet margin at right, tied by New York red grid cancel on an 1848 folded
letter sheet to Canada, nice red QUEENSTON U.C. SEP 10/1848 arrival on face, Very Fine, most attractive. Scott
$1,800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2088 )

10¢ black, (2), ample to oversize margins with frame line of adjacent stamp visible at the top, tied by two partial blue
Philada. Pa./5/Jun 4 c.d.s.’s with a third, more complete strike at the right, on an 1849 folded letter to Taunton, Mass.; a
Very Fine-Extremely Fine stamp on a F-VF cover.
Estimate $600 - 800

2089 )

10¢ black, (2), four nice balanced margins, tied by a light blue grid with a blue Apr 25 (1850) Nashville, Tenn. c.d.s.
on a very clean folded letter to Philadelphia, F.-V.F. Only 20 Ten-Cent 1847 covers are recorded from Nashville. Scott
$1,050+.
Estimate $600 - 800

2090 )

10¢ black, (2), large margins all around, used with red grid cancel on an 1847 folded letter sheet to New York, with
matching US EXPRESS MAIL cancel at left (a premium cancel), address partially inked-over, a Very Fine stamp; with
1972 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,550.
Estimate $600 - 800

2091 )

10¢ black, (2), ample to large margins, lightly tied by a red grid and matching St. Louis Mo., Apr 5 (1851) c.d.s. with
integral “10” rate on an exceptionally clean folded letter to Philadelphia, Very Fine. St. Louis received 30,000 Ten-Cent
1847s, but just 194 covers are recorded. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2092

2093

2092 )

10¢ black, (2), large margins to close at the lower left, portion of adjoining stamp along bottom tied by a red diamond
grid cancel with a matching Jun 21 [1849] New-York c.d.s. on an folded address leaf to Marion, Ala.; somewhat heavy
vertical file fold through postmark, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

2093 )

10¢ black, (2), four nice margins, tied by a blue grid with a matching Philada. Pa., Jan 17 c.d.s. with integral “10” rate,
on a clean 1849 folded letter to Mansfield, O., Very Fine; signed Juliard. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

2094 )

10¢ black, (2), position 28R, four nice margins, tied by one of two strikes of a red St. Louis Mo., Aug 7 (1850) c.d.s.
with integral 10 rate on an exceptionally clean folded letter to Philadelphia, Very Fine. St. Louis received 30,000 Ten-Cent
1847s, but just 194 covers are recorded, Ex-Burger; signed Holcombe. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

2095 )

10¢ black, (2), bottom sheet margin single with nice margins except just cut in at the lower right, tied by a red diamond
grid cancel with a matching May 8 [1851] New-York c.d.s. on a folded letter to Cleveland, O.; fresh and clean, Very Fine.
Scott $1,050.
Estimate $400 - 600

2094
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2096

2097

2096 )

10¢ black, (2), four large balanced margins, pen-canceled on a clean 1847 envelope to New York postmarked with an
incomplete blue Oct 3 Baltimore c.d.s., Very Fine; with a 1981 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $350 - 500

2097 )

10¢ black, (2), three large margins, just touching (and small nick) at the lower left margin, tied by red diamond grid
cancel with matching Sep 15 [1849] New-York c.d.s. and manuscript “Paid” on an exceptionally clean folded letter to
Detroit, Mich., F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $300 - 400

1851 ISSUE

2098

2099

2098 )

1¢ blue, type II, (7), vertical strip of 3 with bottom sheet margin, positions 79-89-99R1E, good margins except in at
the right, tied by Boston PAID grid and by a red Boston/3 cts/24 May c.d.s. on a neat 1852 cover to Bangor, Me. with a
small tear at the right; includes the original bisiness letter, F.-V.F., position 79R1E is identified on the cover as a Type IIIa
but, while it does seem to have a noticeable break at top, it was considered strictly a Type II by Ashbrook.

Estimate $300 - 400

2099 )

1¢ blue, type II, (7), plate 3, Relief T (pos. 3R?), good margins right and bottom, just in top and left, tied by a “NewYork, Apr 26, 1857, Paid” c.d.s. on a printed circular to Haverhill, Mass.; light horizontal file fold through stamp, F.-V.F.,
circular is New York Leather & Hides Prices Current. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

2100 )

1¢ blue, type III, (8), an exceptional four-margin single from Relief “C”, clearly showing the characteristic breaks at the
top and bottom, just tied by a light black grid cancel on a neat, small lady’s envelope to Portsmouth, Va., Very Fine. A
marvelous stamp on a clean cover; with a 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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2101

2102

2101 )

1¢ blue, types II & IIIa, (7, 8A), horizontal strip of 3 with inter-pane margin & guide line at the left, types IIIa-IIIa-II,
positions 71-73R1E, tied by a black grid and partial Jefferson City, Mo. on a folded address leaf to New York City; type
characteristics trimmed off top and bottom - only identifiable by plating, slight damage in left sheet margin, otherwise
Fine, a more affordable example of this rare combination - Scott value just for a pair of type IIIa off-cover is $2,300; with
a 2003 P.S.E. certificate.
Estimate $350 - 500

2102 )

1¢ blue, type IV, (9), position 69-70, 80R1L, irregular block of 3, ample margins or barely cutting, tied by faint
Shawneetown, Ill c.d.s. on cover to New Haven, Ct., F.-V.F., with Ashbrook’s notes on the reverse (he noted the postmark
was rare).
Estimate $300 - 400

2103 )

1¢ blue, type IV, (9), position 66-67, 76L1L, irregular block of 3, mostly large margins, tied by indistinct town cancel on
cover to Newburyport, Mass., Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

2104 )

5¢ red brown, (12), three nice margins, just in at the left, tied by light “Boston Br. Pkt., Jun 28” (1858) with a handstamped
“5” on a clean folded address leaf to Halifax, Nova Scotia; backstamped “Ud. States/Halifax” c.d.s. the next day,
Very Fine. An uncommon destination; signed and annotated by Ashbrook. Scott $1,150 for domestic cover.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2105 )

5¢ red brown, (12), two singles, one with four margins, the other just touching on two sides, tied by a light Dec 5 New
Orleans c.d.s. (1857) with a Dec 6 “New 6 York” c.d.s. and manuscript “pr Europa” on a partial folded letter (front plus
back-top and bottom) to Nantes, France; handstamped “16” and Dec 27 “Et. Unis Serv. Br. A. C.” French entry c.d.s.;
backstamped Nantes on Dec 28, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2103
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2106 )



2106

2107

5¢ red brown, (12), three nice margins, just in at the bottom, tied by clear “Annapolis Md., Sep 26” (1856) with a red
Oct 1 New-York Br. Pkt c.d.s. and faint manuscript “Per Cunard Line” on a partial folded letter (front plus back-top and
bottom) to Spezzia, Italy; manuscript “17” and Oct 14 “Etats-Unis Paq. Brit./Calais M” French entry c.d.s.; backstamped
London, Paris, Genoa and Spezzia; cosmetically refolded, Very Fine appearance. Scott $1,600 for a cover to France.
Estimate $300 - 400

2107 )

10¢ green, type I, (13, 24, U10), used with 1857, 1¢ blue, type V on a 3¢ entire, used in 1859 from Kenosha, Wis. to
England (24¢ treaty rate via British packet), with two Glastonbury backstamps, F.-V.F., a lovely tri-color transatlantic
cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

2108 )

10¢ green, type I, (13), ample margins, tied by NY state town cancel on an attractive small cover to San Francisco, F.-V.F.,
covers from East to West are much scarcer than the other way. Scott $900.
Estimate $250 - 350

2108

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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2109

2110

2109 )

10¢ green, type I, (13), nice margins with town cancel on a fancy colorless embossed ladies cover from Connecticut to a
gold mining town in California, F.-V.F., a cute cover. Scott $900.
Estimate $250 - 350

2110 )

10¢ green, type II, (14), a choice single with large margins including a partial right sheet margin at the right, tied by a
light Dec 17 Harrington, Me. c.d.s. on a cover to Sonora, Cal.; forwarded to “Murphys Camp, Calivaris County” with a
3¢ dull red (11A) tied by an incomplete Sonora c.d.s., Jan 26, 1858, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

2111 )

10¢ green, types II & III, (14,15), vertical strip of 3, types II-III-II, positions 60-70-80R1, good right and bottom margins,
cut in at the top and left, tied by Feb 5 San Francisco c.d.s.’s on an 1857 folded letter to Herford, Germany with a red
N. York 7 Br. Pkt. Paid, Mar 4 Exchange Office c.d.s., two red boxed “Aachen 18/3, Franco” German entry handstamps
and a Mar 19 backstamp, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

2112 )

10¢ green, type III, (15), horizontal pair, used with a 1¢ Blue type IV (9) and two 3¢ brownish carmine type I (11)
tied on the back of a 10¢ Nesbitt entire (U10) to Mainz, Germany, by weak strikes of a Wabash, Ill. c.d.s., Apr 14 (1857)
there is a clear strike of the Wabash c.d.s. on the front, along with a red N. York 8 U.S. Pkt./Paid, Apr 18 Exchange Office
c.d.s. and a blue straightline America/Uber Bremen/Franco; the 1¢ is a top margin single with a major double transfer
(5R1L), cut in at the bottom; the 10¢ pair is cut in at the top and lower left; cover with soiling and a torn flap, Fine, a most
unusual franking. 
Estimate $350 - 500

2111
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2113

2114

2113 )

10¢ green, type IV, (16), position 3R (recut at the top), four good margins, including a partial sheet margin at the top, tied
by a mostly clear Nov 20 (1857) San Francisco c.d.s. on a folded address leaf to New Haven, Ct.; minor toning and internal
tears, neither of which affect the stamp, which is Very Fine. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2114 )

10¢ green, type IV, (16), position 3R (recut at the top), three nice margins, barely touching at the left, tied by a Sep 19
(1856) Newport, R.I. c.d.s. on a partial folded letter (front plus bottom back) to San Francisco; vertical file fold through
stamp, otherwise F.-V.F. and attractive, plated by Chase. Scott $1,600+.
Estimate $350 - 500

2115 )

12¢ gray black, (17), horizontal pair, nice margins except cut just to outer frame line at the left, tied by a partial New
Orleans c.d.s. on a Dec 1856 folded address leaf to Liverpool, England with a bright red handstamped 19 credit and a
clear Jan 18, 1857, Liverpool entry c.d.s., Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400

2116 )

12¢ gray black, (17), horizontal pair, clear to large margins except just touching along bottom frame line, tied by red
grids on an 1857 cover from New York to Norwich, England, postmarked with a red New 19 York, Apr 1 c.d.s. with red
Apr 12 America/Paid/Liverpool and Apr 13 London c.d.s.’s, backstamped Norwich on Apr 14; slightly soiled, F.-V.F.
Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400

2117 )

12¢ gray black, (17), horizontal pair, nice bottom margin but touching or just in on the other sides, tied by light magenta
grids on a very clean 1856 folded letter from Hartford, Ct. to London, England; postmarked with a Nov 11 Hartford c.d.s.
with a red handstamped 19 credit and a faint red Nov 24 London receiver, Very Fine; with 1988 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$825.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1857 ISSUE

2118

2119

2118 )

1¢ blue, types I & II, (18,20), strip of 3, types I-II-I, positions 73-75L12, quite well-centered, though with bottom scrolls
on the right stamp not quite visible, lightly canceled by dotted grids with a partly-weak Hallowell, Me. c.d.s. on a clean
cover to Lynn, Mass.; few bottom perforations on the middle stamp blunted, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

2119 )

1¢ blue, types I & II, (18,20), vertical strip of 3, types II-I-II, positions 58-58-78L12; a Fine, fresh strip tied by a “NewYork, Aug 3, 1861” small grid duplexes on a folded address leaf to North White Creek, N.Y. blue sender’s Maitland,
Phelps & Co. handstamp partly beneath stamps; reduced slightly at the bottom, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

2120 )

1¢ blue, type Ia, (19), position 100R4, tied by a clear Lynchburg, Va., Dec 1857 (month inverted, day omitted) on a
folded letter to Galena, Ill.; top perforations clipped with some missing on the right side, but bottom ornaments are clearly
visible; letter is a printed circular, “Proceedings of the Tobacco Manufacturer’s Convention”, Dec 3, 1857 with pages
partly adhered preventing opening all the way, Fine. A rare stamp - the plate of 200 contained only 18 examples, with a
2012 R. Doporto certificate identifying the position. Scott $9,500, $9000 off cover.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2121 )

1¢ blue, type II, major cracked plate variety, (20 var.), three singles, average centering, the middle one being position
23L2, clearly showing the “Big” plate crack, tied by light Oct 1 Providence, R.I. c.d.s.’s on a small cover to Dighton,
Mass., F.-V.F.; with a 2005 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,920 off-cover.
Estimate $400 - 600

2120
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2122

2123

2122 )

1¢ blue, type II, (20), plate 2, horizontal pair with partial left sheet margin, vertical perforations shifted 2.5mm left, tied
by a weak New Orleans c.d.s. on an 1857 folded circular (New Orleans Cotton Shipments) to Germany, red Nov 9 French
entry c.d.s., partial “...BURG” backstamp, original address band not present, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

2123 )

1¢ blue, type II, (20), plate 2, pair and single with rich color, tied by two incomplete Oct 22 New-York c.d.s.’s on a cover
to Jamesburg, N.J.; left stamp (the single) with slightly damaged top perforations from edge placement, F.-V.F. Scott $950.

Estimate $200 - 300

2124 )

1¢ blue, type III, (21), position 61R4, perforations clipped at the left (interpane margin), tied by a light Hartford,
Ct. c.d.s., Jan 3, 185? on a locally addressed folded circular; stamp with a small corner crease, circular a bit toned,
otherwise F.-V.F.; with a 2012 P.S.A.G. certificate (not identifying the position). Scott $2,000, $1500 off cover.

Estimate $300 - 400

2125 )

1¢ blue, type IIIa, (22), an Extremely Fine example from position 41L4, canceled with a small four-bar grid on a
neat cover to New Vineyard, Me.; top flap missing, otherwise Very Fine, identified on the reverse by Ashbrook and
accompanied by a 1950 explanatory letter from him to Jack Molesworth opining about the exceptional condition of the
stamp and the added value “because of its near relationship to the scarce IC.”; with a 2002 P.F. certificate. Scott $525.

Estimate $200 - 300

2126 )

1¢ blue, type IV, triple transfer, one inverted, (23 var.), the left stamp in what was originally a horizontal strip of 3,
positions 81-83L1L, the right stamp separated, tied by two clear Dec 9 Palmyra, N.Y. c.d.s.’s on a neat cover to Albany,
N.Y.; the pair also has a rather dramatic diagonal pre-printing paper fold affecting both stamps; the right stamp (position
83) has a small sealed tear at the lower right, Very Fine, exceedingly rare - Scott prices the 81L1L + two singles off cover
at $4,700; with a 2011 P.F. certificate; identified on the reverse by Chase. Scott $2,500 +++.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2127

2128

2127 )

1¢ blue, type IV, (23), recut once at the top with a major double transfer, position 98L1L, canceled by a black grid on a
printed price list from Philadelphia bakers, Taite & Wood, to White Haven, Pa.; minor flaws in the circular, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,100+.
Estimate $250 - 350

2128 )

1¢ blue, type IV, (23), top not visible (due to average centering) and bottom not recut, but the top of the adjacent stamp
below is clearly recut; lightly tied by a small grid cancel on an underpaid 1857 folded address leaf from Philadelphia to
Plymouth, England, manuscript “’Arabia’” (Cunard steamer) with large double-lined “2” (shillings due) handstamp,
backstamped Liverpool, Sep 13, and Plymouth, Sep 14, F.-V.F., most unusual. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350

2129 )

1¢ blue, type IV, (23), recut once at top & bottom, tied by a Dec 4 Savannah, Geo. c.d.s. on an exceptionally clean 1857
Savannah Prices Current to Kennebunkport, Me. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300

2130 )

5¢ brick red, type I, (27), a lovely, well-centered vertical strip of 3 on a clean cover from New Orleans to Bordeaux,
France; tied by two light New Orleans c.d.s.’s, Apr 30, 1859, as well as by a red May 7 New Paid York/8 and a May 20
French entry octagonal datestamp, five different French backstamps; neatly repaired tear at the bottom between the “e” & “a”
of “Bordeaux”, still Very Fine and a marvelous showpiece; with a 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $6,000 off cover.

Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2131

2132

2131 )

5¢ brick red, type I, (27), used with a 10¢ green type V (35) tied by light red cancels on a small 1860 onion skin envelope
from Providence, R.I. to Paris, France with a red Dec 18 Providence c.d.s., a red New Paid York/12/Dec 19 Exchange
Office c.d.s., a Jan 3 French entry c.d.s. and a Jan 3 Paris backstamp; 5¢ stamp with two tiny tears at the top, the very
fragile cover has a tape stain at the top (flap reattached) and edge flaws, Fine appearance; with a 2002 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,800 for the 5¢ on cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

2132 )

5¢ red brown, type I, (28), used with a 10¢ green type V (35) tied by a light “San Francisco, Cal., Aug 27, 1860” c.d.s. on
a folded address leaf to Cherault, France with a red New Paid York/3/Sep 22 Exchange Office c.d.s. (nearly four weeks
from San Francisco to New York), an Aug 6 French entry c.d.s., a red boxed “PD”, and five different French backstamps;
cover faults, Fine appearance. Scott $1,300 for the 5¢ on cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

2133 )

5¢ Indian red, type I, (28A), vertical strip of 3 New Orleans c.d.s.’s, Dec 14 (1859), on an embossed corner card cover
to Paris, France, red Dec 22 New Paid York/12 Exchange Office c.d.s. and Jan 3 French entry c.d.s. also tie the strip; top
stamp with a rounded lower left corner (not mentioned on the accompanying certificate), middle with a small tear at the
right and bottom with the bottom perforations clipped, otherwise F.-V.F.; with a 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $13,000 offcover.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2133

2134

An exceedingly rare cover franked with an already-rare 5¢ Indian red strip of three.
2134 )

34

5¢ brown, type I, (29), vertical strip of 3, clipped at the top and part-way down the left side, tied by New Orleans c.d.s.’s,
Jul 12, 1859 on a folded letter to Saintes, France with a red New Paid York/12/Jul 20 Exchange Office c.d.s. an Aug 1
French entry c.d.s. and three different backstamps; bit of discoloration at the top, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2135

2136

2135 )

5¢ brown, type I, (29), vertical strip of 3 tied by two New Orleans c.d.s.’s, May 6, 1860, on cover to Bordeaux, France
with a manuscript “par Steamer”, a red New Paid York/6/May 12 Exchange Office c.d.s., a May 26 French entry c.d.s., a
red boxed “P.D.”, and three different French backstamps; the bottom perforations of the bottom stamp in the strip (which
is at the top of the cover) were clipped to fit on the envelope, and there is a tear at the bottom of the cover and flap tears,
F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $300 - 400

2136 )

5¢ brown, type I, (29), three singles tied by two Oct 22 New Orleans c.d.s.’s on an 1859 folded letter to Bordeaux,
France with a manuscript “Steamer, 27 October 1859”, a red Boston Paid, Nov 4 Exchange Office c.d.s., a Nov 19 French
entry c.d.s., a red boxed “PD”, and three French backstamps; left stamp with straight edge at the left, cover with small tears
at the bottom and on the back, Fine; signed by British expert, Paul Alcuri. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400

2137 )

5¢ brown, type I, (29), vertical pair, tied by a mostly clear Atlanta, Ga. c.d.s., Jan 4, 1861, on a pretty amber cover to
San Francisco; reduced just a bit at the top, F.-V.F.; signed Holcombe, with his 1993 certificate mistakenly noting the year,
which is poorly struck, as 1863, by which time these stamps were no longer valid. Scott $900.
Estimate $250 - 350

2138 )

10¢ green, type I, (31), exceptionally well-centered with a partial sheet margin at the left - position 91R1 - tied by
a mostly clear Jan 20 “New [grid] York” Ocean Mail c.d.s. on a cover to San Francisco, Very Fine. Scott $1,300
.
Estimate $350 - 500

2139 )

10¢ green, type II, (32), a choice, beautifully centered single “socked-on-the-nose” with a San Francisco c.d.s., May 20,
1859, on a cover to Pittsburgh, Pa. with a bold manuscript “via Panama” and a handstamped “DUE 10” indicating the
correct double rate via Panama; cover with minor edge faults, otherwise Very Fine; with a 2017 P.S.E. certificate.

Estimate $600 - 800
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2140

2141

2140 )

10¢ green, type II, (32), horizontal strip of 3 and a single - position 57-59 & 60R1 - tied by three New Orleans c.d.s.’s,
Mar 2, 1859, with a large “5” (reales due) handstamp on a folded address leaf to Vera Cruz, Mexico; couple insignificant
horizontal file folds, Very Fine. Scott $790 ++.
Estimate $350 - 500

2141 )

10¢ green, type V, (35), an unusual imprint pair used on an 1861 folded letter sheet from New Jersey to Vera Cruz,
Mexico, Very Fine, a beautiful, “nifty” item. 
Estimate $300 - 400

2142 )

10¢ green, type V and 5¢ brown, type I, (35, 29), used on an 1860 folded letter sheet from New York to Bordeaux,
France, F.-V.F., an attractive example of the 15¢ treaty rate.
Estimate $200 - 300

2143 )

12¢ black, plate I, (36), vertical pair with partial bottom sheet margin tied by a neat “Paid” grid on an 1858 cover (small
lady’s envelope) to London, England; postmarked on the reverse with a clear “Boston Br. Pkt., 7 Apr” Exchange Office
c.d.s. with red 19 credit handstamp and Apr 20 London Paid receiver on the front, Very Fine, a little gem. Scott $850.

Estimate $350 - 500

2144 )

12¢ black, plate I, (36), horizontal pair tied by two overlapping Dec 5 Harpers Ferry, Va. c.d.s.’s on an 1859 cover to
London, England with a red 19 credit handstamp and a red Dec 20 London backstamp, Very Fine; with a 2017 P.F.
certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2145

2146

2145 )

24¢ gray lilac, (37), tied by a light “Paid” grid on a small 1861 cover from Boston to London, England with a light strike
of a “Boston/A. Pkt./3/Jun 22” Exchange Office c.d.s. and a red Jul 12 London Paid entry c.d.s., which also tied the stamp,
Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $250 - 350

2146 )

24¢ gray lilac, (37), canceled and tied by a small red grid on an 1861 cover from New York to London, England with
manuscript “per Africa, Apr 10”, a lightly struck red 3/New 19 York/Apr 10 Exchange Office c.d.s. and a red Apr 22
London Paid receiver; extensively docketed at the left, F.-V.F.; with 1980 & 2013 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,000.

Estimate $250 - 350

2147 )

30¢ orange, (38), grid-canceled on an 1861 cover from Schenectady, N.Y. to Paris, France, with an Aug 2 Schenectady
c.d.s., a partial red New Paid York/12/Aug 3 Exchange Office c.d.s., an Aug 17 French entry c.d.s., a red boxed “PD” and
an Aug 17 Paris; stamp saddled over right edge, with minor perforation damage due to edge placement, cover with toning
and top flap missing, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $200 - 300

2147

1861-1867 ISSUES

2148 )

2148

3¢ pink, (64), exceptionally well-centered, tied by a bold socked-on-the-nose Nov 19 Perryville, N.Y. c.d.s. on a cover to
Mannsville, N.Y. with manuscript instruction “P.M. please Forward”; address somewhat faded, F.-V.F.; with a 2019 P.F.
certificate identifying the town as Terryville. Scott $775.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2149

2150

2149 )

3¢ pink, (64), well-centered but some nibbed perforations, tied by Geneva, NY duplex cancel on an attractive 1861 cover
to Wisconsin, Very Fine; with 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $775.
Estimate $250 - 350

2150 )

3¢ pigeon blood pink, (64a), tied to envelope by Buffalo N.Y. Oct 12 1861 c.d.s. and matching grid postmark, lengthy
enclosure datelined Friday PM Oct 11/61, addressed to Philadelphia Pa, roughly opened along top which also damages the
backflap, strong solid stamp which alone catalogs $4,250, F.-V.F.; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $4,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000



2151

2152

2151 )

5¢ buff, (67), pair (certificate calls them “two singles”), tied by Detroit, Mich. cancel on an 1862 cover to Chatham,
Canada; the stamps have been removed and carefully replaced, the cover has been attractively refolded at top, and the left
stamp has trivial corner crease, F.-V.F. overall, a lovely example of cross-border mail; a single on-cover catalogs $1,000;
with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,900 as an off-cover pair.
Estimate $500 - 750

2152 )

10¢ dark green and 5¢ buff, (67, 68a), tied by New York red grid cancels on a Nov 1861 folded letter sheet to
Sarthe, France, F.-V.F., a noteworthy example of the 15¢ treaty rate, used after the 1857issue was demonetized.

Estimate $400 - 600

2153 )

5¢ buff, (67), used with a 10¢ green (68) and wrapped around the bottom edge of the cover, tied by “PAID” grids
on an 1862 cover from Boston to Paris, France with a red May 14 Boston/Paid/12 Exchange Office c.d.s., a red
May 27 French entry c.d.s., a boxed “PD” and a May 27 Paris backstamp; top flap torn, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.

Estimate $200 - 300
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2154

2155

2154 )

24¢ red lilac, (70), exceptionally well-centered, tied by a red grid and 3/New-York Br. Pkt./Jan 25 Exchange Office
c.d.s. on an 1862 folded letter to Liverpool, England; red Feb 9 London/Paid c.d.s. and Feb 10 Liverpool backstamp;
stamp with a pulled perforation at the bottom, otherwise Very Fine and very attractive, the letter mentions Confederate
States mail to Europe being routed through Old Point Comfort. Scott $350.
Estimate $250 - 350

2155 )

5¢ red brown, (75), horizontal strip of 3, normal centering, pen-canceled and tied by one of three strikes of a small “8”
in concentric circles of unknown origin, on an 1863 cover from New Orleans to La Rochelle, France with a mostly clear
Jun 6 New Orleans double-circle datestamp with integral “FREE”, a Jun 17 “New 6 York” Exchange Office c.d.s., a red
Jun 29 French entry c.d.s., a handstamped “30” and two handstamped “16”, one in red, one in black, backstamped ParisBordeaux and La Rochelle; large sealed tear and repaired nick at the top, mounting remnants on the reverse, otherwise
Estimate $250 - 350
F.-V.F., an exceedingly rare make-up of the 15¢ rate. Scott $1,525 as a pair and single.

2156 )

3¢ rose, A. grill, (79), a typical but decent example tied by Richmond, Va. cancel on a small envelope to Massachusetts,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $500 - 750

2157 )

3¢ rose, C. grill, (83), tied by Boston Nov 18 (1867) duplex cancel on a lovely cover to a lady in Roxbury, Mass., F.-V.F.;
with 2011 Weiss certificate, which notes the date is only two days after the EKU. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

2158 )

2¢ black, D. grill, (84), typical centering, tied by circle-of-wedges cancel on an advertising cover for wholesale grocers,
Fine, very rare; with 1974 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,250 cat $5000 off cover.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2156
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2159

2160

2159 )

24¢ gray lilac, F. grill, (99), average centering, tied by a blue Jun 22 [1870] Cincinnati target duplex on a legal-size cover
to Batavia, O.; reduced slightly at the right with extensive legal docketing front and back, F.-V.F. Scott $2,500.

Estimate $300 - 400

2160 )

30¢ orange, F. grill, (100), tied by a fancy “leaf” cancel on an 1869 folded letter from New York to Paris, France with
a red New Paid York/12/Jan 7 Exchange Office c.d.s., a blue Jan 19 French entry c.d.s. a red boxed “PD” and a blue
sender’s oval datestamp (no Paris receiver); stamp about Fine, cover with diagonally cross-written docketing over address,
otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $250 - 350

1869-1893 ISSUES

2161

2162

2161 )

1869, 3¢ ultramarine, (114), a striking example with two-way perforation shift, used on a remarkably neat and clean cover
from New Hampshire to a lady in Massachusetts, Very Fine, an unusual item for the serious 1869 issue collector.

Estimate $250 - 350

2162 )

1871, 7¢ vermilion, split H. grill, (138 var.), well-centered, used on cover from Newark via New York to Leipzig,
Germany (7¢ NGU Closed Mail rate), F.-V.F., the split grill makes this an uncommon usage on cover. Scott $700 as
normal on cover.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2163

2164

2163 )

1893, 1¢ Columbian, (230), pair tied by Chicago 1893 duplex cancel on an illustrated corner card cover to New York (two
backstamps), F.-V.F., a lovely Columbian Exposition item; with 2010 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300

2164 )

1893, 1¢ Columbian, (230), pair tied by Chicago duplex cancel on an illustrated corner card cover to New York, F.V.F., attractive; with 2010 P.F. certificate, which mentions a few tone spots on the stamps (barely visible).

Estimate $200 - 300

2165 )

1893, 2¢ Columbian, (231), used on an 1893 Columbian Exposition multicolor illustrated souvenir post card from
Chicago to Washington, D.C., Very Fine, beautiful and very scarce.
Estimate $250 - 350

2166 )

1893, 5¢ Columbian, (234), tied by Chicago 18 Apr 1893 duplex cancel (two weeks before the Exposition opened) on an
illustrated cover to Germany (at the correct UPU rate, and with German backstamp), F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

2165

2166

The Schachner design is scarce (Wukusch #SE9) and usually seen only on private cards.
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2167

2168

2167 )

1893, 15¢ and 30¢ Columbians, (238, 239), tied by Cincinnati, Ohio registry cancels on a 5¢ Columbian entire (U350),
addressed to Breslau, Germany, with 1894 backstamp; couple barely toned perforations, Very Fine overall, both stamps
are scarce on cover - even though overfranked, colorful and attractive. Scott $448 ++.
Estimate $200 - 300

2168 )

1893, $2 Columbian, (242), centered to bottom, fresh, used on a local New York City Registered cover, F.-V.F., an
uncommon high value usage on cover. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $500 - 750

2169 )

1893, $3 Columbian, olive green, (243a), tied by a Chicago machine cancel, Jul 13, 1893, on a cover to Königsberg,
Germany with a “Postmaster’s Room, Chicago, Ill.” corner card, backstamped Königsberg on Aug 17, F.-V.F. Scott
$2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2170 )

1893, $4 Columbian, (244), solo franking on philatelic cover tied by target of Marion Mass Jul 3 1894 postmark addressed
to the First Comptroller of the Treasury Hon R. B. Bowler; cover refolded and repaired which is only evident from the
reverse side, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1901-1928 ISSUES

2171

2172

2171 )

1901, 4¢ Pan-American, (296), a lovely example tied by Buffalo, New York Oct 9, 1901 Exposition station machine
cancel on a lovely neat cover to Georgia, Very Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

2172 )

1909, 50¢ violet, (341), used with a 3¢ violet and a 6¢ orange (333, 336), the three tied by undated Newark, N.J. doubleovals on a parcel tag to Las Cascadas, Canal Zone, Panama, Very Fine. An exceedingly rare use of the 50¢ Third
Bureau on “cover”. Scott $5,000 on cover.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2173 H)

1908, 1¢ green, Attleboro perfs, (343), full Attleboro perforation (and paste-up!) at the bottom and trace at the top, tied
by an Aug 2 Attleboro flag cancel (year not struck up) on an Attleboro Stamp Co. corner card cover to Stamford, Ct.; the
stamp lifted and replaced, the cover with damp staining and part of top flap missing, otherwise Fine and rare; with 2008
A.P.S. certificate. Scott $12,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2174 )

1916, $1 violet black, (478), block of 4 with plate no. A5782 on small piece of selvage, used with a 6¢ red orange and
three 30¢ orange red (506, 516) on a trimmed Registered Bank Tag canceled by three Pittsburgh, Pa. “REG” doubleovals; the block has become separated and faulty due to careless handling, but the piece is still relatively attractive and
undeniably rare. Scott $3,000 single on cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

2175 )

1916, 2¢ carmine, type II, horizontal rotary press coil, (491), centered to left and hinged in place, tied by Long Island
City, NY 1917 machine cancel on a druggists’ advertising window cover, Fine, rare on cover; with 1988 P.F. certificate.
Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 400

2173
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2176

2177

2176 )

1923, 1¢ green, rotary press sheet waste, perf 11, (544), a Very Fine (for this issue) stamp tied to 1923 advertising postcard
for “Justwell” adjustable elbows to Salem, NJ by “Philadelphia Pa., Aug. 18, 1923” slogan postmark, a great rarity as
only two exmples of this coil waste are known on postcard; with 1974 and 2014 P.F. certificates. Scott $5,500.

Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2177 )

1928, 2¢ carmine, type II, rotary press, (634A), 2 plate blocks of 4 tied by Oakland, CA Airport cancels on an attractively
cacheted cover for the “Pacific Coast Aeronautical Expo” (two backstamps), F.-V.F., a scarce - possibly unique - aviation
cover. 
Estimate $500 - 750

FIRST DAY COVERS

2178

EX 2179

2178 )

1901, 2¢ Pan-American, (295), May 1, 1901 Elizabeth NJ postmark, with flag cancel that nicely ties the stamp to light
blue small envelope, letter enclosed datelined Elizabeth NJ May 1, 1901; stamp has edge faults at right where it saddled the
edge of the envelope which also has some folds and light stains, a Fine cover and most presentable. Scott $2,750.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

2179 )

1909, 2¢ Lincoln, (367), used on a First Day picture post card from Urbana, Il., F.-V.F.; with 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott
$600.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2180

2181

2180 )

1909, 2¢ Lincoln, (367), on a beautifully clean First Day Cover from Dayton, Ohio, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

2181 )

1909, 2¢ Hudson-Fulton, (372), used on a First Day stereo picture post card from Lancaster, Pa., Very Fine, a beautiful
item. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $350 - 500

2182 )

1919, 3¢ Victory, (537), used on an H.F. Colman First Day Cover from Washington, D.C., F.-V.F. Scott $850.

Estimate $250 - 350

2183 )

1923, $1 violet brown, (571), tied by rim of datestamp with full clear strike of First Day “Washington D.C. Feb. 12, 2
M 1923” duplex cancel along right edge, cover serviced by S.H. Stutzman and sent to 1st Lieut. Hubert L. Schmidt; with
original enclosure datelined Febr. 12, 1923 and as follows: “Dear Hubert, For your collection. Hope you feel better. Sam”;
annotated on left edge “First Day Cover” in lovely complementary script; neatly opened at top, a pretty small-size highvalue First Day Cover, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a rare and desirable First day Cover in immaculate condition, with
less than 15 believed to exist, ex- Markovits; with 1972 P.F. certificate. Scott $7,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2184 )

1924, 2¢ carmine, rotary press, perf 10, (583a), complete unexploded booklet, used on an immaculate First Day Cover
from Washington, D.C., Extremely Fine, a rarely seen gem. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2185

2186

2185 )

1929, Kans.-Nebr., 1¢ to 10¢ complete, (658-679), on two Nickles First Day Covers; barest hint of tone flecks in a few
places, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2186 )

1929, 8¢ Kans., (666), tied by a neat Newton, Kans. machine cancel, Apr 15, 1929 with an additional Newton doubleoval on a locally addressed First Day Cover (an Airmail envelope) signed by the Newton Postmaster, Joseph Foltz, Very
Fine. Scott $900+.
Estimate $250 - 350

2187 )

1938, $5 Coolidge, (834), on six First Day Covers, different cachets, typed addresses, Very Fine, a handsome set. Scott
$1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400

2188 )

1939, 3¢ Baseball Centennial, (855), used on a First Day Cover with a beautiful Weigand cachet, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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CACHETED COVERS

2189

2190

2189 )

“Hands Across The Sea”, beautiful Dorothy Knapp hand-painted cachet on an immaculate cover, Very Fine, Weisz
unlisted. Scott 688.
Estimate $350 - 500

2190 )

1940, 10¢ Alexander Graham Bell, (893), First Day Cover with a lovely hand-painted Dorothy Knapp cachet, Very
Fine. Weiss 893-1.
Estimate $300 - 400

2191 )

1942, 5¢ Chinese Resistance, (906), First Day Cover with lovely Dorothy Knapp hand-painted cachet “A Tribute to
China”, Extremely Fine, gorgeous and rare, one of Knapp’s iconic covers, and a must for the China collector. Weiss 9062.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2192 )

1944, 3¢ Motion Pictures, (926), First Day Cover with Weigand hand-painted cachet, Very Fine, no water off this Duck’s
back, Donald Duck at the top of his career.
Estimate $200 - 300

2193 )

1944, 3¢ Motion Pictures, (926), First Day Cover with a magnificent Dorothy Knapp hand-painted cachet, Very Fine.
Weiss 926-2.
Estimate $300 - 400

2191
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2194

2195

2194 )

1947, 3¢ Postage Stamp Centenary, (947), First Day Cover with a beautiful Dorothy Knapp hand-painted cachet,
almost Very Fine, a must for the US stamp Centenary collector. Weiss 947-1.
Estimate $250 - 350

2195 )

1947, 3¢ Doctors, (949), First Day Cover with a beautiful Dorothy Knapp hand-painted cachet, Extremely Fine, doctors
with borders, immaculate. Weiss 949-1.
Estimate $250 - 350

2196 )

1950, 3¢ American Bankers Association, (987), First Day Cover with a crisp and beautiful Dorothy Knapp handpainted cachet, Very Fine, you can “bank” on this, “uncirculated” mint condition. Weiss 987-1.
Estimate $250 - 350

2197 )

1943, 6¢ Transport, (C25a), complete unexploded booklet, First Day Cover with a lovely Weigand hand-painted cachet,
Very Fine. Weiss C25a-3.
Estimate $250 - 350

2198 )

1947, 25¢ San Francisco Bay Bridge, (C36), First Day Cover with a truly magnificent Dorothy Knapp hand-painted
cachet, Very Fine, Weisz unlisted, the San Francisco Bay Bridge never looked better!
Estimate $350 - 500

2199 )

1953, 6¢ Powered Flight, (C47), First Day Cover with a beautiful Dorothy Knapp hand-painted cachet, Very Fine. Weiss
C47-1.
Estimate $200 - 300
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AIRMAIL

2200

2201

2200 )

1918, 6¢ orange, (C1), used on a Dec 16, 1918 First Flight Cover from New York, a beautiful cover that is close to
immaculate, Very Fine, and very scarce. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2201 )

1918, 16¢ green, (C2), legal-size First Flight Cover, Very Fine stamp tied by an “Airmail Service Wash. N.Y., New York,
Jul 15, 11 AM, 1918” duplex on a cover to Hon. F.D. Roosevelt, Asst. Secretary of the Navy, Washington D.C., with
Aero Club of America corner card and Harmers’ F.D.R. Collection handstamp, Very Fine. Excellent provenance. Scott
$850.
Estimate $500 - 750

2202 )

1918, 16¢ green, (C2), used on a Jul 15, 1918 First Flight Cover from New York, with Philadelphia backstamp, F.-V.F.
Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400

2203 )

1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue, (C3), used on a May 15, 1918 First Flight Cover to Boston, F.-V.F. Scott $750.

Estimate $250 - 350

2204 )

1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue, (C3), used with two other values on a May 15, 1918 First Flight Cover from New York,
with New York backstamps, F.-V.F. Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

2202
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2205

2206

2205 )

1923, 24¢ carmine, (C6), block of 4 with plate number, used on an Aug 22, 1923 night airmail cover (second day) from
New York to Los Angeles; minor back flaws, F.-V.F., unusual. 
Estimate $200 - 300

2206 )

1928, 10¢ Lindbergh booklet pane, (C10a), used on First Day Cover with Cleveland Midwestern Philatelic Exhibition
cachet, Very Fine. Scott $800. Planty 1.
Estimate $350 - 500

2207 )

1928, 10¢ Lindbergh booklet pane, (C10a), tied on a Washington D.C. First Day Cover with a Pennsylvania Railroad
corner card by two light May 26, 1928 duplex handstamps, Very Fine. Scott $875.
Estimate $300 - 400

2208 )

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin, (C13), used with First Day cancel on a card for the 1930 South America Flight, with all
proper postmarks and cachets including the green Round Flight cachet on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.

Estimate $300 - 400

2209 )

1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin, (C14), tied by a mute double-oval on a Registered Washington D.C. First Day Cover (an
Airmail envelope) to Kansas City, Mo., Apr 19 Washington and Kansas City c.d.s.’s on the reverse. Scott $975.

Estimate $300 - 400
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2210 )



2210

2211

1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin, (C14), used on a pristine First Day post card for the 1930 South America Flight, with all
proper postmarks and cachets including the green Round Flight cachet (on front), Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

2211 )

1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin, (C14), used on an immaculate First Day Cover for the 1930 South America Flight, with all
proper postmarks and cachets including Friedrichshafen backstamp, Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $250 - 350

2212 )

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), used on a First Day Cover for the 1930 South America Flight, with all proper postmarks
and cachets including the green Round Flight cachet on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

2213 )

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin, (C13), pair on cover for the 1930 South America Flight, with all proper postmarks and cachets
and Friedrichshafen backstamp, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

2214 )

1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin, (C14), plate number pair on cover for the 1930 South America Flight, with all proper
postmarks and cachets and the green Round Flight backstamp, Very Fine. Scott $725.
Estimate $350 - 500

2212
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2215

2216

2215 )

1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin, (C14), pair on cover for the 1930 South America Flight, with all proper postmarks and
cachets, Sevilla backstamp, Very Fine. Scott $725.
Estimate $300 - 400

2216 )

1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin, (C14), used on a 1930 South America Flight cover, with all proper postmarks and cachets
including a green Zeppelin cachet; Lowell, Mass. backstamp, Very Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

2217 )

1930, $1.30 and $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C14, C15), used on a 1930 South America Flight cover Friedrichshafen to
Cuba, with all proper postmarks and cachets including THIS ARTICLE MADE THE COMPLETE ROUND TRIP,
Friedrichshafen and Cuban backstamps, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

2218 )

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), used on a 1930 South America Flight cover, with all proper postmarks and cachets
including green Round Flight backstamp, Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400

2219 )

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), used on an immaculate 1930 South America Flight cover, with all proper
postmarks and cachets, including green Round Flight backstamp, Very Fine; with 2003 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $575.

Estimate $300 - 400
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2220

2221

2220 )

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), used on a 1930 South America Flight cover, with all proper postmarks and cachets,
including green Round Flight backstamp, F.-V.F. Scott $575.
Estimate $250 - 350

2221 )

1930, Graf Zeppelin complete, (C13-C15), a rare usage of the complete set on one legal-size cover, used on the 1930
South America Flight, May 31, with Friedrichshafen backstamp; opened at bottom and with a wee bit of browning from
envelope glue, otherwise immaculate, almost Very Fine overall.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2222 )

1930, Graf Zeppelin complete, (C13-C15), Apr 19, 1930 FDCs, the complete set on three separate cards and covers, for
the 1930 South America Flight, all proper postmarks and cachets, Very Fine. Scott $2,900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2223 )

2223

1930, Graf Zeppelin complete, (C13-C15), used on three separate cards or covers, for the 1930 South America Flight,
with all proper postmarks and cachets, F.-V.F. Scott $1,110.
Estimate $400 - 600

AIRMAIL RECORD FLIGHTS

2224

EX 2225

2224 )

1924 (Sep 5), First Landing of U.S. Round-the-World Fliers, cover franked with a 24¢ carmnine (C6) tied by the
Special Sep 5 Boston slogan cancel/cachet and signed by pilots, Lieutenants Les Arnold, Jack Harding, Erik H.
Nelson, Leigh Wade and (on the reverse) SSgt. H.H. Ogden; addressed to Major Joseph Steinmetz in San Francisco
and bearing Stamp Dealer Harry Truby’s handstamp on the reverse, Very Fine, rare with the fliers’ signatures. AAMC
Govt 168.
Estimate $500 - 750

2225

1927 (June 4) - Clarence Chamberlin New York-Germany Record Flight, 3”x5” photograph signed by Chamberlin
and by sponsor/passenger, Charles A. Levine; the photo, according to the note on the reverse, shows the flyers and the
“plane with new propeller in Cottbus Germany before taking off for Berlin”; also includes three other contemporaneous
photos of the plane, New York, on the ground, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2226

2226 )

1933 (July 18), Balbo Air Squadron Flight, Chicago to New York, cover franked with $1.70 postage tied by Jul 18
Chicago machine cancel, serially numbered 1254 with black flight cachet and two different New York backstamps, Very
Fine. 1983 AAMC $750. 1983 AAMC 1184.
Estimate $500 - 750

2227 )

1938 (Jul 10), Howard Hughes Round-the-World Record Flight, (AAMC TO-1307), specially prepared legal-size
Airmail cover franked with a 6¢ Eagle (C23) canceled New York, Jul 10; flown from New York to Paris where an 85c
Airmail (C8) was applied and canceled on the 11th, then to Moscow (a 20k stamp), then on to Omsk, Yakutsk, Fairbanks,
Minneapolis and finally, back to New York, where a 6¢ Winged Globe was added and canceled Jul 14; appropriate flight
cachet and handstamps of stops en route, Very Fine. AAMC $350 (1981).
Estimate $500 - 750

2227

OFFICES IN CHINA

2228 )

2228

Mail to China, 1866, Cover to Swatow from New Hampshire, franked with 1861 10¢ yellow green (68, two pairs),
plus 3¢ rose (65) and 2¢ black (73), all target-canceled with adjacent “Stratham, N.H., Jun 6” c.d.s.; red Boston Br. Pkt.
40, 6 Jun c.d.s. and London/Paid c.d.s., struck one atop the other, tie two of the 10¢ stamps, as does a red manuscript 1
credit marking; backstamped with a red Boston Br. Pkt., Paid, 6 Jun c.d.s. and an Aug 3 Hong Kong receiver; reduced
just a bit at the right clipping the perforations on the rightmost 10¢, otherwise F.-V.F., an excellent cover from the wellknown “Wingate” correspondence.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2229 )

56

2229

Offices in China, 1912, double-registered, six different offices-franking and use, a simply spectacular piece with
Offices in China Stamps from the USA, China, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Japan and Russia all tied to Hong
Kong King Edward VII 10¢ Registry envelope form type A (Schoendorf #2a, Webb #11, H & G #9, Yang #5a); frankings
on reverse side are: 14 Japanese Offices in China tied by “Shanghai 7.12.12 I.J.P.O.” cancles, eight Hong Kong King
Edward VII issues to the 30¢ (Scott #86//100) plus a 10¢ Revenue issue tied by oval “Registered NO 30 12 Shanghai
B.P.O.” cancels, USA #374-380, 382, 416, F1, J46 tied by “Shanghai China U.S. Postal Agcy Rec’d Dec. 7. 1912”
c.d.s.’s and ten Russian Offices in China issues to 35k (#24//40) and with handstamp “Registry SHANGHAI B.P.O.”;
other side franked with French Offices in China (#57-63) circular “SHANG-HAI CHINE 7-12-12” postmarks, German
Offices in China (#47-51 & 53) by SCHANGHAI DEUTSCHE-POST 7-12-12 postmarks and China (#133, 163-72) by
SHANGHAI 7-12 bilingual postmarks with German Post Offices in Shanghai Registry label “R/Schanghai/(DeutschePost)/a/No 525”; some stamps with faults and/or are missing parts, Fine appearance, an extraordinary cover with an
incredible franking that we have never seen before. 
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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2230 )

2230

Offices in China, 1919, 2¢ to $2 complete, (K1-K16), each value in a horizontal or vertical pair, and tied by “U.S. Pos.
Service, Shanghai China Sept. 28, 1921” c.d.s.’s with matching “1” duplex cancels on two covers sent to Walther Frey
Shanghai, a leading architect in China from 1910-38; horizontal file fold on each not affecting stamps and unnoticeable,
Very Fine and rare pair of covers, a lovely pair that would grace the finest collection. 
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
The U.S. Postal Agency in Shanghai requested a supply of stamps that could be used in the local post offices. The rate
of exchange used at that time was 2 to 1 (U.S. to Shanghai). The Bureau of Engraving and Printing overprinted a series
of Washington-Franklin stamps which were placed on sale July 1, 1919 until the closing of the U.S. Postal Agency in
Shanghai sometime after December 31, 1922. Photo on the back cover.
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OFFICIALS AND POSTAL NOTES

2231 )

2231

EX 2232

War Dept., 1873, 12¢ rose, (O89), pair tied by Knoxville, Tenn. duplex cancel on a legal-size cover to Congressman
Houk in Washington, D.C. (backstamped); some wear, slightly reduced at right and right stamp with perforation faults at
right, Fine overall, ex Burrus, Lobdell. Scott $450 ++.
Estimate $250 - 350
Houk had been a Union Army colonel and served in Congress 1879-91. He died shortly after accidentally drinking a bottle
of arsenic in 1891.

2232 )

Postal Note, 1945, 1¢ to 90¢ complete, (PN1-P18), on 18 matching separate First Day Postal Note cards, all from
Westfield, Ct., F.-V.F., uncommon. Scott $600 approx.
Estimate $200 - 300

CARRIERS AND LOCALS

2233

2234

2233 )

New York, N.Y., U.S. City Despatch Post, 1842-45, 3¢ black on light blue, (6LB3), four large margins, canceled with
a red octagonal boxed U.S. on an 1842 folded letter (not tied, as usual) postmarked red City Despatch Post, U. S, Mar
17, 1 O’Clock c.d.s.; the letter refers to a bequest from the estate of Frederick Gebhard funding a German professorship
at Columbia College, which was subsequently created the following year, Very Fine; with a 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

2234 )

New York, N.Y., U.S. City Despatch Post, 1849-50, 1¢ black on buff, (6LB11), on a folded address leaf (not tied) to
Washington D.C. franked with two four-margined 5¢ red brown (1) tied by red diamond grid cancels with a partial red
Mar 16 New-York c.d.s.; one 5¢ just clear at the lower right, fresh and clean, Very Fine. A very rare combination; with
a 1996 P.F. certificate declining an opinion as to whether the Carrier stamp originated on the cover. Scott $3,000 with a
single 5¢ 1847.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2235 )



2235

2236

American Letter Mail Co., 1844, 5¢ black, thin paper (2nd printing), (5L1), margins all around, tied by red cancel on
a marvelously attractive 1844 folded letter sheet, Very Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600

2236 )

American Letter Mail Co., 1844, 5¢ black, thin paper (2nd printing), (5L1), three large margins, used with red cancel
(not tied) on a neat folded letter sheet; note the matching AMERICAN LETTER MAIL handstamp at left, F.-V.F.; with
2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 350

2237 )

Blood & Co., 1850 (1¢) bronze on black, (15L13), acid-tied and also tied by red integral-rate New York cancel on a
folded letter sheet to Boston, PHILADA RAILROAD at left; the local with a crease at bottom, a Fine cover overall, ex
Gibson; with 2011 P.F. certificate. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

2238 )

Boyd’s City Express, 1844, 2¢ black on green, (20L1), four nice margins, canceled with a neat red straightline FREE
(not tied) on a September 1844 folded letter to Boston with manuscript “Postpaid” and red handstamped PAID; stamp
scuffed and creased, apparently pre-use, otherwise Very Fine; with a 2011 P.F. certificate declining an opinion as to
whether the stamp originated on this cover. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2239

2240

2239 )

Browne & Co.’s City Post Office, 1852-55, 1¢ black, (29L1), tied by a black “City Post” in circle used with a 3¢ brownish
carmine (11A var.), both on the reverse of an embossed lady’s envelope from Cincinnati to Covington, Ky., postmarked
on the front with a blue Jun 21 Cincinnati c.d.s. with integral “5” rate; the offset of another such c.d.s. on the reverse
lightly ties the 3¢ stamp, which is otherwise uncanceled, F.-V.F.; with a 2013 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,750.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

2240 )

Browne & Co.’s City Post Office, 1852-55, 2¢ black, (29L2, 11A), margins in places, used (not tied) with additional 3¢
on an 1853 folded letter from Cincinnati to Centreville, Indiana, F.-V.F., an extremely rare usage on cover, ; with 1976 P.F.
certificate. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2241 )

Browne & Co.’s City Post Office, 1852-55, 2¢ black, (29L2), uncanceled and used with a 3¢ dull red (11A) on a small
cover from Cincinnati to Greenford, O., the 3¢, which is from position 89L3 with triple outer frame line at the left, is tied
by a blue Jan 3 Cincinnati c.d.s.; cover with a horizontal crease affecting both stamps, the Local with small margins to
just cut in on the sides, otherwise Fine; with a 1997 P.F. certificate declining an opinion as to whether the Local originated
on this cover, and accidentally identifying it as #29L1. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

2242 )

City Letter Express Mail, 1856, 1¢ red, (45L1), cut to shape and uncanceled on the flap of a small cover from Newark,
N.J. to Binghamtom, N.Y., franked on the front with a 3¢ claret (11) tied by a Newark c.d.s., Feb 26, 1857, Fine, ExLyons; with a 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $17,000 if tied by a handstamp.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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2243

2244

2243 )

Eagle City Post, 1848 (2¢) black, (61L2), variety with 46 rays, used with typical manuscript cancel on an 1849 folded
letter from Philadelphia to Virginia; worn but still scarce, V.G.; with 2011 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,000.

Estimate $250 - 350

2244 )

Floyd’s Penny Post, 1860 (1¢) blue, (68L1), a choice example with four huge margins tied on a small, locally addressed
cover by a light blue Floyd’s/Penny Post/Chicago double-oval; reduced slightly at the left, Extremely Fine, truly
exceptional, Ex-Knapp, Wagshal. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2245 )

Jenkins’ Camden Dispatch, 1853, black, (89L1), four nice margins, tied by two red crayon strokes on a locally addressed
cover to North Camden; contemporaneous pencil notes have been erased (some still present on the back) and the top flap
is missing, otherwise F.-V.F.; with a 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2246 )

Prince’s Letter Dispatch, 1861, black, (122L1), nice margins all around, used with a 3¢ rose (65) tied together by a
Jan 16 Boston, Mass. quartered cork duplex on a cover with a colorless embossed corner card for Kendall & Whitney,
Portland, Me. Dealers in Agricultural Equipment & Supplies; reduced slightly at the right, the Local with a light crease
at the top, the 3¢ with a tiny tear at the lower right, otherwise Very Fine; with a 1996 P.F. certificate noting the crease and
the tear. Scott $8,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2247 )

2247

W. Wyman, 1844, 5¢ black, (149L1), large balanced margins, manuscript canceled on a folded letter datelined Boston,
Nov 7, 1844, with a choice strike of the red Wm. Wyman’s Letter Offices handstamp; stamp with a tiny tear in the bottom
margin, well clear of design, otherwise Very Fine, an exceptional example of the Wyman’s Local on cover; with a 2005 P.F.
certificate. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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U.S. STAMPS
POSTMASTERS’ PROVISIONALS

2248

2249

2248 E

Albany, N.Y., 1847, 5¢ essay, by Gavit & Co., in scarlet, (1Xa-E1e), die on white glazed paper; small thins, Very Fine.
Scott $900. Brazer 1XaEd.
Estimate $250 - 350

2249 H

New Haven, Ct., 1872 reprint, 5¢ dull red, (8XU4 var.), cut square, nicely struck on fresh paper; well-margined and
clean, Very Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

2250 P

New York, N.Y., 5¢ orange vermilion, trial color large die proof on thin glazed card, (9X1TC1df), with dot in “P” of
“POST” and scar on neck, measuring 65mm x 75mm, hinge remnants, clean and fresh; a few small thins on edges, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 350

2251 P

New York, N.Y., 5¢ brown black, trial color large die proof on thin glazed card, (9X1TC1dg), with dot in “P” of
“POST” and scar on neck, measuring 65mm x 75mm, immaculately printed; a few small thins, otherwise Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 350

2252 E

New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ essay, bottom vignettes, scarlet & green, (9X1-E1 var), ; small faults, otherwise Very Fine
to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2253

2254

2253 E

New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ essay, by Rawdon, Wright & Hatch, in black, (9X1-E1a), die on India, measuring 64mm x
122mm, hinge remnants, pencil notes, very scarce Postmaster’s Provisional essay; a little light foxing on face, otherwise
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $450. Brazer 9X1Ea.
Estimate $250 - 350

2254 E

New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ essay, by Rawdon, Wright & Hatch, in brown, (9X1-E1a), die on India, measuring 58mm x
110mm, hinge remnants, very scarce Postmaster’s Provisional essay; some light foxing on face, otherwise Very Fine. Scott
$450. Brazer 9X1Ea.
Estimate $250 - 350

1847 ISSUE

2255

2256

2255 P

5¢ red brown, large die proof on India, (1P1), brilliant color and impression; cut to stamp size, small thins, otherwise
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $200 - 300

2256 m

5¢ red brown, (1), gorgeously centered with clean print and a red grid cancel, Extremely Fine to Superb, a big Ben; with
2004 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2257 m

2257

2258

2259

2260

2261

2262

5¢ red brown, (1), an eye-catching left margin example, fresh, four-margined, and sporting an attractive orange red
circular grid cancel; light crease at bottom, Very Fine to Extremely Fine centering. Scott $1,100. Estimate $500 - 750

2258 m

5¢ brown, (1), an immaculate stamp with strong color set amidst four large, balanced margins; red grid cancel allows
Franklin to show through, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $400. SMQ XF 90; $625.

Estimate $400 - 600

2259 m

5¢ red brown, (1), black grid cancel, excellent large balanced margins, strong color and impression, outstanding used
example, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1987 P.F. certificate. Scott $350+.
Estimate $400 - 500

2260 m

5¢ brown, (1), a lovely example with grand color, four full margins, and a nicely struck blue grid cancel, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $350 - 500

2261 m

5¢ red brown, (1), a riveting example, beautifully centered with bright redgrid cancel, the stamp’s color an intriguing
shade, Extremely Fine; with 1976 P.F. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $350 - 500

2262 m

5¢ red brown, (1), lovely stamp with warm color and two unobtrusive red grid cancels; margins full and well-balanced,
Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $300 - 400

2263 m

2264 m



2263

2264

2265

2266

2267

2268

5¢ red brown, double transfer (type “B”) and pre-printing paper fold, (1B), showing double transfer of top and
bottom frame lines, magnificent pre-printing paper fold which has been opened and pressed for display and sensibly
hinge reinforced, red grid in circle, clearly struck impression and rich color margins complete on three sides, a Very Fine
example of this most uncommon printing error, not often encountered and would add “dressing” to any collection. Scott
$550 as double transfer.
Estimate $300 - 400
5¢ red brown, dot in “S” variety, (1 var.), nice four-margined example with strong color and two strikes of a blue grid
cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate omitting mention of the variety. Scott $440.
Estimate $300 - 400

2265 m

5¢ red brown, (1), pretty stamp with four full margins (close at bottom left), with a centrally struck orange red grid
cancel, Very Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350

2266 m

5¢ red brown, (1), late impression with faded frame ornaments; three large margins and a red Hudson River Mail grid
cancel; tiny corner margin crease at bottom left; slightly oxidized, Fine+, a scarce cancel; with 2011 P.F. certificate. Scott
$350.
Estimate $250 - 350

2267 m

5¢ dark brown, (1a), apparently a late impression (always slightly worn) with four solid margins and a light blue grid
cancel, Very Fine; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

2268 m

5¢ dark brown, (1a), in unquestionable color, with four full margins (bottom capturing part of stamp below), and a light
strike of a seven-bar grid cancel in red, Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2269

2270

2271

2272

2273

2269 H

5¢ orange brown, (1b), with “stitch” watermark, o.g., hinge remnant, excellent shade, ample to large margins all around,
scarce and desirable original gum example; two vertical creases and light thin, the latter not mentioned on PSE certificate,
attractive Very Fine appearance; with 1991 P.S.E. and 2020 Crowe certificates. Scott $10,000. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2270 m

5¢ orange brown, (1b), an apparent late printing, with an intriguing red diamond-shaped grid cancel, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $725.
Estimate $600 - 800

2271 m

5¢ orange brown, (1b), lovely four-margined example (capturing frameline of stamp above), with a black grid cancel and
a trace of a horizontal stitch watermark along the bottom margin, Very Fine, an all-around pretty stamp; with 2012 P.F.
certificate. Scott $775.
Estimate $500 - 750

2272 m

5¢ orange brown, (1b), blue town cancel, the stamp in festive color with four margins (close but clear at upper left), Very
Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750

2273 m

5¢ orange brown, (1b), crisp and bright, with margins clear to large all around, with a red grid cancel, Very Fine; with
2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $725.
Estimate $300 - 400

2274 m

5¢ orange brown, (1b), horizontal pair, the shade unmistakable, with blue town cancel; margins clear to full all around;
left stamp with magenta handstamp on reverse bleeding through slightly to face at bottom left, Very Fine; with 2001 P.F.
certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2275 m

5¢ brown orange, (1d), nearly four-margined example (touching or just in top and bottom), with clear color and black
grid cancel—plus what looks like part of the address at bottom, nearly Very Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,075.

Estimate $500 - 750

2276 P

10¢ deep blue, trial color large die proof on thin glazed card, (2TC1de), Very Fine. Scott $850. Estimate $250 - 350

2277 P

10¢ black, large die proof on white bond paper, (2P1a), with cross-hatching, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $800.

Estimate $300 - 400

2274
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2278 P

2278



2279

2280

2281

2282

2283

2284

10¢ black, large die proof on white bond paper, (2P1a), ; cut to stamp size as often is the case, Very Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $250 - 350

2279 m

10¢ black, (2), position 91R4, bottom left corner margin single, a real stunner with strong color and sharp detail, all on
fresh paper with a light red grid cancel, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2013 P.F. and 2017 P.S.A.G. certificates, the latter
graded 95. Scott $775. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $4,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2280 m

10¢ black, (2), fresh and bright with clean lines and perfectly balanced (and especially large vertical) margins; red cork
cancel, Extremely Fine, a grand stamp; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $775.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2281 m

10¢ black, (2), a winning Washington, wonderfully centered with early impression color and detail; paper clean with light
blue cancel, Extremely Fine; with 1987 P.F. certificate. Scott $825.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2282 m

10¢ black, (2), blue grid cancels, large margins all around, fresh and crisp, unobtrusive cancel, an outstanding used
example, Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $825+.
Estimate $600 - 800

2283 (H)

5¢ red brown, Reproduction, (3), without gum as issued, fresh and bright with four full, balanced margins, Extremely
Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

2284 (H)

10¢ black, Reproduction, (4), without gum as issued, pristine, with deep, rich color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1851 ISSUE

2285

2287

2285 (H)

1¢ blue, type II, double transfer, (7 var.), position 48R2, unused without gum, huge balanced margins all around
including portions of adjoining stamps on all sides, excellent double impression at bottom, vibrant color and impression,
certainly among the finest available, a Superb jumbo; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98J. SMQ SUP 98J; $2,100.

Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

2286 H

1¢ blue, type II, (7), a strip of 4 and two strips of 3 from Plate One Early, positions 5-8L, 45-47L & 60-70L, the last
with inter-pane margin and centerline at the right; said to have been removed from a cover sent from Pacific City, Oregon
Territory to the East Coast; all with lightened pen cancels, the sheet margin strip with a partial “OGN” c.d.s.; small scuff
on the second stamp in strip of 4, no hidden faults, the margins as in photo, V.G.-Fine (photo on web site).

Estimate $600 - 800

2287 m

1¢ blue, type II, (7), position 44L2, exceptionally clean with bright color, full ornamentation and margins capturing
frames of stamps above and below; large Boston “PAID” in grid cancel, an Extremely Fine jumbo, pretty; with 2015 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $140. SMQ XF 90J; $500.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2288 m

2288

2289

2290

2291

2293

1¢ blue, type II, (7), plate 3, position 23L3, fresh and clean with eye-popping color, four clear margins, and a New York
postmark, Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $360. SMQ XF 90; $275 as unplated #7.

Estimate $300 - 400

2289 m

1¢ blue, type II, (7), plate 3, position 37L3, Post Office fresh with bright color and full margins capturing all the ornaments;
light corner town postmark at lower left, Very Fine; with 1980 P.F. certificate. Scott $360.
Estimate $250 - 350

2290 m

1¢ blue, type II, (7), plate 3, with strong color and clean detail; margins just touching top and bottom, ample at sides, Very
Fine; with 2010 Weiss certificate. Scott $360.
Estimate $200 - 300

2291 m

1¢ blue, type II, (7), pair, red paint Mobile, Ala postmark, the stamps with incredible depth of color and clean detail, Fine.
Scott $295.
Estimate $150 - 200

2292 m

1¢ blue, type II, cracked plate variety, (7 var.), plate 2, positions 2L, 12L, 13L and (on cover) 23L; the full plating less
position 33L; position 13L lightly soiled, the others fresh, with all clearly showing the plate damage, Very Fine group, the
crack is good. Scott $1,730 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2293 m

1¢ blue, type III, (8), position 99R2, in clean color on fresh paper; full to large margins al around with a largely facefree cancel; filled thin, horizontal creases, Extremely Fine appearance, a worthy stamp; with 2000 A.P.S. certificate. Scott
$5,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2294 m

1¢ blue, type III, (8), right margin single, with immense color and razor-sharp impression; close to sheet edge at right, but
with portions of neighboring ornaments at left and below; corner crease at top left, thin at bottom left, F.-V.F.; with 2006
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600

2295 m

1¢ blue, type IIIa, (8A), a show-stopper with immaculate color and paper, boasting huge, balanced margins; New York
postmark in black, Extremely Fine; with 1991 P.F. certificate when tied on cover. Scott $750. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2296 m

1¢ blue, type IIIa, (8A), position 59R4, parallel penstrokes cancel, pretty with all margins full and clear, showing complete
design details, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $500 - 750

2297 m

1¢ blue, type IIIa, (8A), Post Office fresh with luminous color and proof-like detail and light town postmark, Very Fine,
just pretty; with 2012 Weiss certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750

2298 H

1¢ blue, type IV, (9), position 8R1L, large part o.g., large balanced margins, sharp vibrant color and impression, scarce
original gum example of excellent type IV with distinct recutting, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1976 P.F. and 2020
Crowe certificates. Scott $725.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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2299 H

2299

2300

2301

2302

2303

1¢ blue, type IV, (9), right margin single, o.g., previously hinged, crisply printed and Post Office fresh with sharp detail,
Very Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $725.
Estimate $300 - 400

2300 m

1¢ blue, type IV, (9), position 68L1L in pencil on reverse, Post Office fresh with wonderful color and detail, like-new
paper, and ample margins, jumbo at top and bottom; light manuscript mark at lower right, Extremely Fine to Superb; with
2005 P.F. certificate. Scott $95.
Estimate $350 - 500

2301 m

1¢ blue, type IV, (9), position 1R1L, a gorgeous stamp with deep color, clear detail and fresh as the day it was printed;
light c.d.s., Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-Sup 95 (possibly worthy of a “J”). Scott $95.
Estimate $350 - 500
SMQ XF-SUP 95; $525.

2302 m

1¢ blue, type IV, recut once at top, (9), position 93L1, a simply massive stamp, fresh and bright, with black and red
cancels at lower right, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $100.
Estimate $350 - 500

2303 m

1¢ blue, type IV, (9), position 45L1L, fresh and sound with alluring, bright color and razor-sharp detail, Extremely Fine
to Superb; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95. Scott $95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $525.
Estimate $350 - 500

2304 m

1¢ blue, type IV, (9), position 29L1L, the picture of perfection, with exquisite color and detail on immaculate paper, with
full to wide margins and light, essentially face-free cancels, Extremely Fine to Superb, simply a gorgeous stamp; with
2013 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $95.
Estimate $300 - 400

2305 m

1¢ blue, type IV, (9), position 1R1L, a spectacular position piece, with massive sheet margins capturing guide dot and
dividing line at left; blue grid cancel; bottom margin just touching, otherwise Very Fine+, completely sound; a “9” to say
“yes” to; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $100.
Estimate $300 - 400

2306 m

1¢ blue, type IV, double transfer, (9 var.), position 12R1L, beautifully centered on fresh paper; color bold and clear;
manuscript cancel, Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $105. SMQ XF 90; $200 as a basic #9.

Estimate $200 - 300

2307 m

1¢ blue, type IV, (9), horizontal pair, a great-looking duo, completely fresh and sound with large margins and a blue c.d.s.
cancel, Extremely Fine; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $200. SMQ XF 90; $400 as singles.

Estimate $300 - 400
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2308

2309

2308 E

3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in green, (11-E13a), re-engraved die on India, die sunk on card; small
thins, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Ka.
Estimate $200 - 300

2309 (H)a

3¢ dull red, type I, (11), horizontal block of 10, unused without gum, an uncommon larger-size multiple, useful for the
plater; some surface staining, vertical tear on two bottom right stamps and several creases, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,500
as 2.5 blocks of four.
Estimate $500 - 750

2310 Ha

3¢ dull red, type II, (11A), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, nice multiple with mostly clear margins (shaved at top
left, just in at bottom); left stamps with slight oxidation, top right stamp with a tiny soiled spot at lower right, F.-V.F.; with
2011 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

2311 H

5¢ red brown, (12), o.g., pretty and clean, with good color and solid detail; large margins to just in at top projection; tiny
corner crease at upper right, Fine+, a rare stamp in mint condition; with 1997 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $30,000.

Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

2312 H

5¢ red brown, (12), large part o.g., a gorgeous stamp with luxuriant color, clean detail and lily-white paper; margins clear
to just in at left frame projection, V.G., remarkably fresh; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded VG 50 (a little harshly, in our
opinion). Scott $30,000. SMQ VG 50; $6,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

2313 (H)

5¢ red brown, (12), wonderfully preserved with soft color and sharp detail; margins close but clear except barely touched
at bottom; regummed over a small corner crease at top left, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $11,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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2314

2315

2316

2317

2318

2314 m

5¢ red brown, (12), attractive ruddy color and razor-sharp detail; paper fresh with full to large margins; black postmark
and partial red cancel, Extremely Fine, a real beauty; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $750. SMQ XF 90;
$1,300.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

2315 m

5¢ red brown, (12), fresh and sound with full to oversized margins and a light, nearly face-free cancel, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 1978 P.F. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $600 - 800

2316 m

5¢ red brown, (12), black town postmark, brilliant example with wonderful color and impression, large margins with
parts of two adjoining stamps, tremendous used stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$700.
Estimate $500 - 750

2317 m

5¢ red brown, (12), in warm color on immaculate paper with light town postmark, Very Fine, mighty pretty; with 2006
and 2015 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF 80. Scott $700. SMQ VF 80; $700.
Estimate $500 - 700

2318 m

5¢ red brown, (12), fresh with bright color, clear detail, and a Boston “PAID” in grid cancel in black; margins close but
fully clear; light corner crease at upper left, otherwise Very Fine, a pretty stamp. Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

2319 m

5¢ red brown, (12), pair, large circular paid grid cancel, crisply printed in warm color (interesting to note the difference in
shade between the two vignettes); small corner crease at top left, Fine for this, multiples of any sort are most uncommon.
Scott $1,600.
Estimate $300 - 400

2320 m

10¢ green, type I, (13), solid color and clean detail, the town cancel face-free; tiny thin spot at bottom right, light
horizontal crease at center, Extremely Fine appearance; with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

2321 m

10¢ green, type I, (13), cleanly printed with ample to large margins and two partial Philadelphia postmarks; light creases
at bottom, Very Fine centering. Scott $800.
Estimate $250 - 350

2322 H

10¢ green, type II, (14), o.g. (sweated), hinge remnant, large balanced margins, bright with deep rich green shade,
absolutely astounding example of this scarce stamp; faint corner crease at bottom right, Extremely Fine to Superb
appearance; with 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

2323 H

10¢ green, type II, (14), o.g., hinged, cleanly printed with strong color depth; three good-sized margins, F.-V.F.; with 2003
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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2324 m

2324

2325

2326

2327

2328

10¢ green, type II, (14), remarkably well-preserved, with pristine paper, crisp detail in clean color, and a New York Ocean
Mail cancel, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-Sup 95. Scott $215+. SMQ XF-SUP 95;
$650.
Estimate $400 - 600

2325 m

10¢ green, type II, (14), a massively margined example, completely sound, with intense color and a fancy cancel,
Extremely Fine; with 2015 Weiss certificate. Scott $140.
Estimate $300 - 400

2326 m

10¢ green, type II, (14), position 36-37R1 penciled on reverse, horizontal pair, with deep, intense color on immaculate
paper; seven-bar grid cancel centrally struck; margins ample to immense, the right stamp particularly well-centered, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, a pretty multiple; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350

2327 H

10¢ green, type III, (15), o.g., previously hinged, solid color and clean detail; three margins well clear, the bottom just
grazing; light overall toning, F.-V.F.; with 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2328 m

10¢ green, type III, (15), a heart-stopper, with bright color, grid cancel, and jumbo margins unlike those usually seen;
light brown stains at bottom margin (contemporaneous ink?) mentioned solely for accuracy, Extremely Fine to Superb, a
grand stamp. Scott $140.
Estimate $250 - 350

2329 m

10¢ green, type III, (15), horizontal pair, Post Office fresh with deep color and clean detail; New Orleans c.d.s. in black
plus a partial red transit; left stamp particularly well-centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1993 P.F. certificate.
Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400

2330 m

10¢ green, type IV, (16), position 74L1, a sensational, like-new stamp showing guide dot at upper left; with manuscript
cancel and immense margins, Extremely Fine; with 1980 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2331 m

12¢ gray black, (17), a gorgeous example flawlessly printed in proof-like detail, Extremely Fine, a real gem; with 2007
P.F. and P.S.E. certificates. Scott $250.
Estimate $300 - 400

2332 m

12¢ gray black, (17), left margin single, perfectly printed with soft color; paper fresh with large to oversized margins;
nicely struck blue c.d.s. adds to the appeal, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $265.
Estimate $300 - 400


2333 m

2329

2330

2331

2332

2333

12¢ gray black, (17), Post Office fresh with beautiful color and flawless detail; trace black and red cancels light enough
that this at first appears unused, Very Fine+, pretty; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2334 m

2334

2335

2336

12¢ gray black, (17), fresh with immense color and razor-sharp detail, plus light black grid cancel; margins clear to
immense; offset of contemporaneous ink on reverse noted for accuracy, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a handsome example;
with 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $250 - 350

2335 m

12¢ gray black, (17), horizontal pair, Post Office fresh with clear impression, full, balanced margins, and black grid and
red transit cancels, Very Fine; with 2003 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $575.
Estimate $350 - 500

2336 ma

12¢ gray black, (17), left margin block of 6, lovely positional with crisp detail in clean, strong color; margins large to in
at top and lower left; black grid and red town cancels; large diagonal tear (hinge-sealed) at position 4, Fine, a very rare
multiple. Scott $6,075 as block and pair.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1857 ISSUE

2337

2338

2339

2340

2341

2337 m

1¢ blue, type I, (18), positions 65-66R12, horizontal pair, lovely duo with infused color and fresh detail; completely sound
with central New York c.d.s., F.-V.F.; with 2010 One Cent Franklin Plating Archive certificate. Scott $1,050.

Estimate $300 - 400

2338 (H)

1¢ blue, type Ia, (19), position 92L4, unused without gum, gorgeous stamp with immense color and clean detail; design
fully captured; multiple blunted or short perforations, two tiny perforation tears and a tiny stain at upper left, Very Fine
appearance; with 2012 Tocher certificate stating “the stamp appears uncanceled, but not unused”. Scott $9,000 as used.
	
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2339 m

1¢ blue, type Ia, (19), in brilliant color on immaculate paper, the postmark essentially face-free; scissors-cut bottom and
right due to incomplete (and rather funky) perforations, Very Fine; with 1975 P.F. certificate. Scott $9,000.

Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2340 m

1¢ blue, type II, (20), plate 2, with clean lines in a lovely shade; fresh paper and margins showing the full design, Very
Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $250 - 350

2341 m

1¢ blue, type IIIa, (22), a stellar stamp with enticing color, full design, and black grid cancel; fresh and sound, Very Fine;
with 1986 and 2004 P.F. certificates. Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2342

2343

2344

2345

2346

2342 m

1¢ blue, type IIIa, (22), positions 38-39L4, horizontal pair, fresh and sound with intense color and light cancels; right
stamp trimmed, otherwise Very Fine; with 2000 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $250 - 350

2343 (H)

1¢ blue, type IV, (23), unused without gum, with lovely soft color and clear detail; fresh; clipped perforations at top left,
otherwise Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2344 H

1¢ blue, type V, (24), Post Office fresh with deep color and precision margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015
P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $140 for hinged. SMQ VF-XF 85; $675.
Estimate $400 - 600

2345 HH

1¢ blue, type V, (24), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with crisp color and clean lines; nicely centered, Very Fine; with
photocopy of 1995 P.F. certificate for block of 16 (this position 9) plus 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate for single. Scott $140 for
hinged.
Estimate $300 - 400

2346 H

1¢ blue, type V, (24), in clean color with fresh detail; paper immaculate with three perfectly balanced margins, the fourth
wide, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 Weiss certificate. Scott $140 for hinged.
Estimate $250 - 350

2347 H

3¢ rose, type I, (25), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and bright on pristine paper; one pulled perforation at bottom, F.-V.F.; with
2018 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $2,750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

2348 m

5¢ brick red, type I, (27), in rich color on immaculate paper with New Orleans postmark; fresh and sound, Very Fine;
signed A. Brun, with 2009 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,450.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

2349 m

5¢ brick red, type I, (27), brightly colored and cleanly printed on still-fresh paper, with New Orleans postmark, F.-V.F.;
with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,450.
Estimate $600 - 800

2350 m

5¢ brick red, type I, (27), 1859 town postmark, distinct vibrant color, large margins to just touching at bottom, choice
used example of this difficult stamp; reperforated which is not mentioned on accompanying certificate, Very Fine; with
1979 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $350 - 500

2351 m

5¢ brick red, type I, (27), right margin single with captured part imprint, with infused color on fresh paper; 1859-dated
New York c.d.s.; reperforated at top; light horizontal crease and a sealed tear at top left, F.-V.F. appearance, marginal
markings are scarce on this, a nice positional; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500+.
Estimate $350 - 500

2348
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2352 m

2352

2353

2354

2355

2356

5¢ brick red, type I, (27), vertical pair, black town postmark, nice example of distinctive shade, scissors-cut at the bottom
and right, including portion of adjoining margins nicely framing designs, pleasing multiple, F.-V.F.; with 2020 Crowe
certificate. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2353 m

5¢ red brown, type I, (28), sound with clean color and sharp detail; black c.d.s. and red transit cancels; reperforated at
bottom, Very Fine appearance; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $300 - 400

2354 s

5¢ red brown, type I, (28), tied to piece with New Orleans town postmark, exquisitely colored with crisp detail; some
scissors-clipped perforations (as often) and a short perforation at top, Fine centering. Scott $1,100. Estimate $250 - 350

2355 m

5¢ bright red brown, type I, (28b), clean and fresh with sharp detail and a light New Orleans postmark; perforations
scissors-separated (as often) at right, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2356 m

5¢ bright red brown, type I, (28b), black town postmark, scarce and vibrant shade, better than usual centering for this
tight issue; minor defects, Fine appearing; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $400 - 500

2357 m

5¢ Indian red, type I, (28A), right margin single, Post Office fresh with strong color and crisp detail, F.-V.F., a truly rare
stamp; with 2002 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2358 s

5¢ brown, type I, (29), strip of 3, on piece with New Orleans postmarks, in crisp, cool color, with all perforations intact,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

2359 P

5¢ orange brown, type II, plate proof on India, (30P3), color effusion along bottom edge, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2360 H

2360

2361

2362

2363

2364

5¢ orange brown, type II, (30), o.g., previously hinged, pretty stamp with rich color and three nicely balanced margins;
short perforation at bottom, Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400

2361 H

5¢ brown, type II, (30A), o.g., hinged, in deep color and with sharp detail; small thin spot at top, reperforated, not
mentioned on accompanying certificate, F.-V.F.; with 1978 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,200.
Estimate $300 - 400

2362 Ha

5¢ brown, type II, (30A), reattached block of 4, o.g., wonderful color, sharp impression, scarce multiple comprising two
reattached vertical pairs, left pair with large sheet margin at left; right pair with vertical crease, F.-V.F. appearance; with
2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $9,500 as 2 pairs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2363 m

5¢ brown, type II, (30A), a gorgeous stamp flawlessly printed with superior centering; c.d.s.’s light and unobtrusive, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $300. SMQ VF-XF 85; $475.
Estimate $350 - 500


2364 m

5¢ brown, type II, (30A), red grid cancel, vibrant shade, good margins for this, appealing cancel, choice used example;
light corner crease, Very Fine; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $280. SMQ VF 80; $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

2365 m

10¢ green, type I, (31), Post Office fresh with rich color, margins close but clear, with a black grid cancel; reperforated at
left, Very Fine appearance; with 2017 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2366

2367

2368

2369

2366 m

10¢ green, types II, III & I, (31,32,33), vertical strip of 3, in cool color on immaculate paper, the strip running #31, 33,
32 top-to-bottom; two large-diameter New Orleans postmarks cancelling, Fine, strip unpriced in Scott; with 1999 A.P.S.
certificate. Scott $1,480 as singles.
Estimate $500 - 750

2367 m

10¢ green, type II, (32), Post Office fresh with bright color on immaculate paper; near-perfectly centered with a Feb 15
1858 c.d.s., Extremely Fine; with 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $190.
Estimate $400 - 600

2368 m

10¢ green, type II, (32), with magnificent centering and grand color, the design clear through the black grid cancel,
Extremely Fine; with 1987 P.F. certificate. Scott $190.
Estimate $300 - 400

2369 m

10¢ green, type III, (33), with gorgeous color on immaculate paper; nicely centered with all type characteristics clear; St.
Louis c.d.s., Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $190.
Estimate $300 - 400

2370 P

12¢ black, plate III, plate proof on India, (36BP3), three overly generous margins; india paper minor undetectable
flaws, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $200 - 300

2371 m

12¢ black, plate I, (36), in deep, luxuriant color with an incredibly light grid cancel; Post Office fresh and sound; scissorsseparated perforations, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $350 - 500

2372 m

12¢ black, plate I, (36), a grand stamp with strong color on pristine paper, the perforations just grazing the top and right
frame lines; neat c.d.s., Very Fine+; with 1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2373

2374

2373 m

12¢ black, plate I, (36), horizontal pair, fresh in a grayish shade, with a strongly struck “Charlestown MD” straightline
handstamp cancel, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600

2374 m

12¢ black, plate I, (36), horizontal pair, black BOSTON BRITISH PACKET cancel, lovely pair, strong color and
impression, very well-centered for these, nice cancel, scarce and desirable multiple; few shorter perforations at right, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500

2375 m

12¢ black, plate I, (36), right margin horizontal strip of 3, a grand positional multiple, crisply printed and clean, with
double-circle Mobile, Ala c.d.s.’s; wing margin at right (natural straight edge and guideline); vertical crease at the right in
the center stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,000 as pair plus single.
Estimate $300 - 400

2376 (H)a

12¢ black, plate III, (36B), block of 4, unused without gum, fresh with intense color and sharp detail; interesting blob of
extraneous ink on upper right stamp; bottom left stamp with a light diagonal crease, Very Fine; with 1997 P.F. certificate.
Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2377 P

24¢, eight colors, no black, trial color plate proofs on wove, (37TC5a-f, h), includes orange buff which is not one of
the listed colors, on a beautifully annotated page; orange is oxidized, overall Very Fine. Scott $4,800 (photo on web site).

Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2378 P

24¢ lilac, plate proof on India, (37P3), mounted on paper and gummed to resemble a single imperforate stamp, fresh and
immensely appealing, Very Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2379 P

2379

2380

2381

2382

2383

24¢ gray lilac, imperf proof on stamp paper, (37P5), ungummed on wove, with the sharp detail and clean color one
would expect; top margin just in at right, otherwise clear to ample, Very Fine; with 1974 P.F. certificate as #37c. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

2380 (H)

24¢ gray, (37a), unused without gum, Post Office fresh with shade variety clear; three wonderfully balanced margins,
nearly Very Fine, quite conservatively priced in unused; with 2009 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $500. Estimate $300 - 400

2381 H

24¢ gray lilac, (37), o.g., hinge remnants, deep color; light crease between hinges, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,450.

Estimate $300 - 400

2382 (H)

24¢ gray lilac, (37), unused without gum, bright fresh color, Fine. Scott $500.

2383 m

24¢ gray lilac, foldover, (37 var), causing erratically placed perforations, light cancel; small faults relating to foldover, a
Very Fine example, such varieties are uncommon on this high value denomination. Scott $375 as regular used example.

Estimate $200 - 300

2384 P

30¢ orange, imperf proof on stamp paper, (38P5), without gum as issued, incredibly deep color without a hint of
oxidation; on card, faults (not mentioned on accompanying certificate), Very Fine; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $350 - 500

2385 HH

30¢ orange, (38), o.g., never hinged, with nice color on clean paper; reperforated at bottom; light pencil erasures on
gum and some oxidation skillfully removed, F.-V.F. appearance; with 2011 Weiss certificate. Scott $1,900.

Estimate $500 - 750

2386 (H)

30¢ orange, (38), regummed, nicely centered on fresh paper; areas of light oxidation, Very Fine; with 2015 P.S.E.
certificate graded VF 80. Scott $700. SMQ VF 80; $800.
Estimate $400 - 600

2387 H

90¢ blue, (39), o.g., previously hinged, in commanding color on a field of pure white; fully margined with sound
perforations; tiny corner crease at upper right, Very Fine, a bright, fresh stamp; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott
$3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1875 REPRINTS OF THE 1857 ISSUE

2388

2388 P

1¢-90¢ Reprints complete, plate proofs on card, (40P4-47P4), hand selected quality with generous to large margins,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine a choice set. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

2389 P

1¢-90¢ Reprints complete, plate proofs on card, (40P4-47P4), a balanced Very Fine set. Scott $425.

Estimate $200 - 300

2390 P

5¢ orange brown, Reprint, plate proof on India, (42P3), Plate II, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate.
Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2391

2392

2393

2391 Pa

5¢ orange brown, Reprint, plate proof on card, (42P4 var), projections on bottom pair, block of 4, indications of hinge
remnants, pencil plating notes and signature, Extremely Fine, multiples are scarce; with 1999 A.P.S. certificate. Scott
$220+.
Estimate $250 - 350

2392 (H)

5¢ orange brown, Reprint, (42), without gum as issued, vibrant color, crisp impression, handsome example of this scarce
reprint, F.-V.F., only 878 issued; with 2009 and 1969 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,150 as fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2393 (H)

5¢ orange brown, Reprint, (42), without gum as issued, with crystal-clear color and sharp detail; paper fresh white;
corner crease at bottom right, F.-V.F., only 878 issued; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,150. Estimate $500 - 750

2394 Pa

10¢ blue green, Reprint, plate proof on India, (43P3), block of 4, impeccably fresh quality, Extremely Fine, multiples
are scarce; with 2005 P.F. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400

2395 (H)

10¢ blue green, Reprint, (43), without gum as issued, breathtaking color and prooflike impression, well centered for this,
premium example, F.-V.F., only 516 sold; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500 as fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2396 Pa

12¢ greenish black, Reprint, plate proof on card, (44P4), block of 4, indications of previous hinging, large to huge
margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, grossly undervalued. Scott $220+.
Estimate $150 - 200

2397 (H)

24¢ blackish violet, Reprint, (45), without gum as issued, vibrant color, proof-like impression, premier example of this
scarce reprint, F.-V.F., only 479 sold; with 2019 Crowe certificate. Scott $3,000 as fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1861-1866 ISSUE

2398

2399

2398 H

3¢ brown rose, First Design, (56), currently catalogued as #65-E15h, o.g., lightly hinged, solidly printed on fresh
white paper; light oxidation, F.-V.F.; with 1974 P.F. certificate for block of four, this position 1. Scott $550.

Estimate $250 - 350

2399 P

1¢ to 90¢ blue, plate proofs on card, set of 10, (63P4//78P4), #63P4, 65P4, 68P4, 69P4, 71P4-72P4, 73P4a, 76P4-78P4;
few small faults, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $535.
Estimate $200 - 300

2400 S

2400

2401

2402

2403

1¢ blue, overprinted with specimen control numbers, (63SJ), red 9012, o.g., hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $400.

Estimate $200 - 300

2401 H

1¢ blue, (63), o.g., previously hinged, immaculate with shining color and clean detail, near-perfectly centered, Extremely
Fine, a common stamp in uncommon quality; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $275.

Estimate $500 - 750

2402 m

3¢ pink, (64), target cancel, distinct pink color, particularly well-centered and attractive, choice used example, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine; with 2011 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85 and 2005 P.F. and 2000 P.S.E. certificates. SMQ VF-XF
85; $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,400

2403 E

5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in black, (67-E1a), vignette only, die I on proof paper; light bend,
Very Fine and rare. Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2404 H

2404

2405

2406

2407

2408

2410

5¢ buff, (67), part o.g., fresh with clean color; reperforated at left, F.-V.F. appearance, a very rare mint stamp; with 2009
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $27,500.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

2405 H

5¢ buff, (67), o.g., hinge remnants, nicely balanced margins, lovely buff shade, superior appearance, affordable example
of this rare stamp; minor perforation flaws, small thin spots, reperforated at top, Very Fine to Extremely Fine appearance;
with 2000 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $27,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2406 m

5¢ buff, (67), with strong color and clean lines, all complemented by the red grid cancel; thin perforation at top left, Very
Fine; with 2002 P.F. certificate. Scott $810.
Estimate $300 - 400

2407 m

5¢ buff, (67), fresh with glowing color and a black grid cancel; hinge remnant and pencil notations, F.-V.F.; with 2015
A.P.S. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400

2408 m

5¢ buff, (67), bright printing of this shade, with black grid and red “[New Yor]k Br. Pkt./PAID” cancels; corner crease at
lower left, F.-V.F., a nice showing of usage/route; with 1997 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300

2409

No Lot.

2410 m

5¢ brown yellow, (67a), Post Office fresh with clear shade and a neatly struck four-ring target cancel; reperforated at left,
F.-V.F. appearance; with 2015 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300

2411 m

5¢ olive yellow, (67b), slightly dulled, with a clear double-ring Cincinnati blue cancel; with faults, repairs and
reperforated, F.-V.F. appearance, your chance for a very difficult stamp; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $4,750
(photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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EX 2412

2412 E

12¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in six different colors, (69-E1b), vignette only, die I on proof
paper, scarlet, orange, yellow-brown, blue, black-blue, red violet, in various sizes; small faults as one might expect,
otherwise Very Fine. Scott $360+.
Estimate $200 - 300

2413 H

12¢ black, (69), o.g., previously hinged, fresh with clean color and razor-sharp detail; three balanced margins, nearly Very
Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $500 - 750

2414 (H)

12¢ black, (69), regummed, sumptuous with proof-like color and impression, nearly Very Fine, grossly undervalued as
unused; with 1996 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $675.
Estimate $300 - 400

2415 m

24¢ red lilac, (70), immaculate with beautiful color and a striking circle-of-wedges cancel, Very Fine; with 2000 P.F.
certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

2416 H

24¢ brown lilac, (70a), part o.g. (certificate states no gum), lovely shade, crisp impression, large margins to close at right,
handsome example of scarce shade, Very Fine; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2417

2418

2419

2417 E

24¢ black, large die essay, vignette only, without oval frame, (70-E var), closely resembling #70-E1, Extremely Fine,
unlisted. 
Estimate $250 - 350

2418 m

24¢ brown lilac, (70a), with eye-popping color on immaculate paper, the grid cancel lightly struck; two small thin spots
trivial and not detracting from this stamps bewitching allure, Extremely Fine, a very pretty stamp; with 2014 A.P.S.
certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $300 - 400

2419 m

24¢ brown lilac, (70a), fresh with clear color; neat crossroads cancel in black plus part of a red transit at lower left, Very
Fine, so much nicer than the grade; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $325. SMQ VF 80; $325.

Estimate $300 - 400
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2420 H

2420

2421

2422

2423

2424

2425

24¢ steel blue, (70b), o.g., hinge remnants, rare original gum example of this striking shade, handsome appearance, nice
centering for this difficult issue; reperforated, small corner crease, F.-V.F. appearance; with 1994 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$16,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2421 (H)

24¢ steel blue, (70b), unused without gum, wonderfully fresh and sound with textbook color and proof-like detail;
reperforated at top, F.-V.F. appearance; with 2012 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $6,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2422 m

24¢ steel blue, (70b), with unimpeachable color cleanly printed; well-centered target cancel, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F.
certificate graded F-VF 75. Scott $850. SMQ F-VF 75; $725.
Estimate $500 - 750

2423 m

24¢ steel blue, (70b), an eye-catching example with immaculate color and dark blue circular grid and town cancels;
reperforated at right; light vertical crease ending in a small tear, Very Fine appearance; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott
$850.
Estimate $250 - 350

2424 m

24¢ violet, (70c), with great color and clear detail; paper clean with Philadelphia c.d.s. and black grid of dots cancel, Very
Fine, a handsome stamp; with 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2425 m

24¢ violet, (70c), in cool color with proof-like detail; central “PAID” in circle cancel; reperforated at left and bottom; red
owner’s handstamp on reverse shows through faintly at bottom, Very Fine appearance; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott
$2,250.
Estimate $400 - 600

2426 E

30¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in deep red orange, (71-E2b), complete design, plate on India, mounted
on card, in deep color showing off all the detail so difficult to see on the issued stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $500.

Estimate $200 - 300
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2427

2428

2429

2430

2427 P

30¢ orange, large die proof, (71P1), Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $500.

2428 (H)

30¢ orange, (71), regummed, with crisp color and exceptionally clear detail; reperforated at right, F.-V.F. appearance; with
2013 P.F. certificate. Scott $950.
Estimate $250 - 350

2429 m

30¢ orange, (71), in strong, bright color with proof-like detail; two overlapping strikes of a black grid cancel, Extremely
Fine, an attractive stamp; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $225.
Estimate $350 - 500

2430 m

30¢ orange, (71), warm color on pristine paper; large well-struck fancy cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019
P.S.A.G. certificate graded 85. Scott $225. SMQ VF-XF 85; $350.
Estimate $250 - 350

2431 E

90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in three different colors, (72-E1a), vignette only, die on proof
paper, green, red violet (crease) and scarlet, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2432

2433

2434

2435

2432 E

90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in red violet, (72-E5d), complete design, die on proof paper,
printed through a mat, a pleasing shade, the whole sound and clean, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

2433 (H)

90¢ blue, (72), unused without gum, in crisp, clean color, with sharp detail on fresh paper; lightly cleaned at top; small sealed
tear above “AG” of “POSTAGE”, handsome Very Fine appearance; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,200.

Estimate $350 - 500

2434 m

90¢ blue, (72), fresh with strong color and clear detail; three nicely balanced margins, F.-V.F.; with 2020 P.S.A.G.
certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

2435 m

90¢ blue, (72), black target cancel, well-centered with huge to large margins, rich color and sharp impression, outstanding
appearance; small thin spot, small repair on bottom left corner, Extremely Fine appearance; with 2005 P.F. certificate.
Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

2436 m

90¢ blue, (72), clear color on pristine paper; black geometric and red town/transit cancels; reperforated at left; a small thin
spot at bottom right, Very Fine appearance, ex-Skinner; with 2013 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350

2437 ma

90¢ blue, (72), block of 4, a “wow”-inducing multiple of this top value, freshly printed with light if large cork cancels;
top right stamp with a small thin; bottom left stamp with a small sealed tear at bottom, Very Fine to Extremely Fine
appearance, an amazing survivor; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2436
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2438

2439

2438 HH

2¢ black, (73), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with proof-like appearance, F.-V.F.+; with photocopies of 2001 and
2012 P.F. certificates for original block of four, this position 1. Scott $350 as hinged.
Estimate $400 - 600

2439 HHa

2¢ black, (73), block of 6, o.g., never hinged, deep rich color and impression, reasonable centering for this difficult issue,
rare and desirable “Black Jack” block; top right with small stain and creases, middle right with small internal tear, few
perforation separations, Fine appearance. Scott $3,400 + as hinged block + 2.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2440 (H)a

2¢ black, (73), block of 8 with part imprint and small part of plate #5 selvage, unused without gum, rare and desirable
large position piece, typical centering, attractive appearance, popular issue; rejoined perforations, Fine. Scott $5,500 as 2
hinged blocks.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2441

2441 (H)a

2¢ black, (73), rejoined horizontal block of 12, unused without gum, in sharp color with clean lines, nicely centered for
this; adherence position 8, cease along bottom four and trivial light discoloration, F.-V.F., catalogs $2,750 for a block of
four with gum. Scott $1,800 as singles.
Estimate $400 - 600

2442 m

2¢ black, (73), Fitchburg, Cheshire & Rutland & Burlington Railroad mail line, two stamps overlapped tête-bêche, each
crisply printed and fresh for their travels through the mails; light crease on right stamp, otherwise Fine. Scott $710.

Estimate $200 - 300

2443 H

5¢ red brown, (75), o.g., previously hinged, with immense color perfectly printed on like-new paper; reperforated at top,
Fine+ appearance; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,750.
Estimate $600 - 800

2444 (H)

5¢ red brown, (75), unused without gum, with warm color and crisp detail on fresh paper; reperforated at top; small
margin faults, F.-V.F. appearance; with 2003 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $350 - 500

2442
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2445

2446

2447

2445 P

5¢ brown, large die proof, (76P1), with National Bank Note Co. NY imprint, 46 x 53. Scott $700. Estimate $250 - 350

2446 H

5¢ brown, (76), o.g., previously hinged, with strong, clean color and proof-like impression; fresh and sound, F.-V.F.;
signed A. Roig, with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $350 - 500

2447 m

5¢ black brown, (76a), impeccably printed with bold detail on fresh paper; solid crossroads fancy adds to the allure;
reperforated which is not mentioned on accompanying certificate, Very Fine, a real looker; with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott
$400.
Estimate $200 - 300

2448 H

2448

2449

2450

2451

2452

15¢ black, (77), o.g., hinged, a great stamp with exceptional color and detail on immaculate paper; reperforated at right,
F.-V.F. appearance; with 2012 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2449 m

15¢ black, (77), wonderfully centered, clean and fresh with a black duplex cancel, Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.F. and
2008 P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. Scott $175. SMQ XF 90; $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

2450 m

15¢ black, (77), a magnificent gem of a stamp, Post Office fresh and sound with a light cancel and truly exceptional
centering; one short perforation at top mentioned solely for accuracy (omitted from the accompanying certificate),
Extremely Fine, one for the graders; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $175.
Estimate $200 - 300

2451 (H)

24¢ grayish lilac, (78a), regummed, with beautiful color and razor-sharp detail; a few perforations toned, not mentioned
on accompanying certificate, still Very Fine; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $950.
Estimate $350 - 500

2452 (H)

24¢ gray, (78b), unused without gum, in clear color and detail on like-new paper; reperforated, which is not mentioned
on accompanying certificate, F.-V.F.; with 1992 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $950.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2453 E

2453

2454

2455

2456

2457

10¢ J.M. Sturgeon essay, in dark carmine, (79-E10b), die on wove, rough impression, double “Cancelled”, die on thick
paper, rough impression, gummed, intensely colored; solidly large margins all around; thin at upper right corner, otherwise
Very Fine, a beguiling essay. Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 350

2454 m

3¢ rose, A. grill, (79), a “yep, it’s grilled!” example, the points clear even away from the bold blue quartered cork cancel
that brings them into high relief; corner crease at bottom and short perforations at right and bottom (as often, given the
grill-weakened paper), F.-V.F. Scott $1,425.
Estimate $300 - 400

2455 m

3¢ rose, A. grill, (79), quartered cork cancel, scarce and desirable A grill, very presentable example at an affordable price;
small thin spot, usual pulled perforations, F.-V.F. for this; with 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,300. Estimate $250 - 350

2456 H

3¢ rose, C. grill, grill with points down, (83 var.), part o.g., fresh stamp with crystal-clear grill, F.-V.F.; with 2000 P.F.
certificate. Scott $6,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2457 m

3¢ rose, C. grill, (83), a pretty example with clean color on bright paper; clear grill, the quartered cork cancel adding to its
appeal, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, an incredibly beautiful stamp that is never encountered this nice; with 2019 P.S.A.G.
certificate graded 85. Scott $1,100. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,850.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

2458 P

3¢ rose, C. grill, imperf proof on stamp paper, (83P5), o.g., pristine and wonderfully centered, with a can’t-miss-it grill;
light corner crease at lower right, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 1989 P.F. certificate for pair, as #83a. Scott $1,750
for pair.
Estimate $250 - 350

2459 m

2¢ black, D. grill, (84), handsomely printed with great color, the cancel bringing the grill into relief; creased, toned,
Fine+; with 1995 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $4,750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

2460 m

3¢ rose, D. grill, (85), wondrously clean and fully sound, with a neat well-struck fancy cancel, Very Fine; with 1994 P.F.
certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800

2461 m

3¢ rose, D. grill, (85), Post Office fresh with strong color and a clear grill; segmented cork cancel, Very Fine; with 2015
P.F. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750

2462 m

3¢ rose, D. grill, (85), right margin single with captured part imprint, nice positional with good color and a captivating
circle-of-wedges fancy cancel, Very Fine thus; with 1987 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

2458
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2463 (H)

2463

2464

2465

2466

2467

2¢ black, Z. grill, (85B), unused without gum, intense color, vivid impression, strong distinct grill, pleasing example of
scarce stamp; internal paper break along bottom edge of grill, light corner crease (not on certificate), Fine for this; with
1993 P.F. certificate. Scott $6,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2464 m

2¢ black, Z. grill, (85B), an eye-catcher in magnificent color with a razor-sharp grill showing on face, with enticing
red “paint” grid cancel; diagonal crease and tiny filled pinhole in grill, V.G.-Fine, but a real looker; with 2012 Weiss
certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $350 - 500

2465 m

2¢ black, Z. grill, (85B), in clean color with clear grill (particularly from reverse); fancy blue circle-of-arrowheads cancel,
Fine; with 2017 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300

2466 H

3¢ rose, Z. grill, (85C), part o.g., coquettishly fresh on virginal paper, the grill firmly impressed and fully visible front and
back; small thin, F.-V.F. Scott $25,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

2467 m

3¢ rose, Z. grill, (85C), fancy rosette cancel, unusually vibrant color, handsome appearance, attractive cancel, scarce Z
grill; reperforated top and left, Very Fine appearance; with 2003 P.S.E. certificate graded G 30. Scott $3,250.

Estimate $500 - 750

2468 m

2468

2469

2470

2471

2472

3¢ rose, Z. grill, (85C), cleanly printed with a clear grill (especially on reverse); small thins; tear at top right, Fine
appearance; with 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $350 - 500

2469 m

1¢ blue, E. grill, (86), wonderfully centered with immense color and a face-free cancel; two torn perforations at bottom,
Extremely Fine appearance; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300

2470 m

2¢ black, E. grill, (87), a top-line stamp, flawlessly printed and centered, with a crystal-clear grill and a light cancel;
vertical natural pre-print paper fold adds to the allure, Extremely Fine, certainly one for the graders; with 1998 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $500 - 750

2471 m

2¢ black, E. grill, (87), a grand jumbo with intense color and fresh paper, sporting a centrally struck quartered cork cancel,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1991 P.F. and 2010 P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85J. Scott $200. SMQ
VF-XF 85J; $500.
Estimate $350 - 500

2472 m

10¢ green, E. grill, (89), a massive stamp, cleanly printed and fresh, with a neat circle-of-wedges cancel, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine, ex Rupp; with 1982 P.F. certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2473 m

2473

2474

2475

2476

2477

12¢ black, E. grill, (90), exquisite color and detail, flawlessly centered on pristine paper with a grid cancel; black star inked
on reverse at Washington’s chin, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1984 and 2014 P.F. certificates. Scott $375.

Estimate $400 - 600

2474 m

15¢ black, E. grill, (91), clean with solid color and a light cancel; fresh and sound, Very Fine; with 1995 and 2008 P.F.
certificates, the latter graded VF 80. Scott $600. SMQ VF 80; $650.
Estimate $400 - 600

2475 m

15¢ black, E. grill, (91), Post Office fresh with clear detail and a leaf fancy cancel; reperforated which is not mentioned
on accompanying certificate, Very Fine; with 1982 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

2476 (H)

1¢ blue, F. grill, (92), regummed, pretty with pastel color and clean detail; fresh; reperforated at left, Fine appearance;
with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $925.
Estimate $250 - 350

2477 m

5¢ brown, F. grill, perforation shifted, (95 var), perforations shifted to the left and down, displaying a good portion of
the adjoining stamp at right, geometric cancel. Scott $850.
Estimate $200 - 300

2478 H

2478

2479

2480

2481

2482

10¢ yellow green, F. grill, (96), slightly disturbed o.g., hinged, with bright clean color and razor-sharp impression, on
paper with three perfectly balanced large margins; few toned perforations at top, Fine; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott
$2,500.
Estimate $400 - 600

2479 m

10¢ yellow green, F. grill, very thin paper, (96 var.), a magnificent stamp, fresh and sound, being a paper variety
according to the PSE certificate, and with a (town unidentifiable) Japan cancel according to the PF’s, Extremely Fine, a
great all-around item; with 1999 P.F. and 2008 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750

2480 m

12¢ black, F. grill, (97), flawlessly printed in magnificent color; fresh with two black fancies and a hint of a red cancel at
bottom, Extremely Fine; with 2005 P.F. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $350 - 500

2481 (H)

15¢ black, F. grill, (98), regummed, cleanly printed in grand color; paper and perforations fresh and sound, V.G.-Fine, a
tough stamp in any condition; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $300 - 400

2482 m

15¢ black, F. grill, (98), a well-done grilled issue, Post Office fresh, near-perfectly centered, the light cancel bringing the
grill into high relief, Extremely Fine, destined for a collection of distinction, ex-Litle; with 1980 and 2005 P.F. certificates.
Scott $275.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2483 m

2483

2484

2485

2486

2487

15¢ black, F. grill, (98), a real looker, Post Office fresh with immaculate color and printing, the circle-of-wedges cancel
lightly struck and allowing Lincoln’s face to shine through, Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90.
Scott $275. SMQ XF 90; $875.
Estimate $600 - 800

2484 (H)

24¢ gray lilac, F. grill, (99), regummed, lovely and bright with paragon color and sharp detail; fresh; vertical crease, F.V.F. appearance; with 2012 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

2485 m

24¢ gray lilac, F. grill, (99), with deep color and a relatively light cancel; grill perfectly clear on reverse, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 85. Scott $1,500. SMQ VF-XF 85; $2,250.

Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

2486 m

24¢ gray lilac, F. grill, (99), black circle-of-wedges cancel, nicely centered example, strong grill, scarce and handsome
stamp, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

2487 m

24¢ gray lilac, F. grill, (99), fresh and clean with outstanding color and a lipstick-kiss red cancel, V.G., an
affordable—and presentable—example of this high-denomination grill; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,700.

Estimate $300 - 400

2488 m

2489 m


2490 m



2488

2489

2490

2491

2492

30¢ orange, F. grill, (100), black cork cancel, excellent balanced margins for this particularly difficult stamp, scarce and
attractive; reperforated, which is not mentioned on accompanying certificate, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1980 P.F.
certificate. Scott $950.
Estimate $400 - 600
30¢ orange, F. grill, (100), fresh with bright color and clear grill, plus double-circle Hiogo, Japan cancel (FrajolaPerlman Type HIO-Pmk1); small corner crease at upper left, V.G.-Fine; with 2019 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $350 - 500
30¢ orange, F. grill, double grill, (100 var.), with deep color and sharp grill plus a grand fancy cancel; tiny perforation
tear at right (fifth hole from bottom), a Fine variety and scarce; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,650.
Estimate $300 - 400

2491 m

30¢ orange, F. grill, (100), sound and fresh, with a red Baltimore Foreign Mail cancel, nearly Very Fine; with 2012 Weiss
certificate. Scott $1,070.
Estimate $250 - 350

2492 m

90¢ blue, F. grill, (101), with clean color, solid detail and lovely centering, Very Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$2,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1875 RE-ISSUE OF THE 1861-1866 ISSUES

EX 2493

2493 P

1¢-90¢ Re-issues complete, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (102TC4a-111TC4e), an incredibly fresh set in
top-notch quality, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, for the connoisseur. Scott $5,015.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2494 (H)

2¢ black, Re-issue, (103), unused without gum, intense color, proof-like impression, nice margins, appealing
example of ths popular stamp, Very Fine and choice, only 979 sold; with 2013 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,600.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2495 (H)

2¢ black, Re-issue, (103), unused without gum, Post Office fresh with outstanding color and detail, marvelously centered;
two diagonal creases at the center, Very Fine to Extremely Fine appearance; with 2017 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,600.

Estimate $800 - 1,200

2496 m

5¢ brown, Re-issue, (105), double ring target cancel, scarce and desirable used example, large margins, vibrant color and
impression; nibbed perforation at bottom, Choice Very Fine, only 672 sold; with 2016 and 1977 P.F. certificates. Scott
$6,500.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

2497 H

12¢ black, Re-issue, (107), disturbed o.g., with proof-like detail and intense color; one short perforation at right; light
perforation tip toning (latter not mentioned on accompanying certificate), F.-V.F.+, only 389 sold; with 2018 P.F. certificate.
Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

2494

2495

2496

2497

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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1869 PICTORIAL ISSUE

2498

2498 Ea

1¢ Franklin essay, small numerals, in buff, (112-E4c), plate on stamp paper, perforated and gummed, top left corner
margin block of 4, full o.g., Extremely Fine, a lovely showpiece. Brazer 112E-Dd.
Estimate $300 - 400

2499 E

1¢ Franklin essay, small numerals, in 11 different colors, (112-E4d), plate on stamp paper, perforated, gummed and
grilled, o.g. two without gum, F.-V.F. Scott $1,085. Brazer 112E-Dd.
Estimate $300 - 400

2500 Pa

Pictorials complete, with 15¢ re-issue, plate proofs on India, (112P3-122P3, 129P3), blocks of 4, three top values are
left margin blocks, some India are mounted on card, dazzling rich colors and impressions make it difficult to turn one’s eye
away; #129P3 small faults including cut in margin, Extremely Fine to Superb, a show stopping iconic set in top quality, a
set to literally “die for”. Scott $5,460.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2501 P

Pictorials complete, plate proofs on card, (112P4-122P4), overly generous large margins combined with scintillating
colors and impressions, Extremely Fine and choice. Scott $875.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2502

2503

2504

2505

2502 H

1¢ buff, (112), o.g., hinged, fresh with clean color and a fully visible grill, F.-V.F.; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $575.

Estimate $250 - 350

2503 m

1¢ buff, (112), an unbelievable gutter snipe of a stamp, perfectly centered amidst massive margins (especially left and
right); wing margin single (natural straight edge at left) including small portion of frame, Superb, surely a one-of-a-kind
item worthy of the finest collection; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $575.
Estimate $400 - 600

2504 m

1¢ buff, (112), a grand stamp with impressive color and superior centering; fresh and sound, Extremely Fine; with 2006
P.F. certificate. Scott $130.
Estimate $300 - 400

2505 m

1¢ buff, (112), nicely hued with a near-complete strike of a Waterbury rosette fancy cancel (S-E #GE-R63); light
diagonal crease at bottom; small sealed tear at lower right, F.-V.F. appearance; with 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $575+.

Estimate $200 - 300

2506 E

2¢ Postrider essay, small numerals, in 10 different colors, (113-E3e), plate on stamp paper, perforated, gummed and
grilled, o.g. three without gum, F.-V.F. Scott $800. Brazer 113E-De.
Estimate $250 - 350

2507 H

2¢ brown, pre-perforation fold error, (113), slightly disturbed o.g., the design complete, so the sheet went into the
press as normal, but clearly wrinkled and misperforated; otherwise paper is pristine with clear color; light vertical bend in
center, V.G., a rare find. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

2506
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2508

2509

2508 Ha

2¢ brown, (113), right margin block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, cleanly printed in rich color; all perforations intact;
natural straight edge at right; cross-perforations sensibly reinforced, F.-V.F.; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

2509 HH/Ha

2¢ brown, (113), block of 4, with proof-like detail in an alluring shade; all perforations intact; top stamps previously
hinged, bottom pair never hinged, Fine; signed Bühler. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $600 - 800

2510 Ha

2¢ brown, (113), bottom margin block of 9 with part imprint, lightly caramelized o.g., hinge remnants, clean with fresh,
bright color and strong detail; perforation faults and separations, several sensibly hinge-reinforced, V.G.-Fine, a scarce
multiple, ex-Hawkins. Scott $6,450 as block, pairs and single.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2511 m

2¢ brown, (113), a gorgeous jumbo with luxuriant color and sharp detail; light target cancel, Extremely Fine; with 1980
P.F. certificate. Scott $80.
Estimate $250 - 350

2512 m

2¢ brown, split grill and drastic perforation shift, (113 var.), huge shift vertically, target cancel; small perforation flaws,
a stunning Very Fine example, an excellent piece for the 1869 specialist. 
Estimate $200 - 300
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2513

2514

2515

2513 Ha

3¢ ultramarine, (114), block of 4, disturbed o.g., with incredible depth of color on fresh paper; a few trivial perforation
separations, Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600

2514 H

6¢ ultramarine, (115), o.g., previously hinged, crisp and clean impression with sharply defined grill; reperforated at left;
gum loss at upper right corner (no thin), F.-V.F., ex Ward; with 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500. Estimate $500 - 750

2515 Ha

6¢ ultramarine, (115), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, bright with clean color; few repunched perforations at bottom,
Fine; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $16,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2516 m

6¢ ultramarine, (115), a magnificent example, Post Office fresh and near-perfectly centered with a face-free target cancel,
Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $225.
Estimate $500 - 750

2517 Ea

10¢ Lincoln essay, in blue, (116-E1k), plate on stamp paper, imperforate and gummed, block of 4, o.g., previously
hinged, small gum thins, Extremely Fine. Scott $500. Brazer 116E-Dj.
Estimate $200 - 300

2516
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2518

2520

2521

2518 H

10¢ yellow, (116), part o.g. with small paper hinge remnant, clean color on fresh paper; grill light but visible on face;
small corner crease at top left and slightly soiled at top right, F.-V.F.; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,850.

Estimate $400 - 600

2519 H

10¢ yellow, split grill, (116 var.), o.g., hinged, Post Office fresh with magnificently clean color, the split fully visible on
the face, V.G.-Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

2520 m

10¢ yellow, (116), a simply gorgeous stamp with deep rich color, pristine paper and a well-placed circle-of-wedges cancel,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, scarce this nice; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $110.
Estimate $300 - 400

2521 m

10¢ yellow, (116), Post Office fresh with massive margins and deep, rich color plus a nice fancy cancel, Extremely Fine,
a grand stamp; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $110.
Estimate $300 - 400

2522 E

12¢ S.S. Adriatic essay, small numerals, in 8 different colors, (117-E2e), plate on stamp paper, perforated, gummed and
grilled, o.g. one without gum, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000. Brazer 117E-Ce.
Estimate $300 - 400

2523 Ea

12¢ S.S. Adriatic essay, small numerals, in red brown, (117-E2e), plate on stamp paper, perforated, gummed and
grilled, block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, a pleasing example. Scott $500. Brazer 117E-Cb.
Estimate $300 - 400



2522

2524

2523

2525

2526

2524 H

12¢ green, (117), o.g., hinged, deep shade, crisp detailed impression, very attractive and desirable stamp, Very Fine; with
2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,850.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

2525 (H)

12¢ green, (117), unused without gum, marvelous example of this difficult stamp, vivid color and impression, strong grill,
choice unused, Extremely Fine; with 2019 Crowe certificate. Scott $725.
Estimate $500 - 750

2526 (H)

12¢ green, (117), unused without gum, Post Office fresh with intense color, F.-V.F.+; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$725.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2527

2528

2529

2530

2527 Ha

12¢ green, (117), block of 4, disturbed o.g. with hinge remnants, scarce multiple, centered to top, still a desirable block;
light creases, rejoined/strengthened perfs, V.G., portions of adjoining stamps along bottom. Scott $14,000.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2528 m

12¢ green, (117), flawlessly printed in perfect color, mathematically centered amidst large margins; light cork cancel does
not detract, Extremely Fine; with 1991 and 2003 P.F. certificates. Scott $130.
Estimate $300 - 400

2529 m

12¢ green, (117), a stamp with amazing eye-appeal, perfectly printed and with a light red cork cancel, Very Fine, prettier
than its grade; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $280.
Estimate $200 - 300

2530 m

12¢ green, (117), in intense color wonderfully centered, the design clear through the black and red cancels, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine, a great addition to any album page; with 2007 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $280. SMQ VF-XF
Estimate $200 - 300
85; $250 with premium for red cancel.

2531 H

15¢ brown & blue, type I, (118), small part o.g., sweated, bright, strong colors, large margins to clear at top, very
presentable example, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $9,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2532 H

15¢ brown & blue, type I, (118), slightly disturbed o.g., fresh and bright colors and impression, affordable sound example
of desirable pictorial, V.G.-Fine; with 1982 P.F. certificate. Scott $9,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

2533 m

15¢ brown & blue, type I, (118), a gorgeous example with bright colors cleanly registered, fresh paper and a nice
segmented cork cancel; mark at left top is cancelling ink, not a tear; reperforated at bottom, Very Fine or better appearance;
with 2005 P.F. certificate. Scott $825.
Estimate $350 - 500

2534 H

15¢ brown & blue, type II, (119), displaced vignette, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), bright bold
colors, fresh and sharp, centered to left; tiny corner perforation crease, certificate states “never hinged”, we see it as very
lightly hinged, V.G.-Fine; with 2008 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $500 - 750

2531
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2535 (H)

2535

2536

2537

2538

15¢ brown & blue, type II, (119), unused without gum, fresh with strong colors and clear impressions; light bend at
bottom, F.-V.F. Scott $975.
Estimate $350 - 500

2536 m

15¢ brown & blue, type II, (119), with gorgeous, glowing colors in perfect alignment on pristine paper with a barely there
cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $190.
Estimate $300 - 400

2537 Pa

24¢ green & violet, plate proof on India, (120P3), block of 4, humongous margins; natural India flaws, Extremely Fine
to Superb. Scott $625.
Estimate $250 - 350

2538 H

24¢ green & violet, (120), o.g., hinged, marvelous example of this difficult stamp, fresh, vivid color and detailed design,
very nicely centered for this, choice original gum example, F.-V.F.; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $7,500.

Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2539 H

2539

2540

2541

2542

2543

24¢ green & violet, (120), o.g., hinged, with clean colors crisply printed; grill apparent even on the face; light toning,
F.-V.F., presentable example of this popular stamp; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $7,500. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2540 (H)

24¢ green & violet, (120), unused without gum, Post Office fresh colors in near-perfect registration; grill faint but visible,
near Very Fine. Scott $2,700.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2541 m

24¢ green & violet, (120), wonderfully printed with clean colors; red cork cancel, nearly Very Fine; with 1998 P.F.
certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750

2542 m

24¢ green & violet, (120), in deep colors perfectly registered on immaculate paper; fresh and sound, Very Fine; with 2012
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

2543 m

24¢ green & violet, (120), perfectly printed on immaculate paper; black cork cancel, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.A.G.
certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2544

2545

2546

2547

2544 Pa

30¢ blue & carmine, plate proof on India, (121P3), interesting red vignette shift to the left, block of 4, Choice Extremely
Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $250 - 350

2545 (H)

30¢ ultramarine & carmine, (121), regummed, an eye-catcher with bright colors flawlessly registered; centered just to
right; cleaned, F.-V.F.; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,450.
Estimate $400 - 600

2546 m

30¢ ultramarine & carmine, (121), a big stamp with bold colors and a segmented cork cancel, Extremely Fine; with 2016
P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $600 - 800

2547 m

30¢ ultramarine & carmine, (121), in soft colors; three nicely balanced margins and a bold quartered cork cancel which
bleeds to reverse, Very Fine; with 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

2548 ma

30¢ ultramarine & carmine, (121), block of 4, lovely color and strong grills each; light black and partial red cancels;
small faults including perforations, lovely F.-V.F. appearance, a difficult multiple of this high-value. Scott $3,750.

Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2549

2550

2551

2549 E

90¢ Pictorial frame essay, small numerals, in orange, (122-E3), plate on stamp paper, imperforate, bottom margin pair,
Extremely Fine and choice. Scott $450. Brazer 122E-Cd.
Estimate $200 - 300

2550 m

90¢ carmine & black, (122), right margin single, a solid stamp, with perforations shifted to left, capturing portion of
adjoining stamp as well, F.-V.F., most uncommon, a major perforation shift, and a grand addition to any 1869 collection or
exhibit. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2551 m

90¢ carmine & black, (122), exceptionally fresh and clean, with the deepest color you could want for this issue; neat
cancel nearly face-free; reperforated, which is not mentioned on accompanying certificate, F.-V.F., pretty; with 1985 P.F.
certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $600 - 800

2552 m

12¢ green to 90¢ carmine & black, (117-122), each nicely centered on fresh paper, with a mix of cancel types; a few
minor faults, but a presentable group of these popular high-values, F.-V.F. or better appearance. Scott $3,920 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1875 RE-ISSUE OF THE 1869 PICTORIAL ISSUE

2553

2553 P

15¢-90¢ Re-issues, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (129TC4a-132TC4k), missing only the rare 90¢ green
frame, black center, an overall select group that was painstakingly assembled and selected for the best quality; a few small
faults on a couple, otherwise Very Fine or better. Scott $19,750.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

2554 m

1¢ buff, 1875 Re-issue, (123), in rich color on bright paper, with a lively Brooklyn duplex, Very Fine; with 2006 P.F.
certificate graded VF 80. Scott $425. SMQ VF 80; $475.
Estimate $350 - 500

2555 H

12¢ green, 1875 Re-issue, (128), o.g., previously hinged, in deep, rich color on immaculate paper, Very Fine, 1,584 sold;
with 2009 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2556

2557

2558

2556 m

15¢ brown & blue, Re-issue, type III, (129), a gorgeous stamp with magnificent colors on fresh paper; cancels lightly
struck, Very Fine, 1,981 sold; with 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2557 m

24¢ green & violet, 1875 Re-issue, (130), flawlessly printed on clean paper; light daub cancel allows vignette to shine,
Very Fine, 2,091 sold; with 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2558 Pa

1¢ dark buff, 1880 Re-issue, plate proof on India, (133P3), right margin block of 4, mounted on card, a fabulous
foursome of Franklins, fresh and fetching, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2018 P.F. certificate for block.
Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

1870-1888 BANK NOTE CO. ISSUES

2559

2560

2561

2559 H

1870, 2¢ red brown, H. grill, (135), o.g., hinged, fresh with immense color and proof-like detail; reperforated at left, F.V.F.; with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $250 - 350

2560 Ha

1870, 3¢ green, H. grill, (136), block of 4, o.g., hinged, fresh with bright color and clean detail; top pair hinged,
bottom two appear never hinged but with gum soaks/thins at perforations, reperforated, Fine+. Scott $3,000.

Estimate $300 - 400

2561 m

1870, 6¢ carmine, H. grill, (137), Post Office fresh with bright color, the cancel just touching the perforations at right,
Very Fine, a great-looking stamp; with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2562 m

2562

2563

2564

2565

2566

1871, 7¢ vermilion, H. grill, (138), fresh and sound with clean color, a clear grill on reverse, and a crossroads fancy
cancel, Very Fine; with 1972 P.F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

2563 H

1870, 15¢ orange, H. grill, (141), o.g., previously hinged, brightly printed on fresh paper; thin in forehead from hinge
removal, otherwise Fine, a scarce mint stamp; with photocopy of 1994 P.F. certificate for block of four, this position 4.
Scott $7,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2564 m

1870, 15¢ orange, H. grill, (141), bright color and full margins all around; reperforated at right, choice Extremely Fine
appearance; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

2565 m

1870, 90¢ carmine, H. grill, (144), sound stamp in soft palette; cancel allows design to show through; reperforated, which is
not mentioned on accompanying certificate, lovely Very Fine appearance; with 1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.

Estimate $600 - 800

2566 m

1871, 7¢ vermilion, I. grill, (138A), immaculate with eye-popping color, a face-framing circular cancel that brings out the
grill, plus a hint of a blue cancel at upper right, Fine; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate as #138, I grill, graded F 70. Scott $750.
SMQ F 70; $650.
Estimate $350 - 500

2567 P

1870-73, Bank Notes complete, small die proofs, (145P2,157P2-166P2), affixed to original grey card, an over abundance
of freshness that would make the most discriminating collector blush, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 85 issued. Scott
$2,025.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2568 P

1870, N.B.N.C. printing complete, plate proofs on India, (145P3-155P3), a select quality set, 6¢ and 15¢ are margin
examples; 15¢ slightly oxidized, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $311.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2569 m

2569

2570

2571

2572

2573

1870, 6¢ carmine, perforation shift, (148 var.), light cancel; small faults, a Very Fine and stunning Bank Note error.

Estimate $200 - 300

2570 (H)

1870, 12¢ dull violet, (151), unused without gum, cleanly printed in soft color; paper fresh and sound; reperforated which
is not mentioned on accompanying certificate, F.-V.F.; with 2009 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,050. Estimate $200 - 300

2571 m

1870, 12¢ dull violet, (151), a grand stamp with large margins, clean color and two unobtrusive cancels, the black a
New York Foreign Mail cancel (Weiss #TR-C 4 type; Van Vlissingen & Waud #S-20), an Extremely Fine jumbo, a tough
stamp to find this crisply and clearly printed; with 2020 Crowe certificate graded 90J. Scott $210. SMQ XF 90J; $800.

Estimate $600 - 800

2572 m

1870, 12¢ dull violet, (151), fresh with incredible color on immaculate paper; wonderfully centered, Extremely Fine; with
1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $300 - 400

2573 m

1870, 24¢ purple, (153), mathematically centered with clean color and a partial crossroads cancel, Extremely Fine; with
1980 P.F. certificate. Scott $210.
Estimate $300 - 400

2574 (H)

1870, 30¢ black, (154), unused without gum, fresh with solid color and crisp detail, Very Fine, nice stamp; with 1983 P.F.
certificate. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2575 (H)

1870, 30¢ black, (154), unused without gum, Post Office fresh with enticing color and centering; reperforated, which
is not mentioned on accompanying certificate, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1965 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,600.

Estimate $400 - 600

2576 H

1870, 90¢ carmine, (155), o.g., hinged, with crisp color and detail; crease at bottom, light soiling, F.-V.F.; with 2005 P.F.
certificate. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

2577 m

1870, 90¢ carmine, (155), with solid, intense color on fresh paper; well-centered with a light cork cancel, Extremely Fine;
with 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $350 - 500
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EX 2578

EX 2579

2578 P

1873, C.B.N.C. Issue complete, large die proofs, (156P1-166P1), incredible freshness in color, impression and
contrasting white stock, Extremely Fine to Superb, it would be hard to imagine a nicer set. Scott $4,400.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2579 P

1873, C.B.N.C. Issue complete, large die proofs, (156P1-166P1), reduced to about 85 x 90, otherwise Very Fine. Scott
$4,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2580 Ha

1873, 1¢ ultramarine, (156), block of 4 with part imprint captured within the margin, o.g., hinge remnants, lovely
positional in immaculate color on pristine paper; upper right with a few short perforations, but otherwise sound, F.-V.F.;
with 2010 Weiss certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2581

2582

2583

2584

2581 H

1873, 2¢ brown, (157), o.g., previously hinged, Post Office fresh with luxuriant color and clean detail, near-perfectly
centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1993 P.F. certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $350 - 500

2582 HH

1873, 3¢ green, (158), o.g., never hinged, with glowing color on immaculate paper having nice, big margins; reperforated
at left, Extremely Fine appearance; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $110 for hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300

2583 (H)

1873, 10¢ brown, (161), regummed, in deep color with proof-like detail; reperforated at left, Extremely Fine appearance.
Scott $250.
Estimate $300 - 400

2584 Ha

1873, 10¢ brown, (161), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, in radiant color with proof-like detail; paper fresh and
perforations intact; top right stamp with a tiny tear at right (fourth perforation hole from bottom), Very Fine. Scott $4,750.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2585 H

1873, 30¢ gray black, (165), o.g., previously hinged, with alluring color and detail on fresh paper; reperforated, which is
not mentioned on accompanying certificate, F.-V.F.; with clear 1991 P.F. certificate, their website adding “reperforated at
left and with a small thin spot”. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2586 H

1873, 90¢ rose carmine, (166), o.g., lightly hinged, with deep color and strong impression; paper fresh and nicely
margined; reperforated, which is not mentioned on accompanying certificate, Very Fine; with 1987 Bühler certificate.
Scott $2,100.
Estimate $500 - 750

2587 m

1873, 90¢ rose carmine, (166), a near-perfect stamp complemented by the face-free red cancel; sealed tear at bottom,
Extremely Fine to Superb appearance; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $340.
Estimate $200 - 300

2585
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2588

2589

2588 Sa

1875, 5¢ blue, (179), block of 4, unused without gum, fresh and clean, each stamp with manuscript “X” Specimen
mark, Fine, an interesting multiple; with 2010 P.F. certificate declining opinion “with respect to characterization of the
manuscript ‘X’s’ as ‘Specimen’ marks”. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

2589 H

1875, 5¢ blue, (179), Post Office fresh in deep color on immaculate paper; a proof-like appearance that defies its grade,
Very Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $700. SMQ VF 80; $700.
Estimate $500 - 700

2590 Ea

1877, 3¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), in dark green, (184-E4c), plate on stamp paper, imperf, inter-panneau panes of
10, creases and margin nick, Very Fine overall, unpriced as such; signed and backstamped Scott Stamp & Coin Co. Brazer
115aE-Fd.
Estimate $500 - 750

2591 H

1879, 1¢ blue, (182), o.g., lightly hinged, a gorgeous stamp with big, balanced margins, the design nearly jumping off the
paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex Rupp; with 1983 (as #182a) and 2003 (as #182 var, blue) P.F. certificates. Scott
$200.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2592 H

2592

2593

2594

2595

2596

1879, 2¢ vermilion, (183), top margin part imprint single, o.g., previously hinged, a lovely positional with alluring, eyepopping color with near-perfect centering; light soiling in selvage above imprint, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1996
P.F. certificate for pair, this position 2. Scott $100.
Estimate $250 - 350

2593 HH

1879, 2¢ vermilion, (183), o.g., never hinged, a stunner, with proof-like color and detail, Very Fine. Scott $370.

Estimate $200 - 300

2594 m

1879, 3¢ green, (184), cleanly printed on pristine paper, bearing a clear strike of scarce “North-South Shaking Hands”
fancy cancel of Worcester, MA; laminated tear at bottom, natural straight edge at left, Extremely Fine cancel; with 2001
P.S.E. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750

2595 m

1879, 3¢ green, (184), a gigantic jumbo, fresh and sound, with a bold target cancel, Extremely Fine to Superb, make room
on your album page for this one; with 2000 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300

2596 (H)

1879, 10¢ brown, with secret mark, (188), unused without gum, with intense, deep color and three nicely balanced
margins, F.-V.F. that in every way looks so much better; with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

2597 Sa

1889, 15¢ deep blue, without Sample overprint, (189SL and 189SL var), blocks of 4, o.g. the second without gum; top
stamps of variety block has translucencies where hinges were removed, lovely Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $700+.

Estimate $350 - 500
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2598

2599

2598 H

1879, 30¢ full black, (190), o.g., hinged, with intense color and razor-sharp detail, close to Very Fine, pretty; with 2014
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $350 - 500

2599 H

1879, 30¢ full black, (190), o.g., hinged, fresh with incredible color and razor-sharp lines; three well-balanced margins,
F.-V.F. Scott $850.
Estimate $350 - 500

2600 S

1889, 1¢ to 90¢ carmine, overprinted “Sample A”, complete set, (212S//191S), o.g., previously hinged, a set selected
for freshness and facial appeal; a few with faults that in no way detract from the beauty of this set, F.-V.F. Scott $750.

Estimate $250 - 350

2601 HH/Ha

1881, 1¢ gray blue, re-engraved, Douglas patent 8-hole punch, (206 var.), block of 4, muddled print but strong color;
generally fresh with holes visible even from the front; top left hinged, others appear never hinged, Fine; with 1983 P.F.
certificate (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

2602 H

1882, 10¢ brown, re-engraved, (209), with selvage at top, o.g., lightly hinged, beautifully centered with huge margins all
around, fresh with crisp impression, outstanding example, Extremely Fine to Superb Jumbo. Scott $160+.

Estimate $500 - 750
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2603

2604

2605

2606

2603 HHa

1887, 3¢ vermilion, (214), top margin block of 4 with plate number, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh; light bend across
selvage, Fine. Scott $720.
Estimate $250 - 350

2604 H

1888, 30¢ orange brown, (217), o.g., hinged, with bright, lively color and clean impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $250. SMQ VF-XF 85; $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

2605 H

1888, 90¢ purple, (218), slightly disturbed o.g., previously hinged, in strong color with razor-sharp detail; light overall
toning not mentioned on accompanying certificate, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1993 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.

Estimate $500 - 750

2606 H

1888, 90¢ purple, (218), o.g., lightly hinged, magnificent example with outstanding color and centering; fresh; reperforated
at bottom, Extremely Fine appearance; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600

2607 m

1888, 90¢ purple, (218), horizontal strip of 5, a magnificent multiple, fresh with incredible depth of color; Boston doubleoval cancels, Fine; with 2003 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,225 as two pairs plus single.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1890 ISSUE

2608

2608 P

1890, 1¢ to 90¢ complete, plate proofs on India, (219P3-229P3), Extremely Fine to Superb, an absolutely scintillating
set. Scott $789.
Estimate $400 - 600

2609 Pa

1890, 1¢ to 90¢ complete, plate proofs on India, (219P3-229P3), blocks of 4, 2¢ on proof paper 5¢ on card, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine, a scarce set in impressive quality. Scott $1,920 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2610 P

1890, 1¢ to 90¢ complete, plate proofs on card, (219P4-229P4), Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $785.

Estimate $350 - 500

2611 HHa

1890, 1¢ dull blue, (219), imprint and plate number block of 10, o.g., 6 never hinged, 4 with small hinge remnants, scarce
multiple, fresh and bright, nice overall centering for this, F.-V.F. and attractive. Scott $775.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2612

2613

2614

2612 Pa

1890, 2¢ lake, plate proof on card, (219DP4), left margin block of 4, fresh with intense color and perfectly balanced
margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600

2613 m

1890, 2¢ carmine, (220), Post Office fresh with glowing color, gigantic margins, and an incredibly light cancel you could
almost overlook, Extremely Fine to Superb jumbo; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300

2614 Ha

1890, 2¢ carmine, both “cap” varieties, (220a-220c), combination block of 4, with jaw-droppingly vivacious color, the
left stamps #220a, the right #220c; hinge-reinforced perforations, small hinge remnant at top center, Very Fine, a lovely
and scarce two-variety combination; this combination pair unpriced in Scott. Scott $1,600 as singles.		

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2615 HHa

1890, 6¢ brown red, (224), horizontal block of 8, o.g., never hinged, richly shaded and cleanly papered, F.-V.F., an
uncommon multiple. Scott $1,280 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

2616 H

1893, 8¢ lilac, (225), o.g., previously hinged, burn down the tracks for this Sherman, Post Office fresh with gigantic, wellbalanced margins, Extremely Fine, surely a gradable stamp; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $45.		

Estimate $250 - 350

2617 H

1890, 10¢ green, (226), o.g., previously hinged, a gorgeous stamp with deep color and clear lines, plus fresh, jumbo
margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300

2618 H

1890, 15¢ indigo, (227), o.g. (slightly sweated) that may hide previous hinging, Post Office fresh with rich color and
exceptional detail; centering nigh on perfect, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2011 Weiss certificate. Scott $180.

Estimate $250 - 350

2619 H

1890, 30¢ black, (228), plate number single, o.g., very lightly hinged, bright and attractive position piece, well-centered
with large margins, exceptionally desirable example of this surprisingly difficult stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Scott $280+.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2620

2621

2622

2620 H

1890, 30¢ black, (228), o.g., previously hinged, in beautiful color with proof-like detail; paper day-one fresh with large
balanced margins; perforation faults (not mentioned on accompanying certificate), Very Fine to Extremely Fine, great
eye-appeal; with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $280.
Estimate $200 - 300

2621 HH/Ha

1890, 30¢ black, (228), block of 4, o.g., 3 stamps never hinged, clean and bright with wonderful color and impression;
light diagonal gum crease across bottom pair, F.-V.F. Scott $2,830.
Estimate $500 - 750

2622 Ha

1890, 30¢ black, (228), block of 4 with American Bank Note Company imprint at bottom, o.g., hinge remnants, deep
color, crisp impression, attractive and desirable position block; few tiny thin specks, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $500 - 750



2623 Pa
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around, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2624 H

2624

2625

2626

2627

2628

1890, 90¢ orange, (229), o.g., lightly hinged, deep, bright color amidst clean, balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, pretty; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $450. SMQ VF-XF 85; $750.
Estimate $500 - 750

2625 H

1890, 90¢ orange, (229), slightly disturbed o.g., in heartwarming color on glowing paper; gum cleaner than you might
expect, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $450. SMQ VF-XF 85; $750.

Estimate $400 - 600

2626 H

1890, 90¢ orange, (229), o.g., hinge remnant, intense color and clean lines; two natural inclusions (one front, left of chin;
other back not apparent on face) not mentioned on accompanying certificate, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2012
Weiss certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500

2627 m

1890, 90¢ orange, (229), the paramount Perry, fresh and bright with a light New York double-oval Registry cancel,
Extremely Fine to Superb, a commanding stamp; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95. Scott $135. SMQ XF-SUP 95;
$850.
Estimate $600 - 800

2628 m

1890, 90¢ orange, (229), about as big as they come, clean, fresh, and with a duplex cancel struck face-free, an Extremely
Fine jumbo; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $135. SMQ XF 90J; $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

2629 ma

1890, 90¢ orange, (229), block of 4, reasonable New York Registry cancels, scarce used multiple, deep color, nicely
balanced margins, handsome block, Very Fine. Scott $775.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1893 COLUMBIAN ISSUE

EX 2630

2630 P

1893, Columbians complete, plate proofs on card, (230P4-245P4), ; select quality set, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
#245 $5 with 2017 A.P.E.X. certificate. Scott $2,110.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2631 HH/Ha

1893, Columbian, 1¢ deep blue, (230), top plate number 151 block of 8 with imprint and “M M”, a wonderfully fresh
plate with sensuous color and clear detail, three stamps never hinged; a few light perforation separations, F.-V.F. Scott
$700.
Estimate $350 - 500

2632 Ha

1893, Columbian, 3¢ green, (232), imprint plate number 56 and letter “L” block of 8, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, vivid
color, sharp impression, scarce and handsome block, lovely example; couple of minor perforation separations, Very Fine.
Scott $1,175.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2633

2634

2633 Pa

1893, Columbian, 4¢ ultramarine, plate proof on India, (233P3), right margin block of 4, mounted on card, Choice
Extremely Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $250 - 350

2634 HH

1893, Columbian, 4¢ ultramarine, (233), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with magnificent color and razor-sharp
detail, plus near-perfectly balanced margins, Extremely Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $140. Estimate $250 - 350

2635 HHa

1893, Columbian, 4¢ ultramarine, (233), block of 4 with selvage at right, o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright, vibrant
color and impression, excellent overall centering and appearance, premium block, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$560 as never hinged singles.
Estimate $350 - 500

2636 HH/Ha

1893, Columbian, 4¢ ultramarine, (233), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (bottom 2 stamps never hinged), particularly
well-centered; rich color and vivid impression, lovely block, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $380 as singles.

Estimate $300 - 400
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2637

2638

2639

2637 HH

1893, Columbian, 5¢ chocolate, (234), o.g., never hinged, a high-grade chocolate, impeccably printed allowing every
last detail to shine, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, one tasty morsel; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $140.		

Estimate $250 - 350

2638 HH

1893, Columbian, 6¢ purple, (235), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with flawless centering, Extremely Fine to
Superb, a grand stamp; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $140. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2639 H

1893, Columbian, 6¢ purple, (235), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), brightly colored, big margined,
pink backed (!)...an all-around lovely jumbo of a stamp; minor gum bend not mentioned on accompanying certificate,
Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $50.
Estimate $200 - 300

2640 HHa

1893, Columbian, 6¢ purple, (235), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright fresh color; a few light gum wrinkles at left and
top, Very Fine. Scott $560.
Estimate $200 - 300

2641 HH/Ha

1893, Columbian, 6¢ purple, (235), bottom margin plate number 104 block of 8 with imprint and “Z”, remarkably
fresh with bold color and clean detail; short perforation at top left corner; top row previously hinged or with sensible
reinforcement; bottom row never hinged (hinged only in selvage), F.-V.F.; with 1978 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2642

2642 Pa

1893, Columbian, 8¢ magenta, plate proof on card, (236P4), top right corner margin plate block of 10 with imprint; left
pair vertical crease, Choice Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $2,800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2643 HH

1893, Columbian, 8¢ magenta, (236var), printed on both sides with faint but distinct inverted right-reading image on
reverse, o.g., never hinged (minor gum wrinkles), rare and unusual variety, desirable addition to a specialized collection;
straight edge, couple of small perforation thins, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500

2644 HH

1893, Columbian, 8¢ magenta, (236), o.g., never hinged, in magnificent color and precise impression; centering nearflawless on like-new paper, Extremely Fine, a gem of a stamp; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $140.		

Estimate $250 - 350

2645 HH

1893, Columbian, 8¢ magenta, (236), o.g., never hinged, in fresh, bright color; paper pristine with exceptionally balanced
margins; blunted perfs along bottom, Extremely Fine, a “Restored to Favor” to savor; with 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott
$140.
Estimate $200 - 300

2646 HH/Ha

1893, Columbian, 8¢ magenta, (236), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (bottom two stamps never hinged), deep rich shade,
vibrant impression, on bright white paper, nicely centered particularly the bottom two, desirable block with excellent
break potential, Extremely Fine. Scott $375 as singles.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2647

2647 HH

1893, Columbian, 10¢ black brown, (237), o.g., never hinged, in exquisite shade and alluring detail; fresh and sound,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine jumbo; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $300 - 400

2648 HH

1893, Columbian, 10¢ black brown, (237), vertical left margin strip of 4 with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, lovely
positional with textbook color and clean lines, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

2649 HH

1893, Columbian, 15¢ dark green, (238), o.g., never hinged, with immense color and nicely balanced margins; light
overall toning, still Very Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350

2650 HHa

1893, Columbian, 15¢ dark green, (238), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fresh, lovely rich shade, scarce never hinged
block; top right stamp with corner creases, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,400 as singles (photo on web site).		

Estimate $300 - 400
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2651

2652

2651 HH

1893, Columbian, 30¢ orange brown, (239), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with radiating color and nicely balanced
margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, just pretty; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $675. SMQ VF-XF 85; $800.

Estimate $600 - 800

2652 Ha

1893, Columbian, 30¢ orange brown, (239), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, small hinge remnant re-inforcing separations,
vibrant color and impression, scarce block, Fine. Scott $1,075.
Estimate $350 - 500

2653 HH

1893, Columbian, 50¢ slate blue, (240), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with intense color, Very Fine; with 1990 P.F.
certificate. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

2654 H

1893, Columbian, 50¢ slate blue, (240), o.g., lightly hinged, with incredibly deep color, near-perfectly centered amid
large margins, Extremely Fine; with 1977 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750

2655 H

1893, Columbian, 50¢ slate blue, (240), o.g., lightly hinged, magnificent example with grand color and detail, plus
outstanding centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2011 Weiss certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

2656 m

1893, Columbian, 50¢ slate blue, (240), Post Office fresh with an unusual New York c.d.s. cancel, Extremely Fine, as
pretty as they come; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $175. SMQ XF 90; $450.
Estimate $350 - 450
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2657

2657 ma

1893, Columbian, 50¢ slate blue, (240), block of 4, a big block with four surprisingly light New York Registry doubleoval cancels; light perforation reinforcements all around, perforation thins at top left, Fine. Scott $2,000.

Estimate $400 - 600

2658 H

1893, Columbian, $1 salmon, (241), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh example with eye-popping color and wellbalanced margins, Very Fine; with photocopy of 1980 P.F. certificate for original block of four, this position 4. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2659 H

1893, Columbian, $1 salmon, (241), o.g., lightly hinged, brightly colored and cleanly printed; three well-balanced
margins, nearly Very Fine, pretty; with photocopy of 1970 P.F. certificate for original block of four. Scott $1,000.

Estimate $600 - 800

2660 HH

1893, Columbian, $1 salmon, (241), o.g., never hinged, in rich, compelling color crisply printed; several heavy natural
gum creases and very tiny thin spot at top; a few short perforations, lovely Fine appearance; with 2013 Weiss certificate.
Scott $3,400.
Estimate $500 - 750

2661 (H)

1893, Columbian, $1 salmon, (241), regummed, with alluring color and clean detail; fresh and sound, Very Fine; with
2007 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $500. SMQ VF 80; $500.
Estimate $350 - 500

2662 (H)

1893, Columbian, $1 salmon, (241), regummed, deep, rich color and fresh; small picked out inclusion at right, Very Fine.
Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

2663 m

1893, Columbian, $1 salmon, (241), in immaculate color on fresh paper; New York double-oval Registry cancel, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, reel this one in; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $525. SMQ VF-XF 85; $775.

Estimate $500 - 750
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2664

2665

2664 m

1893, Columbian, $1 salmon, (241), very well centered; small repaired creases, repaired tear and thins, Very Fine
appearance. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

2665 P

1893, Columbian, $2 brown red, plate proof on India, (242P3), horizontal pair, Very Fine plus, dollar values are scarce
in multiples. Scott $580.
Estimate $200 - 300

2666 HH

1893, Columbian, $2 brown red, (242), o.g., never hinged, strong color and impression; offset color of another $2 on
gum, F.-V.F.; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2667 H

1893, Columbian, $2 brown red, (242), o.g., lightly hinged, with crisp color and clean detail; perforations sound; tiny
inclusion drop out (which is not visible to the naked eye), F.-V.F.+; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,050.

Estimate $400 - 600

2668 H

1893, Columbian, $2 brown red, (242), o.g., previously hinged, with lovely color and sharp details; paper fresh and
sound, Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $350 - 500

2669 H

1893, Columbian, $2 brown red, (242), o.g., previously hinged, in rich color with sharp detail; tiny hinge thins, F.-V.F.
appearance. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $250 - 350

2670 m

1893, Columbian, $2 brown red, (242), fresh with cheery color and solid detail; light crease at bottom right, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $525. SMQ VF-XF 85; $775.		

Estimate $400 - 600

2671 m

1893, Columbian, $2 brown red, (242), with wonderfully intense color and clean impression; nicely struck New York
Registry double-oval, Very Fine, a great looker; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $525. SMQ VF 80; $600.

Estimate $400 - 600

2666
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2672

2673

2674

2672 m

1893, Columbian, $2 brown red, (242), a wonderfully lightly cancelled high-value, even more so given its superior color
and centering, Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

2673 H

1893, Columbian, $3 olive green, (243a), disturbed o.g., fresh and bright with deep color and clean lines, Extremely
Fine; with photocopy of 2009 P.S.E. certificate for block of four, this position 1. Scott $1,400.		

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2674 H

1893, Columbian, $3 yellow green, (243), o.g., hinge remnant, with sharp detail in clean color; small concealed thin,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600

2675 m

1893, Columbian, $3 yellow green, (243), a compelling stamp with strong color, clean lines, and a lively Philadelphia
double-oval cancel; light tiny creases and light toning on reverse, Very Fine to Extremely Fine centering. Scott $750.

Estimate $400 - 600

2676 P

1893, Columbian, $4 crimson lake, large die proof, printed directly on card with imprint, (244P1), trivial light edge
discoloration, Very Fine. Scott $1,150 as die sunk.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2677

2678

2679

2677 m

1893, Columbian, $4 crimson lake, (244), Registry and trace of crayon cancels, a sensational stamp, with magnificent color,
detail and centering, Extremely Fine to Superb, truly a thing of beauty; with 1968 P.F. certificate. Scott $950.

Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2678 m

1893, Columbian, $4 crimson lake, (244), a real looker with radiant color and pristine paper; tiny ironed-out corner
crease at lower right, otherwise sound, Very Fine, pretty; with 2015 Weiss certificate. Scott $975. Estimate $600 - 800

2679 m

1893, Columbian, $4 rose carmine, (244a), crisply printed in unmistakable color; wonderfully centered with black New
York double-oval “P” and partial red cancels; light diagonal crease at lower left, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a gem of a
stamp; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $950.
Estimate $500 - 750

2680 H

1893, Columbian, $5 black, (245), o.g., previously hinged, impeccably printed with proof-like detail and flawless color;
paper exceptionally fresh for its age; tiny pinpoint gum thin speck, visible only in fluid, not mentioned on accompanying
certificate and mentioned strictly for accuracy, Very Fine, a top-value Columbian that would enhance any collection; with
1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,300.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2681 m

1893, Columbian, $5 black, (245), with big, intense color and clear detail; lightly struck double-oval cancel allows full
vignette to show through, Very Fine, a pretty stamp; signed A. Roig, with 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,150.

Estimate $800 - 1,200

2680

2681

1894-1898 BUREAU ISSUES

2682 HH

2682

1894, 1¢ ultramarine, unwatermarked, (246), o.g., never hinged, an indubitable jumbo, Post Office fresh with clear
color and solid detail, Extremely Fine+, grading may be warranted; with 1988 and 2002 P.F. certificates. Scott $90.

Estimate $250 - 350
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EX 2683

2683 P

1894, 1¢, 2¢, 3¢-$1, $5, large die proofs on India, complete set less $2, (247P1, 250P1, 253AP1-261AP1, 263P1),
otherwise all denominations represented, die sunk on 6 x 8 inch cards, Choice Extremely Fine with original interleaves.
Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

2684 Pa

1894, 1¢, 2¢, 6¢, $2, $5, complete set, plate proofs on card, (247P4-263P4), blocks of 4, the five stamps that are on card
proofs from the series, 247, 248, 256, 262 and 263, deeply etched impression and colors on bright white card stock, simply
immaculate, Extremely Fine. Scott $7,475.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2685

2686

2685 Pa

1894, 1¢ blue, plate proof on card, (247P4), right margin block of 4, pristine; bottom margin capturing partial frameline,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 350

2686 HH

1894, 1¢ blue, unwatermarked, (247), full right margin part imprint single, o.g., never hinged, in luxurious color with
proof-like detail; fresh with three balanced margins, the fourth immense, Extremely Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott
$180.
Estimate $300 - 400

2687 Pa

1894, 2¢ pink, type I, plate proof on card, (248P4), block of 4, crisp and clean with more than ample margins, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350

2688 HHa

1894, 2¢ carmine, type I, unwatermarked, (250), block of 18, o.g., never hinged, scarce mint multiple, bold color,
handsome block; some separations, generally F.-V.F. Scott $1,530 as singles (photo on web site). Estimate $250 - 350

2689 Ha

1894, 4¢ dark brown, unwatermarked, (254), block of 4, o.g. (sweated) appears never hinged, left stamps well-centered
with large margins all around, others very nice, rich color, pleasing appearance, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $850.

Estimate $500 - 750

2690 HH

1894, 6¢ dull brown, unwatermarked, (256), full wide top margin single, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with
grandiose color and razor-sharp detail, F.-V.F.+; with photocopy of 2010 P.S.E. certificate for block of four, this position
1. Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350

2687
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2691

2692

2693

2691 HH

1894, 10¢ dark green, unwatermarked, (258), o.g., never hinged, in crisp color on pristine paper; margins wonderfully
balanced, Very Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600

2692 H

1894, 10¢ dark green, unwatermarked, (258), right plate number 64 strip of 3 with imprint, o.g., hinge remnants
between stamps, in stentorian color and no-nonsense detail; creases in top selvage, Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $250 - 350


2693 HHa

1894, 10¢ dark green, unwatermarked, (258), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, in deep color on fresh paper, central
vertical perforations blind, F.-V.F. Scott $3,400+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2694 Ha

1894, 15¢ dark blue, unwatermarked, (259), block of 4, o.g., very lightly hinged, bright, deep rich shade, large margins,
fabulous block, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2695

2696

2697

2695 H

1894, 50¢ orange, unwatermarked, (260), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), lovely radiant color and
sharp detail; paper fresh with margins clear all around; small inclusion drop out, F.-V.F.; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott
$475.
Estimate $250 - 350

2696 H

1894, 50¢ orange, unwatermarked, (260), o.g., previously hinged, big stamp vertically, fresh with good color and nicely
centered, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350

2697 HH/H

1894, 50¢ orange, unwatermarked, (260), bottom margin plate number strip of 3 with imprint, solid color on fresh
paper; position 1 never hinged; faults, Fine. Scott $2,300.
Estimate $250 - 350

2698 Ha

1894, $1 black, type I, unwatermarked, (261), block of 4, o.g., hinged, a stunning block with massive color and threedimensional detail; Post Office fresh; perforation separations, some sensibly reinforced, reperforated, Fine to Fine-Very
Fine. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2699 P

1894, $1 black, type II, large die proof, (261AP1), Extremely Fine and choice. Scott $500.

2698
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2700

2701

2702

2703

2700 H

1894, $1 black, type II, unwatermarked, (261A), o.g., previously hinged, clean and fresh, with strong color and crystalclear detail, Very Fine, pretty. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2701 H

1894, $2 bright blue, unwatermarked, (262), o.g., hinged, Post Office fresh with proof-like color and detail, F.-V.F.;
with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2702 H

1894, $2 bright blue, unwatermarked, (262), o.g., hinged, deep shade with clean lines; light crease and small hinge
thins, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $400 - 600

2703 H

1894, $2 bright blue, unwatermarked, (262), with lovely color and sharp detail; small facial scuff; pinhole (called a
“natural paper inclusion” on the accompanying certificate) in hair, F.-V.F. appearance; with 2012 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott
$2,750.
Estimate $300 - 400

2704 Ha

1894, $2 bright blue, unwatermarked, (262), block of 4, o.g., hinged, a beautiful quartet in immense, immaculate color
on fresh paper; tiny gum thins from hinge removal on two, Fine+. Scott $12,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2705 m

1894, $2 bright blue, unwatermarked, (262), crisply printed with a light double-oval Registry cancel, Fine. Scott $1,200.

Estimate $300 - 400

2704

2705
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2706

2706 P

1894, $5 dark green, hybrid large die proof, (263P1), ; a few age spots, Very Fine and rare, pencil noted “as representative
of the set” and signed “I Koslow”, Irving Koslow of Scott Stamp and Coin Co. Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300

2707 P

1894, $5 dark green, plate proof on card, (263P4), a stellar example with mathematically balanced, large margins, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

2708 H

1894, $5 dark green, unwatermarked, (263), o.g., hinged, incredibly tall stamp, fresh with bright color and incisive
detail, Extremely Fine, ex Ward; with 1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

2709 m

1894, $5 dark green, unwatermarked, (263), a stunning stamp with incontrovertible color, clean lines and a light cancel;
light perforation toning; small thin and reperforated, Very Fine appearance. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $500 - 750

2707
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2710

2711

2712

2710 Ha

1895, 2¢ carmine, type III, D.L. watermark, perforations shifted vertically, (267 var), top margin block of 4, a
stunning top margin block which has the design captured within the top margin, o.g., small hinge remnants, a Very Fine
example.
Estimate $200 - 300

2711 HH

1895, 6¢ dull brown, D.L. watermark, (271), imprint and plate number strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright,
lovely rich shade, immaculate gum, elusive multiple this clean, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

2712 m

1895, 8¢ violet brown, USIR watermark, (272a), exceptionally light cancel; clear “R” of watermark; light horizontal
crease at bottom; lightly toned at top left, F.-V.F.; with 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $950.
Estimate $300 - 400

2713 HH

1895, 10¢ dark green, D.L. watermark, (273), plate number single, o.g., never hinged, large balanced margins, deep
rich shade highlighted by bright white paper, choice example of this excellent position piece, Extremely Fine. Scott $280.

Estimate $350 - 500

2714 HH/H

1895, 10¢ dark green, D.L. watermark, (273), bottom margin plate number 63 strip of 3 with imprint, o.g., center stamps
previously hinged (two stamps never hinged), with strong color and solid detail, Fine. Scott $655. Estimate $250 - 350

2715 HH

1895, 15¢ dark blue, D.L. watermark, (274), full wide top margin part imprint single, o.g., never hinged, the Oxonian
Clay, who’s definitely won his dark blue on radiant white paper; stamp with three boardwalk margins, plus a top selvage
as tall as they come; partial hinge remnants at top of selvage not mentioned on accompanying certificate (and of no
consequence), a Very Fine jumbo, a showpiece of a stamp; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80J. Scott $600. SMQ
VF 80J; $750.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2716

2717

2718

2719

2716 H

1895, 15¢ dark blue, D.L. watermark, stupendous foldover, (274 var), bottom right corner margin pair, foldover
causing partially imperf (at right and bottom) and another blank stamp standing on its side, o.g., previously hinged; top
stamp tiny thin and margin faults, pencil “wmk” in margin, a Very Fine example, a stunning showpiece for the Bureau
collector exhibitor. 
Estimate $250 - 350

2717 Ha

1895, 15¢ dark blue, D.L. watermark, (274), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, spectacular color and strong lines, all on
like-new paper, F.-V.F.; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $875.
Estimate $300 - 400

2718 H

1895, $1 black, type I, D.L. watermark, (276), plate number single, o.g., lightly hinged, deep color on bright white paper,
exceptionally well centered for this, fantastic example of desirable position piece, Extremely Fine. Scott $600.

Estimate $400 - 600

2719 H

1895, $1 black, type I, D.L. watermark, (276), o.g., previously hinged, with proof-like impression and sculptural detail,
Very Fine; with 2002 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $600. SMQ VF 80; $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

2720 H

1895, $1 black, type I, D.L. watermark, (276), o.g., lightly hinged, bright, deep rich color and impression, large margins,
desirable premium example, Extremely Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

2721 m

1895, $1 black, type I, D.L. watermark, (276), fresh with sharp detail and near-perfect margins, Extremely Fine; with
2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $95.
Estimate $250 - 350

2722 P

1895, $1 black, type I, D.L. watermark, imperf proof on stamp paper, (276P5), horizontal pair, o.g., barest trace of
hinge (appears never hinged), pristine with large, balanced margins, Very Fine+, only 100 issued. Scott $1,450.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2723 m

1895, $1 black, type II, D.L. watermark, (276A), gloriously fresh, with lighter than usual cancel; horizontal wrinkle at
right center, Extremely Fine, with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $200. SMQ VF 80; $210.

Estimate $150 - 200

2720
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2724 m

2724

2725

2726

2727

2728

1895, $1 black, type II, D.L. watermark, (276A), deep black on stark white, the double-oval Registry cancel remarkably
face-free, Extremely Fine or better; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $300 - 400

2725 H

1895, $2 bright blue, D.L. watermark, (277), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), fresh with intense color
on immaculate paper, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2726 H

1895, $2 dark blue, D.L. watermark, (277a), o.g., hinged, Post Office fresh with strong color and lines, near-perfectly
centered, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2007 P.S.E. certificate for block of four, this position 3. Scott $900.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2727 H

1895, $2 bright blue, D.L. watermark, (277), o.g., previously hinged, fresh color with nicely balanced margins, Very
Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750

2728 H

1895, $2 bright blue, D.L. watermark, (277), o.g., hinge remnants, a magnificent Madison, Post Office fresh; light
crease and small tear, Very Fine to Extremely Fine centering. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600

2729 m

1895, $2 dark blue, D.L. watermark, (277a), wonderfully centered and fresh with a double-oval cancel, Extremely Fine;
with 2018 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $400. SMQ XF 90; $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2730 S

1895, 2¢ to $5, D.L. watermark, overprinted “Universal Postal Congress”, (267SO//278SO), a lovely group of
Specimens, each with strong color and clean overprint; $2 regummed over extensive repairs; $5 no gum with three
creases; others with faults, F.-V.F., only 125 sets produced, a tough set in any condition; with 2006 P.S.E. certificates for
#277SO and 278SO. Scott $1,550.
Estimate $400 - 600

2731 m

1895, $5 dark green, D.L. watermark, (278), New York double-oval registry cancel, especially well centered for this,
choice appearing example; small thin spot, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350

2732 m

1895, $5 dark green, D.L. watermark, (278), in sharp color on immaculate paper; light double-oval Registry cancel
unobtrusive; reperforated at left, Extremely Fine appearance; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $600. Estimate $250 - 350
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2733

2734

2733 ma

1895, $5 dark green, D.L. watermark, (278), block of 4, with wonderful color on clean paper with all perforations
sound; double-ring ovals all essentially face-free; few flaws including sensibly reinforced perf separations and creases,
Very Fine, scarce, ex-Whitpain. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2734 P

1898, 1¢, 5¢, 10¢, 15¢, small die proofs, (279P2, 281P2, 283P2, 285P2), each on grey card; 15¢ faults, attractive Very
Fine appearance with the first three nice. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $350 - 500

2735 HH

1898, 2¢ rose carmine, type IV, (279Bc), full wide top margin imprint and plate number 511 strip of 3, o.g., stamps never
hinged, hinged in ungummed selvage only, fresh and bright with warm color and clean impression, F.-V.F.+, pretty; with
1976 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2736 S

1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, overprinted “Specimen”, (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6 with plate number, o.g., hinged, rare
booklet pane; perf reinforcement between top left stamps, thin on top right stamp, otherwise Fine. Scott $750.

Estimate $250 - 350

2737 HH/H

1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark, (279Bk), booklet pane of 6, o.g., only selvage and top left stamp lightly
hinged, pleasurable pane with bright color on fresh paper, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

2735
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2738

2739

2738 P

1898, 6¢ lake, large die proof, (282P1), interesting slightest hint of second impression at upper left, Extremely Fine.
Scott $700.
Estimate $250 - 350

2739 P

1898, 6¢ lake, small die proof on white wove paper, (282P2a var), Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Estimate $300 - 400

2740 HH/H

1898, 10¢ orange brown, type II, (283), imprint and plate number strip of 3, o.g., lightly hinged (two stamps never
hinged), fresh and handsome position piece, vivid color and impression, Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1898 TRANS-MISSISSIPPI ISSUE

EX 2741

2741 H

1898, Trans-Miss., 1¢ to $2 bi-color essays, large die proofs, complete set of nine, (285-E8-293-E7), each possesses
bright freshness in color and impression and on bright white stock which provides an incredible contrast, Extremely Fine,
will satisfy the most discriminating collector. Scott $6,750.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2742 HH

1898, Trans-Miss., 1¢ dark yellow green, (285), o.g., never hinged, a grand stamp with outstanding color and perfect
centering, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-Sup 95. Scott $75. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $625.
Estimate $400 - 600


2743 HHa

2742

2743

1898, Trans-Miss., 1¢ dark yellow green, (285), imprint and plate number block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Fresh and
exceptionally well-centered overall, deep rich color and crisp clear impression, marvelous block; some perforation
separations, Extremely Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2744

2744 HHa

1898, Trans-Miss., 2¢ copper red, (286), top left full pane of 50, o.g., never hinged, unusually fresh and clean, overall
Very Fine. Scott $4,355+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2745 HH

1898, Trans-Miss., 4¢ orange, (287), full bottom margin plate number 634 strip of 5 with imprint, o.g., never hinged, an
exceptional position piece, with wide selvage both left and bottom, part arrow and guide line at right, all in surprisingly
fresh color; surface scuff on top left selvage, a couple light gum bends, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,710 (photo on web site).

Estimate $600 - 800

2746 HH/Ha

1898, Trans-Miss., 4¢ orange, (287), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (bottom two stamps never hinged), bright vibrant
color, crisp impression, pleasing multiple; single nibbed perforation at top left, F.-V.F. Scott $880 as singles (photo on web
site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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2747

2748

2747 HH

1898, Trans-Miss., 5¢ dull blue, (288), o.g., never hinged, an attention-grabber, bright and fresh with immense color
and clear detail, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 90. Scott $300. SMQ XF 90; $700.

Estimate $500 - 700

2748 HH

1898, Trans-Miss., 5¢ dull blue, (288), o.g., never hinged, with strong color on clean paper; a nice-looking stamp, Very
Fine; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $300. SMQ VF 80; $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

2749 H

1898, Trans-Miss., 5¢ dull blue, (288), bottom plate number and imprint pair, o.g., lightly hinged, huge margins all
around, fresh and bright, vibrant color and impression, outstanding showpiece, Extremely Fine. Scott $200+.

Estimate $300 - 400

2750 HH/H

1898, Trans-Miss., 5¢ dull blue, (288), right margin arrow pair, o.g., bottom stamp never hinged / top stamp hinged, in
sumptuous color on fresh paper offering solid margins all around; light bend on top selvage, Very Fine. Scott $400.

Estimate $200 - 300

2751 HHa

1898, Trans-Miss., 5¢ dull blue, (288), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, the top right stamp particularly
choice, F.-V.F. or better; with 2012 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,200 as singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

2752 HH

1898, Trans-Miss., 8¢ violet brown, (289), top plate number and imprint pair, slightly disturbed o.g., never hinged,
exceptionally well centered, attractive and desirable showpiece, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $860 as singles.

Estimate $500 - 750

2749
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2753 HH/Ha

2754 m

1898, Trans-Miss., 8¢ violet brown, (289), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (bottom 2 stamps never hinged), fresh and
appealing block, strong color and impression, Fine. Scott $1,140 as singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

2754

2755

2756

1898, Trans-Miss., 8¢ violet brown, (289), wonderfully clean with strong color; black Boston double-oval and purple
transit cancels, Extremely Fine to Superb, a wicked pretty stamp; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95. Scott $48.
SMQ XF-SUP 95; $625.
Estimate $400 - 600

2755 HH

1898, Trans-Miss., 10¢ gray violet, (290), o.g., never hinged, with sharp detail in alluring color; fresh, Very Fine; with
2010 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

2756 H

1898, Trans-Miss., 10¢ gray violet, (290), top margin plate number and imprint pair, o.g., previously hinged, wonderfully
centered with clean printing and paper; reinforced perforations at top, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $375.

Estimate $350 - 500

2757 H

1898, Trans-Miss., 50¢ sage green, (291), full wide top margin horizontal pair with plate number 603 and imprint, o.g.,
barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), fresh with deep color and clean impression; light gum crease on right stamp,
slight perforation separation at very top of selvage, Fine. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $500 - 750

2758 Ha

1898, Trans-Miss., 50¢ sage green, (291), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, scarce multiple, attractive color and impression,
Average to Fine. Scott $2,750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

2759 m

1898, Trans-Miss., 50¢ sage green, (291), fresh and well-centered, with the lightest possible cancel, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $175.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2760

2761

2762

2760 H

1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black, (292), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Post Office fresh with magnificent
color and detail, all nicely centered, Very Fine+; with 1996 Richter certificate as never hinged (“**”). Scott $1,500.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2761 HH

1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black, (292), o.g., never hinged, flawlessly printed with proof-like detail in exquisite color;
reperforated at top, Extremely Fine appearance; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2762 H

1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black, (292), o.g., lightly hinged, bright and bold, attractive example of this iconic and beloved
stamp; natural straight edge with guideline at right, a strong F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $600 - 800

2763 H

1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black, (292), o.g., previously hinged, the bold and the beautiful, Fine. Scott $1,500.

Estimate $500 - 750

2764 H

1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black, (292), o.g., previously hinged, fresh with refined print; reperforated at left, otherwise F.-V.F.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $350 - 500

2765 m

1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black, (292), fresh and clean with New York double-oval Registry cancel, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 2002 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $600 - 800

2766 m

1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black, (292), in grand color with crisp detail; black duplex and traces of red crayon cancels, nearly
Very Fine; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500

2767 m

1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black, (292), duplex cancel, in bold color, the duplex allowing much of the vignette to show
through, F.-V.F. Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500

2768 m

1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black, (292), ruggedly handsome with a surprisingly unobtrusive centrally struck New York
double-oval “P” cancel; repaired faults at top, Very Fine appearance. Scott $700.
Estimate $250 - 350

2763

2766
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2769

2769 H

1898, Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown & black, die essay on India paper die sunk, (293-E7), Very Fine to Extremely
Estimate $500 - 750
Fine, unlisted color; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate.

2770 H

1898, Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown, (293), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), a grand looking stamp,
with flawless color and superior centering; a few shortish perforations at bottom, still Very Fine; with 1992 P.F. and 2011
P.S.A.G. certificates, the latter states “never hinged”. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2771 HH

1898, Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown, (293), o.g., never hinged, so fresh you can practically smell the sidewheeler’s
smoke, nearly Very Fine, a pretty stamp; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate for original block of four, this position 4. Scott
$5,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2772 H

1898, Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown, (293), streaky o.g., hinged, eye-poppingly fresh, with clean color; three nicely
balanced margins, the fourth large, Very Fine; with 2018 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2773

2774

2775

2773 m

1898, Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown, (293), double oval registry cancel, well centered example of this scarce used high
value, desirable stamp; reperforated, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

2774 m

1898, Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown, (293), with warm color on fresh paper; double-oval New York Registry cancel,
F.-V.F.; with 2002 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $400 - 600

2775 m

1898, Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown, (293), fresh with duplex cancel, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,050.

Estimate $350 - 500

2776 m

1898, Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown, (293), alluring color with a light New York Registry cancel; corner crease at upper
left, Fine; with 2001 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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U.S. STAMPS
1901 PAN-AMERICAN ISSUE

EX 2777

EX 2778

2777 m

1901, Pan-Americans complete, two sets with shifted vignettes, (294-299 var), two values of each denomination, each
displaying a different vignette shift, most prevalent on 2¢ and 4¢, various period cancels; small faults, Very Fine examples
of interesting bi-color varieties.
Estimate $200 - 300

2778 HH/Ha

1901, Pan-Americans complete, (294-299), blocks of 4, fresh with bright colors and outstanding registration; two 2¢ and
5¢ stamps, plus one 10¢ stamp, never hinged; 4¢ & 8¢ two with thins, 10¢ bottom right stamp thin speck, F.-V.F. Scott
$2,028.
Estimate $350 - 500

2779 HHa

1901, 1¢ Pan-American, (294), bottom margin plate block of 20 with plate number 1116/1136 and imprint, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $600 - 800

2780 HH

1901, 2¢ Pan-American, (295), bottom imprint plate numbers 1119/1238 and arrow block of 10, o.g., never hinged, fresh,
bright colors, sharp impression, attractive and desirable block, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2781

2781 HHa

1901, 2¢ Pan-American, (295), bottom margin plate block of 20 with plate number 1092/1187 and imprint, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,650.
Estimate $600 - 800

2782 HHa

1901, 2¢ Pan-American, (295), bottom margin plate block of 20 with plate number 1119/1171 and imprint, “low train”
vignette shifted downwards, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,650.
Estimate $600 - 800

2783 HHa

1901, 2¢ Pan-American, (295), bottom margin plate block of 20 with plate number 1169/1197 and imprint, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,650.
Estimate $500 - 750

2784 HHa

1901, 2¢ Pan-American, (295), bottom margin plate block of 20 with plate number 1122/1173 and imprint, dramatic “low
train” vignette shifted downwards, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,650.
Estimate $500 - 750

2782
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2785

2785 HHa

1901, 2¢ Pan-American, (295), slow train variety, top imprint and plate number 1098 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, bright,
vibrant colors, exceptionally well-centered overall, choice top plate, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $500.

Estimate $400 - 600

2786 HHa

1901, 2¢ Pan-American, (295), bottom margin plate block of 20 with plate number 1122/1135 and imprint, interesting
transitional shift of vignette, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,650.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2787 HH

1901, 4¢ Pan-American, (296), strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, a gorgeous trio, each with strong colors wonderfully
registered; fresh and sound, Very Fine. Scott $510.
Estimate $250 - 350

2788 HHa

1901, 4¢ Pan-American, (296), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, nice multiple with warm color and pleasing presentation;
light gum wrinkle on left stamps and surface scuff on top right stamp, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $680. Estimate $300 - 400
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2789

2790

2791

2789 HHa

1901, 5¢ Pan-American, (297), top margin block of 4 with part arrow and initials, o.g., never hinged, pretty positional,
bright and clean, F.-V.F. Scott $720.
Estimate $350 - 500

2790 HH

1901, 10¢ Pan-American, (299), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with alluring colors and flawless registration,
Extremely Fine, a pretty stamp; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $300. SMQ XF 90; $850.

Estimate $600 - 800

2791 HH

1901, 10¢ Pan-American, (299), o.g., never hinged, crisp, clean and wondrously printed, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $300. SMQ VF-XF 85; $500.
Estimate $350 - 500

2792 H

1901, 10¢ Pan-American, (299), o.g., lightly hinged, a stunning stamp with strong colors and mathematical centering,
Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95. Scott $115. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $325.

Estimate $200 - 300

2793 HHa

1901, 10¢ Pan-American, (299), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, rock solid with all perforations intact and sound, Fine, a
pretty multiple; with 2012 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,200 as singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

2794 HHa

1901, 10¢ Pan-American, (299), full bottom margin plate number 1151 block of 6 with imprint, misperforated, with
horizontal perforations shifted low, cutting into the top frame; stamps themselves beautifully printed with great color and
registration; pressman’s fingerprint (in frame’s yellow brown) on selvage reverse adds some fun, o.g., never hinged, F.V.F. Scott $8,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1902-1907 REGULAR AND COMMEMORATIVE ISSUES

2795

2796

2795 Ha

1903, 1¢ blue green, huge pre-printing paper fold, (300 var), block of 4, on top pair, opened for display, o.g., some with
hinge remnants, a show-stopping Very Fine example of this production flaw, one for the specialist.  Estimate $150 - 200

2796 HH/H

1903, 1¢ blue green, (300b), booklet pane with plate number, o.g., lightly hinged (two middle stamps never hinged), deep
color, fresh and desirable, well-centered for this, choice position pane, Very Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $600 - 800

2797 HH/H

1903, 1¢ blue green, (300b), booklet pane of 6, position B, o.g., previously hinged (two center stamps never hinged), Post
Office fresh with deep color crisply printed, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

2798 H

1903, 1¢ blue green, (300b), booklet pane of 6, o.g., previously hinged, crisply printed on fresh paper; minor perforation
separations at bottom, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2799

2800

2799 H

1903, 2¢ carmine, perforation shift, (301 var), horizontal strip of 4, which gives the appearance of an imperforate
between variety, o.g., paper hinge remnants, a most unusual and Very Fine example of this production flaw.

Estimate $200 - 300

2800 H

1903, 2¢ carmine, (301c), booklet pane with plate number, part o.g., scarce position pane, particularly well-centered for
this; rough edges at sides, small thin, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600

2801 HH/Ha

1903, 5¢ blue, (304), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (bottom left stamp never hinged), a simply gorgeous block, fresh,
bright and strong, Very Fine. Scott $330.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2802

2803

2804

2802 HH

1903, 6¢ claret, (305), full right margin part imprint single, o.g., stamp never hinged, hinged in selvage only, a gobsmacking Garfield with galvanizing color and grandiose detail; the position doesn’t hurt, either, Extremely Fine; with
2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $150.
Estimate $300 - 400

2803 HH

1903, 10¢ pale red brown, (307), o.g., never hinged, crisply printed in deep, luxuriant color, wonderfully centered on
fresh paper, Extremely Fine. Scott $150.
Estimate $300 - 400

2804 HHa

1902, 13¢ purple black, (308), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, a lucky 13(¢) for the savvy bidder, fresh with strong color
and centering superior to most encountered, Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

2805 HH/Ha

1902, 13¢ purple black, (308), top imprint and plate number block of 6, o.g., center stamps hinged (four stamps never
hinged), deep rich shade, nicely centered for this, desirable top plate; horizontal crease through selvage, still Very Fine and
attractive. Scott $675.
Estimate $350 - 500

2806 HH

1903, 15¢ olive green, (309), o.g., never hinged, lovely color and sharp detail; with superior centering on fresh paper, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $500 - 750

2807 H

1903, 15¢ olive green, (309), o.g., lightly hinged, an uncompromising Clay, in exquisite color and detail, fresh and sound,
Extremely Fine, prettier than its grade implies; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $185. SMQ XF 90; $275.

Estimate $200 - 300
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2808

2809

2810

2811

2808 HH

1903, 50¢ orange, (310), expertly regummed, in bright color without a hint of oxidation, Fine to Very Fine, with 2020
Crowe certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

2809 H

1903, $1 black, (311), o.g., hinged, a feisty Farragut, flawlessly inked and impressed; centering perhaps better than his
grade, Very Fine; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $600. SMQ VF 80; $625.
Estimate $400 - 600

2810 H

1903, $1 black, (311), o.g., lightly hinged, Post Office fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate
graded 85. Scott $600. SMQ VF-XF 85; $650.
Estimate $350 - 500

2811 H

1903, $1 black, (311), pair, disturbed o.g., pretty pair with strong color and immaculate printing; small thin on left stamp,
guide line at bottom, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $350 - 500

2812 s

1903, $1 black, (311), stunning item, Farragut wonderfully centered with four perforated sides, along with #312, 313 and 382
(vertical strip of 3), all with natural straight edge; New York double-oval Registry cancels ties them all to linen-backed parcel
paper, Very Fine, excellent exhibition piece, a one-stop item for all three 1902 dollar values. Scott $955 ++.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

2813 H

1903, $2 dark blue, (312), o.g., hinge remnant, an eye-catching stamp with incredible depth of color on pristine paper,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $800. SMQ VF-XF 85; $975.

Estimate $600 - 800

2814 H

1903, $2 dark blue, (312), o.g., hinge remnant, very bright and fresh looking, Very Fine. Scott $800.

Estimate $400 - 600

2812
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2815 H

2815

2816

2817

2818

2819

2820

1903, $2 dark blue, (312), o.g., very lightly hinged, crisp and bright with clean color and detail, F.-V.F.; with 1985 P.F.
and 2018 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $825.
Estimate $350 - 500

2816 m

1903, $2 dark blue, (312), lovely stamp with clear color; fresh with nicely balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 1983 P.F. and 2018 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $200.
Estimate $250 - 350

2817 H

1903, $5 dark green, (313), o.g., hinge remnant, crisp with deep color; fresh, Very Fine, with 2020 Crowe certificate.
Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

2818 H

1903, $5 dark green, (313), o.g., hinged, with exceptional color depth and detail; paper fresh; reperforated, F.-V.F., a
pretty stamp. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

2819 m

1903, $5 dark green, (313), with deep color and sharp detail; paper fresh with superior margins, all with light, largely
face-free cancels, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, SMQ values a regular grade of 90 at $750 and a grade of 85 at $900, with
2020 Crowe certificate. SMQ VF 80J. Scott $675. 
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2820 m

1903, $5 dark green, (313), with warm color on bright paper, gloriously centered with well-placed Registry cancel; small
hinge thin, Extremely Fine appearance; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $675.
Estimate $500 - 750

2821 m

2821

2822

2823

2824

1903, $5 dark green, (313), solid color and a clean cancel; light wrinkle at bottom, Very Fine to Extremely Fine centering.
Scott $675.
Estimate $300 - 400

2822 H

1908, 5¢ blue, imperf, (315), o.g., previously hinged, Post Office fresh with guide line at top; margins massive and
balanced, Superb. Scott $300.
Estimate $350 - 500

2823 HH

1908, 5¢ blue, imperf, (315), ), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, a dynamic duo with clean color and impression on
fresh paper; guide line at right, Extremely Fine, with 2020 Crowe certificate. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,400. Scott $1,250.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2824 H

1908, 5¢ blue, imperf, (315), horizontal pair, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), in clean color with
exquisite detail, all nicely centered and balanced, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $500 - 750

2825 m

No Lot.
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2826

2827

2826 P

1904, 2¢ Louisiana Purchase, large die proof, (324P1), Extremely Fine. Scott $1,400.

Estimate $500 - 750

2827 P

1904, 3¢ Louisiana Purchase, large die proof, (325P1), Extremely Fine. Scott $1,400.

Estimate $500 - 750

2828 P

1904, 3¢ Louisiana Purchase, large die proof, (325P1), Extremely Fine. Scott $1,400.

2829 H

1904, 3¢ Louisiana Purchase, (325), a stellar jumbo, with big color and immaculate impression, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, a winning stamp; with 2002 P.F. and 2006 P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85J. Scott $170. SMQ VF-XF
85J; $350.
Estimate $250 - 350

2830 HH

1904, 3¢ Louisiana Purchase, (325), o.g., never hinged, immaculate with intense color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
with 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $170.
Estimate $200 - 300

2828
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2831

2832

2831 HHa

1904, 3¢ Louisiana Purchase, (325), irregular block of 3, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with stand-out color
and nice centering on each; natural straight edge at left, Very Fine; with 2012 P.F. certificate. Scott $510.

Estimate $350 - 500

2832 HHa

1904, 3¢ Louisiana Purchase, (325), block of 4 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh and
bright, rich color, handsome position piece, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $400 - 600

2833 HH/Ha

1904, 3¢ Louisiana Purchase, (325), bottom margin plate number 2101 block of 4 with imprint, o.g., lightly hinged (two
stamps never hinged), clean detail in deep color; paper fresh and centering sublime; short gummed in selvage as often,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, save this from extinction, it will likely be broken for the sum of its parts, pretty. Scott $575

Estimate $600 - 800
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2834

2835

2834 HHa

1904, 5¢ Louisiana Purchase, (326), block of 4 with imprint and plate number, o.g., never hinged (top right stamp with
slight gum disturbance), bright and clean, vivid color, well centered and attractive, Very Fine. Scott $1,150.

Estimate $500 - 750

2835 HH/Ha

1904, 5¢ Louisiana Purchase, (326), block of 4, o.g., right stamps never hinged / left stamps previously hinged, Post
Office fresh with strong color razor-sharp detail, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

2836 P

1904, 10¢ Louisiana Purchase, large die proof, (327P1), Extremely Fine. Scott $1,400.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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2837

2838

2837 HH

1904, 10¢ Louisiana Purchase, (327), wide top plate number single, o.g., stamp never hinged, hinge remnant on selvage only,
fresh and well-centered for this difficult stamp, choice position piece, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $300.

Estimate $350 - 500

2838 HH/Ha

1904, 10¢ Louisiana Purchase, (327), top margin plate number 2105 block of 4 with imprint, o.g., lightly hinged at
bottom, never hinged at top, Post Office fresh and near-perfectly centered, with top stamps never hinged; bottom pair show
previous hinge reinforcement of perforations; vertical perforation separations in top selvage, Extremely Fine appearance,
could well be a “breaker”. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2839 HH/Ha

1904, 10¢ Louisiana Purchase, (327), bottom margin plate number 2108 block of 4 with imprint, o.g., lightly hinged in
bottom left stamp and margin only, appears never hinged, Post Office fresh with sensational color and clean detail, Very
Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2840

2840 HHa

1907, 1¢ Jamestown, (328), top margin block of 10 with arrow, plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged, bright, rich
color, attractive and desirable multiple, Fine. Scott $1,105 plate block plus 4 singles.
Estimate $350 - 500

2841 HHa

1907, 1¢ Jamestown, pre-printing paper fold, (328 var), top left corner margin imprint plate #3545 block of 16, which
affects a large portion including the imprint and a smaller second pre-printing paper fold in margin, o.g., never hinged,
unusually fresh; few weak/separated perforations, a most unusual and Very Fine example of this unique production flaw,
don’t miss the boat on this one. Scott $1,525 as plate and singles.
Estimate $350 - 500

2842 HH

1907, 5¢ Jamestown, (330), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with rarely encountered centering and margins for this
issue, Extremely Fine; with 1979 P.F. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $500 - 750

2843 HH

1907, 5¢ Jamestown, (330), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with glorious color and exceptional detail, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, a nice stamp; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $350. SMQ VF-XF 85; $500.

Estimate $350 - 500

2841

2842
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2844 HHa

2844

1907, 5¢ Jamestown, (330), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright, vibrant color and impression, nicely centered
for this extremely difficult stamp, Very Fine. Scott $1,400 as singles.
Estimate $400 - 600

1908-1911 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUES

2845

2846

2847

2848

2845 S

1908, 2¢ carmine, with “ULTRAMAR” overprint, (332), unused without gum, pretty example with bright color;
properly without gum with a solid strike of the Portuguese UPU “Specimen” handstamp, F.-V.F.; with 1989 P.F. certificate.

Estimate $250 - 350

2846 HH

1908, 2¢ carmine, (332), o.g., never hinged, an eye-catching jumbo whose color depth and sharp lines match its flawless
centering, Extremely Fine to Superb, a gorgeous stamp destined for a collection of distinction; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-Sup 95J. Scott $15. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

2847 H

1908, 3¢ deep violet, on experimental paper, (333 var), o.g., hinged, nicely centered and cleanly printed, on grayish
“very thick paper”, Very Fine, scarce, excellent adjunct to the bluish paper issue; with 1992 P.S.E. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750


2848 S

1908, 4¢ orange brown, with “ULTRAMAR” overprint, (334), unused without gum, Post Office fresh stamp wondrously
colored and centered; overprint light but generally clear, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate.

Estimate $300 - 400

Please Visit Our Website
www.kelleherauctions.com
You can view images of every lot, bid directly online and search for what you’re looking for.
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2849

2850

2849 HH/Ha

1909, 6¢ red orange, (336), bottom margin plate number 4936 block of 6 with imprint, a wonderfully centered plate, with
light oxidation ‘round the edges; position 2 appears never hinged, position 4 with erasure on gum, others hinged; selvage
Estimate $400 - 600
reduced, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, the individual stamps quite well centered. Scott $750.

2850 HHa

1908, 8¢ olive green, (337), block of 8 with plate number and part imprint, o.g., never hinged (gum skips mostly in
selvage), clean and bright, rich color, pleasing position multiple, F.-V.F. Scott $840 as singles.
Estimate $350 - 500

2851 HH/Ha

1908, 8¢ olive green, (337), imprint and plate number 4924 block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (bottom two stamps never
hinged), bright, pleasing shade, attractive position piece, F.-V.F. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2852

2853

2852 HHa

1909, 13¢ blue green, (339), imprint and plate number block of 6, o.g., never hinged, lovely shade, nicely centered block,
appealing position piece; some perforation separations, Very Fine. Scott $875.
Estimate $400 - 600

2853 HHa

1909, 15¢ pale ultramarine, (340), imprint and plate number block of 6, o.g., never hinged, bright and clean, pleasing
subtle shade, scarce and desirable block, F.-V.F. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

2854 H

2854

2855

2856

2857

2858

1909, 50¢ violet, (341), o.g., lightly hinged, with immense color and clean detail; fresh with nicely balanced margins, Very
Fine+; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

2855 H

1909, $1 violet brown, (342), part arrow left margin single, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), a big stamp,
crisp and clean with crystal-clear detail in deep color, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

2856 H

1909, $1 violet brown, (342), o.g., lightly hinged, proof-like in color and detail, flawlessly centered amid big margins,
Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2857 H

1909, $1 violet brown, (342), o.g., hinged, fresh with exquisite color and razor-sharp detail, Extremely Fine, a real beauty;
with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $450. SMQ XF 90; $750.
Estimate $500 - 750

2858 HH

1909, $1 violet brown, (342), o.g., never hinged, in deep color with crystal-clear lines; reperforated at left, Very Fine
appearance; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2859

2860

2859 Ha

1909, $1 violet brown, (342), block of 4, with deep color, top stamps lightly hinged, bottom pair never hinged, Fine+.
Scott $2,000.
Estimate $350 - 500

2860 HH/H

1910, 4¢ orange brown, vertical coil, (350), pair, exceptionally bright and fresh, with alluring color and sharp detail;
top stamp lightly hinged, bottom never hinged, F.-V.F.+; with 2013 Weiss certificate. Scott $465 as singles.

Estimate $250 - 350

2861 HH/H

1909, 1¢ green, horizontal coil, (352), strip of 4 with paste-up in the center, fresh with clear detail and two shades;
left stamp never hinged, balance previously hinged; weak perforations between positions 3 & 4, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F.
certificate. Scott $530 as singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

2862 m

1909, 1¢ green, horizontal coil, (352), crisp with large margins and a light wavy-line cancel; lifted from 1911 Thanksgiving
postcard (included), Very Fine to Extremely Fine, value used italicized in Scott; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $225.

Estimate $300 - 400

2863 HH

1909, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, (353), 3mm spacing, pair, o.g., never hinged, in rich, glowing color with clean
impression; minor perforation separations at top, F.-V.F.; with 2009 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $500. Estimate $200 - 300

2864 HH/H

1909, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil, (355), strip of 4 with paste-up in the center, in luxuriant color and razor-sharp detail;
right stamp never hinged, others previously hinged; weak perforations between positions 2 & 3; left stamp with a
natural diagonal gum bend, F.-V.F., much scarcer than a coil line pair; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,080 as singles.

Estimate $400 - 600

2861

2863
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2865

2866

2865 HH/Ha

1909, 1¢ green, bluish paper, (357), top imprint and plate number block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged at top right (four stamps
never hinged), scarce block, clean and handsome example, usual centering, Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $350 - 500

2866 HH/Ha

1909, 2¢ carmine, bluish paper, (358), left margin plate number 4863 block of 6 with imprint, with deep color and clear
detail; right column appears never hinged, Very Fine, a pretty plate; with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000.

Estimate $600 - 800

2867 H

1909, 6¢ red orange, bluish paper, (362), o.g., lightly hinged, Post Office fresh with bright, enticing color, Very Fine;
with 2020 P.F. certificate for original pair, this position 2. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2868 H

1909, 15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper, (366), o.g., previously hinged, clean and bright with pastel color and wellbalanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2869 H

1909, 15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper, (366), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Post Office fresh with
glowing color on pristine paper, F.-V.F.; with 1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2870 H

15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper, (366), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), with lovely color and
clean detail; paper nicely and clearly blued, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 1984 P.F. certificate for original block of four, this
position 3. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2871

2872

2873

2874

2871 HH/H

1909, 2¢ Lincoln, imperf, vertical coil, (368V), guide line strip of 4, o.g., never hinged line pair, top and bottom stamps
lightly hinged, scarce clean line pair with two extra hinged stamps, fresh, sharp color and impression, desirable strip, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $830.
Estimate $400 - 600

2872 HH

1909, 2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper, (369), o.g., never hinged, a monumental stamp, flawless in all regards, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $400 - 600

2873 HHa

1909, 2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper, (369), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with magnificent color and sharp
lines; natural gum skips, Very Fine+, solid and sound; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,200 as singles.

Estimate $600 - 800

2874 HH/Ha

1909, 2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper, (369), full wide top margin imprint block of 4, o.g., top stamps lightly hinged (bottom
stamps never hinged), Post Office fresh with each stamp beautifully centered; light toning on bottom stamps, Very Fine
centering. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2875

2876

2877

2878

2875 HH/Ha

1909, 2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper, (369), bottom margin plate number 4979 block of 6, a gorgeous plate with flawless color
and centering across all stamps; positions 1 & 3 hinged, others never hinged; few vertical perforation separations between
positions 2 & 3, gum bends, Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2876 (H)

1910, 2¢ carmine, (375 var), on vertically ribbed paper, unused without gum, with incredible color depth, the ribbing
clearly visible on the stamp’s face; tiny perforation fault at right, Fine+, a tough variety, unlisted in Scott; with 1999 P.S.E.
certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300

2877 HH

1911, 4¢ brown, (377), o.g., never hinged, a magnificent example, as close as they come to perfect in all respects,
Extremely Fine to Superb, a top-line Washington-Franklin; with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $65.
Estimate $300 - 400

2878 HH

1911, 5¢ blue, (378), o.g., never hinged, a stunner in true Post Office fresh condition, with mathematically balanced
margins, Extremely Fine to Superb, a gem of a stamp; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $65.
Estimate $250 - 350

2879 HHa

1911, 5¢ blue, (378), top margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright, clean and sharp, with nicely balanced margins all
through, Extremely Fine, completely sound; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $260 as singles.
Estimate $400 - 600

2880 HHa

1911, 6¢ red orange, (379), block of 4 (3mm spacing), o.g., never hinged, vivid color on bright white paper, immaculate
gum, nicely centered with large margins, premium block, Choice Very Fine. Scott $340.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2881

2882

2883

2881 HH/Ha

1911, 6¢ red orange, (379), full wide top margin plate number 4939 block of 6 with imprint, a pretty block, with clean
design and mostly clear color (a few areas of light oxidation); lightly hinged at position 2, all others never hinged, F.-V.F.,
a nice top; with 2012 Weiss certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

2882 H

1911, 10¢ yellow, (381), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), enticing color on like-new paper with perfectly
balanced outsized margins, Superb, definitely one to grade; with 1993 P.F. certificate. Scott $85.
Estimate $200 - 300

2883 m

1911, 3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil, (394), guide line pair, a magnificent pair up front, with strong color and centered
well above the PSE’s grade; double-oval New York Registry cancels; thin at center of left stamp, Very Fine or better
appearance, a scarce item used, Scott italicizing their value for used; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $650. SMQ F 70;
$300.
Estimate $200 - 300

2884 HH

1913, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil, (396), pair, o.g., never hinged, fresh with exceptional color and pristine lines, Extremely
Fine, just pretty; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $400 - 600

2885 HH

1913, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil, (396), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, with intense depth of color and crisp detail; fresh
and sound, F.-V.F.; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $975.
Estimate $350 - 500

2886 m

1913, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil, (396), guide line pair, in sensuous color cleanly printed; the cancel (an upright oval at
center) barely struck, F.-V.F., not often encountered; with 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $825 italicized.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1913-1915 PANAMA-PACIFIC ISSUE

EX 2887

2888

2887 H

1913, Panama-Pacific complete, perf 12, (397-400A), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Post Office
fresh with colors that pop and superior centering, Very Fine+, pretty set. Scott $391+.
Estimate $250 - 350

2888 HH

1913, 1¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, (397), o.g., never hinged, a compelling conquistador, with incredible depth of color
and mathematically precise centering, Superb; with 2010 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 98. Scott $35. SMQ SUP 98; $600.

Estimate $400 - 600

2889 HH/Ha

1913, 2¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, (398), top plate block of 6, o.g., hinge remnant (5 stamps never hinged), fresh and
bright, bold color and sharp impression, exceptionally well-centered and attractive example of this sought after top plate;
bottom left stamp with tiny indent, lovely Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $400.
Estimate $350 - 500

2890 HHa

1913, 2¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, (398), full wide left margin plate number 6315 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, with
pulsating color and solid detail; fresh and sound, Very Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $350 - 500

2891 HH

1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, (400), o.g., never hinged, with strong color and clean detail set amidst nicely balanced
large margins, an Extremely Fine jumbo; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $260. SMQ XF 90J; $650.

Estimate $400 - 600

2892 HH

1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, (400), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with clean, rich color, Extremely Fine;
with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $260. SMQ XF 90; $525.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2893

2894

2893 HH

1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, (400), pair with plate number at bottom, o.g., never hinged, excellent balanced
margins, pleasing color, attractive pair; gum skips almost entirely in selvage, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $520.

Estimate $250 - 350

2894 HHa

1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, (400), corner margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, clean and sharp, vibrant color,
nice overall centering, choice position block, Very Fine and attractive. Scott $1,040 as singles.
Estimate $350 - 500

2895 HHa

1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, (400), full right margin plate number 6143 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, pretty with
strong color and detail; perforations intact and sound, overall F.-V.F. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2896 HH

2896

2897

2898

2899

1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, (400A), o.g., never hinged, a drop-dead gorgeous stamp, leaving nothing wanting,
Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $390.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2897 H

1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange, (400A), o.g., very lightly hinged, a simply stunning stamp, with forceful
color, solid printing and lily-white paper, Superb, they don’t often come this nice; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded
Superb 98. Scott $175. SMQ SUP 98; $800.
Estimate $600 - 800

2898 HH

1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange, (400A), o.g., never hinged, in warm, deep color with solid detail; fresh,
Extremely Fine, a lovely stamp; with 1983 P.F. and 2007 P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. Scott $390. SMQ XF
90; $775.
Estimate $500 - 750

2899 H

1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, (400A), o.g., previously hinged, with intense color and exceptional centering on clean
paper, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-Sup 95. Scott $175. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $475.

Estimate $350 - 500

2900 H

1914-15, Panama-Pacific complete, perf 10, (401-404), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), fresh and
crisply printed; paper clean and sound; 10¢ couple shorter perforations as often is the case for this perf 10 issue, Fine+.
Scott $890.
Estimate $350 - 500

2901 H

1915, 5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10, (403), o.g., very lightly hinged, a bodacious stamp with compelling color and
exceptional centering; absolutely fresh and sound, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-Sup
95. Scott $160. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

2902 H

1915, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10, (404), right plate number single, o.g., lightly hinged, deep rich color on fresh bright
paper, handsome position piece, F.-V.F. Scott $675.
Estimate $300 - 400

2900

2901

2902

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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1912-1917 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUES

2903 HH/Ha

2903

1912, 2¢ carmine, Kansas City roulette, (409 var.), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (two stamps never
hinged), very scarce plate block, fresh and bright with robust color, exceptionally well-centered for this, highly desirable
speciality item, “C.A.S.” in circle handstamp on reverse; diagonal gum creases through three, otherwise Extremely Fine.

Estimate $350 - 500
Released by the Kansas City, Mo., Post Office with official approval of the Post Office Department given January 5, 1915.

2904 HHa

2904

1912, 10¢ orange yellow, (416), bottom imprint and plate number block of 6, o.g., never hinged (lightly hinged on two
top right stamps), fresh, deep color, appealing wide bottom block; some separations, F.-V.F. and attractive. Scott $500+.

Estimate $250 - 350
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2905

2906

2907

2905 HHa

1912, 15¢ gray, (418), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with immaculate gum, rich color highlighted by
bright white paper, a most pleasing block, Very Fine. Scott $760 as singles.
Estimate $350 - 500

2906 HH

1914, 20¢ ultramarine, (419), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with huge margins and come-hither color, a Very Fine
jumbo; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80J. Scott $400. SMQ VF 80J; $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

2907 Ha

1912, $1 violet brown, (423), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, incredibly deep color and proof-like detail; fresh paper with
horizontal centerline, F.-V.F.; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

2908 Ha

1914, 2¢ rose red, massive pre-printing paper fold, (425 var), bottom right corner margin block of 12 with siderographer’s
initials J.H.K., causing a drastic misperforation affecting vertical perforations, three stamps and the margin; left vertical
row of stamps defective (not affecting the error at all), a simply stunning and Very Fine example of this unique production
flaw.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2909

2910

2911

2912

2909 HH

1914, 4¢ brown, (427), o.g., never hinged, a massive stamp with warm color and clean lines, near-perfectly centered,
Extremely Fine, one to grade; with 1999 P.F. certificate as a top plate number single, selvage since removed but included.
Scott $75.
Estimate $400 - 600

2910 HH

1914, 5¢ blue, (428), o.g., never hinged, monstrous margins surrounding a flawlessly printed design in succulent color,
Extremely Fine to Superb, everything you could want; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95J. Scott $75. SMQ XFSUP 95J; $875.
Estimate $600 - 800

2911 HH

1914, 5¢ blue, (428), o.g., never hinged, sensational shade with proof-like detail, Extremely Fine to Superb, a real gem;
with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-Sup 95. Scott $75. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

2912 HH

1914, 5¢ blue, (428), o.g., never hinged, a great-looking stamp with deep dark color and sharp detail; fresh with perfectly
balanced margins, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1990 and 2000 P.F. certificates, each as top margin single, the selvage
(included) since removed. Scott $75.
Estimate $350 - 500

2913 Ha

1914, 7¢ black, (430), block of 4, slightly disturbed o.g., cleanly printed with proof-like detail; a lovely block, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $400 - 600

2914 HH/Ha

1914, 8¢ pale olive green, (431), block of 4 with top plate number and part imprint, o.g., three stamps never hinged, wide
top, brilliantly fresh, magnificent color, large margins all around, choice block in which the two left stamps are exceptional
never hinged examples, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $248 as singles.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2915

2916

2915 HHa

1914, 8¢ pale olive green, (431), imprint and plate number block of 6, o.g., never hinged (hinged in selvage), wide top,
bright, deep rich color, pleasing block, F.-V.F. Scott $725.
Estimate $350 - 500

2916 HHa

1914, 9¢ salmon red, (432), top margin plate number 6907 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, fresh with warm color, F.-V.F.,
reel this one in. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600

2917 HH/Ha

1914, 10¢ orange yellow, (433), bottom margin plate number 6735 block of 6, o.g., previously hinged (right two stamps
never hinged), fresh with deep color and solid margins, Very Fine. Scott $825.
Estimate $500 - 750

2918 Ha

1915, 11¢ dark green, (434), plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, deep color, glistening white paper, choice centering and
overall appearance, outstanding hinged block, Extremely Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2919

2920

2919 HH/Ha

1914, 15¢ gray, (437), bottom margin plate number 6825 block of 6, a gorgeous plate, Post Office fresh with incomparable
color on immaculate paper; top left stamp appears never hinged, others previously hinged a trifle disturbed from hinge
removal, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $1,125.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2920 HH/Ha

1914, 15¢ gray, (437), left margin plate number 6833 block of 6, with superb color and clean lines; paper pristine and
sound; position 6 never hinged; tiny inclusion at bottom of position 5, Very Fine. Scott $1,125.
Estimate $500 - 750

2921 H

1914, 20¢ ultramarine, (438), o.g., lightly hinged, pristine with delightful color and near-flawless margins, Extremely
Fine; with 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $250 - 350

2922 Ha

1914, 20¢ ultramarine, (438), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, pretty block with smooth color; gum bends at left and
bottom, tiny thins on top right stamp, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400

2923 H

1915, 50¢ violet, (440), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Post Office fresh with flawless margins; tiny
inclusion, Extremely Fine, a gradeable GEM; with 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2924

2925

2926

2927

2924 H

1915, 50¢ violet, (440), o.g., previously hinged, fresh with intense color, cleanly printed on immaculate paper; shallow
thin, not mentioned on accompanying certificate, Very Fine+; with 1976 P.F. certificate. Scott $425. Estimate $200 - 300

2925 m

1914, 3¢ violet, horizontal flat plate coil, (445), pretty, with strong color and crisp detail, plus wonderful centering, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $400 - 600

2926 m

1914, 4¢ brown, horizontal flat plate coil, (446), with enchanting color on fresh paper; margins large and well-balanced;
pen cancel, Extremely Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $150.
Estimate $250 - 350

2927 HH

1914, 5¢ blue, horizontal flat plate coil, (447), pair, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with grand, deep color and
proof-like detail, Extremely Fine to Superb, blues that’ll make you sing; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-Sup 95.
Estimate $500 - 750
Scott $220. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $775.

2928 H

1914, 5¢ blue, horizontal flat plate coil, (447), guide line pair, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged),
immaculate and fresh, with the deepest possible color and sharp detail, Extremely Fine, choice. Scott $240.

Estimate $350 - 500

2929 HH

1914, 5¢ blue, horizontal flat plate coil, (447), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, clean with strong color and three wellbalanced margins, F.-V.F.+; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

2930 HH

1916, 2¢ carmine, type III, vertical rotary press coil, (450), joint line pair, o.g., never hinged, pretty color and clean
lines; fresh with solid perforations, F.-V.F.+; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2931

2932

2933

2931 HH

1914, 1¢ green, horizontal rotary press coil, (452), line pair, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with flawless everything,
Extremely Fine. Scott $160.
Estimate $250 - 350

2932 HH

1914, 2¢ carmine rose, type I, horizontal rotary press coil, (453), joint line pair, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh
with deep color and sharp detail; small natural gum skips, Very Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,450.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

2933 H

1914, 2¢ carmine rose, type I, horizontal rotary press coil, (453), joint line pair, o.g., very lightly hinged, deep color
and crisp detail; paper fresh with solid margins, Very Fine; with 2002 P.F. certificate. Scott $675. Estimate $350 - 500

2934 HH

1915, 2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary press coil, (454), joint line pair, o.g., never hinged, clean with deep, almost overinked color with crisp detail, F.-V.F.; with 1993 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $350 - 500

2935 HH

1915, 2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary press coil, (454), joint line pair, o.g., never hinged, with bright color and clean
impression, F.-V.F. Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400

2936 HH

1915, 2¢ carmine, type III, horizontal rotary press coil, (455), joint line strip of 4, dry o.g., never hinged, deeply
engraved producing strong lines and deep, rich color; paper fresh with all perforations intact; small inclusion gum side of
position 4, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $148 as line pair and pair.
Estimate $150 - 200

2937 H

1916, 3¢ violet, horizontal rotary press coil, (456), pair, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), clean, dry
color with clear impression on fresh paper, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $500 - 600

2934
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2938

2939

2940

2938 H

1916, 3¢ violet, horizontal rotary press coil, (456), pair, o.g., previously hinged, with cool color and fresh detail, F.-V.F.;
with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400

2939 m

1916, 3¢ red violet, S.L. watermark, horizontal rotary press coil (456), a gem coil, with immaculate color,
mathematically placed margins of fresh paper, and an attractive flag cancel, Extremely Fine, a one-of-a-kind stamp, with
2020 Crowe certificate. SMQ XF 90; $380. Scott $170. 
Estimate $300 - 400

2940 HH

1916, 4¢ brown, horizontal rotary press coil, (457), joint line pair, o.g., never hinged, in wonderfully warm color on
fresh paper with centering that doesn’t get much better, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $325.

Estimate $350 - 500

2941 HH

1916, 4¢ brown, horizontal rotary press coil, (457), line strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, the fabulous four, with impeccable
color, detail and centering, particularly on the joint line pair, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $435.

Estimate $400 - 600

2942 HH

1916, 5¢ blue, horizontal rotary press coil, (458), joint line pair, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with exquisite
color, Very Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $300 - 400

2943 HH

1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil, (459), joint line pair without crease, o.g., never hinged, fresh with robust color
and strong detail; centered to top, F.-V.F.; with clean 1999 P.F. certificate; later certificate (#512990, not included) adds
“with light fingerprints on gum”. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2944 HH

1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil, (459), joint line pair with crease in left stamp only, o.g., never hinged, Post
Office fresh with incredible color depth and sharp impression, Very Fine. Scott $875.
Estimate $600 - 800

2945 H

1915, $1 violet black, D.L. watermark, perf 10, (460), o.g., lightly hinged, large to huge margins, bold color and
impression, particularly appealing example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2946

2947

2946 HHa

1916, 5¢ carmine error, (467), the double error in a block of 12, o.g., never hinged, on immaculate paper in bright shade;
fresh and completely sound, F.-V.F. Scott $2,900.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2947 HHa

1916, 5¢ carmine error, (467), the double error in a block of 12, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with clean color and
strong detail; all perforations intact and solid; area of light gum disturbance on bottom right stamp, F.-V.F.+. Scott $2,900.

Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

2948 H

1916, 7¢ black, (469), o.g., hinged, crisply printed with proof-like detail; fresh and sound, Extremely Fine to Superb, a
worthy addition to the finest collection; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-Sup 95. Scott $120. SMQ XF-SUP 95;
$325.
Estimate $200 - 300

2949 HH/Ha

1916, 8¢ olive green, (470), right imprint and plate number block of 6, o.g., only middle two lightly hinged (others never
hinged), bright attractive block, vibrant color, handsome block, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2950 HH

2950

2951

2952

2953

2954

1916, 15¢ gray, (475), left margin plate number 6809 single, o.g., stamp never hinged, hinge remnant in selvage only,
lovely positional with outstanding color on immaculate paper, Very Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate for original block of
four, this position 3. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

2951 HH

1916, 20¢ light ultramarine, (476), o.g., never hinged, an immaculate stamp near-flawlessly centered, Extremely
Fine, a real gem; with photocopy of 2011 P.F. certificate for original block of four, this position 4. Scott $475.

Estimate $500 - 750

2952 H

1916, 20¢ light ultramarine, (476), o.g., very lightly hinged, in glowing color on immaculate paper with large margins,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1979 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $250 - 350

2953 H

1917, 50¢ light violet, (477), o.g., very lightly hinged, in bold color on immaculate paper; interesting plate flaw with dot
above “P” of “POSTAGE”, Very Fine; with 1990 P.F. certificate owners backstamp. Scott $850.
Estimate $600 - 800

2954 H

1917, 50¢ light violet, (477), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh with crisp color and nice definition, F.-V.F.; with 1996 P.S.E.
certificate for original block of four, this position 1. Scott $850.
Estimate $350 - 500

2955 HH/H

1916, $1 violet black, accordion pre-printing foldover, (478), bottom right corner margin single, drastic foldover, o.g.,
stamp never hinged, lightly hinged in selvage only; few margin flaws, a simply magnificent and Very Fine example of this
unique production flaw, errors on $1 values are rare; excellent exhibition piece for the Washington-Franklin enthusiast.
Scott $1,400.
Estimate $350 - 500

2956 H

1916, $1 violet black, (478), o.g., previously hinged, deep rich color; tiny hinge thin speck, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $600.

Estimate $200 - 300

2957 HH

1917, $2 dark blue, (479), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with exquisite impression, Very Fine; with 2002 P.S.E.
certificate for block of four, this position 2. Scott $475.
Estimate $350 - 500

2958 H

1917, $2 dark blue, (479), o.g., previously hinged, a marvelous Madison, with outstanding color and detail, fresh paper,
and near-perfect centering, Extremely Fine+; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $210.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2959

2960

2961

2959 HH/Ha

1917, $2 dark blue, (479), top margin plate number 8015 block of 6, solid plate with strong color and fresh paper; all
perforations intact; previously hinged positions 2 & 5, all others never hinged, Fine, a scarce high value plate block; with
2014 Weiss certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

2960 HH

1917, $5 light green, (480), o.g., never hinged, there’s only one verdict on this Marshall: bid, bid, bid, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $400 - 600

2961 HH/Ha

1917, $5 light green, (480), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged at top, never hinged at bottom, so lightly hinged the block itself
appears completely never hinged, Post Office fresh with a horizontal guide line; left stamps particularly sublime, Very
Fine. Scott $1,090 as singles.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

2962 Ha

1917, $5 light green, (480), block of 4 with horizontal line, o.g., small hinge remnants, with luxuriant color and precise
impression; paper pristine with near-perfect margins; horizontal center line, Extremely Fine, a choice block. Scott $750.

Estimate $500 - 750

2963 s

1917, $5 light green, (480), two blocks of 6 plus three singles used with an additional 6¢ & 20¢ stamp and $2.84 in
Documentary Revenues, all canceled with the edge of a barred ellipse on a large piece with an Oct 17 Washington D.C.
duplex handstamp (no visible year date) at the lower right; the bottom middle $5 in one block is damaged, otherwise F.V.F. A handsome display. 
Estimate $500 - 750
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2964

2965

2966

2964 m

1916, 2¢ carmine, type II, horizontal rotary press coil, (491), richly printed in deep color; beautifully centered on
immaculate paper, Very Fine+, a lovely stamp; with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2965 m

1916, 2¢ carmine, type II, horizontal rotary press coil, (491), fresh with remnants of joint line at right, F.-V.F., a difficult
stamp in any grade; with clean 1996 P.F. certificate; later certificate (#531640, not included) notes wavy line machine
cancel and grade. Scott $800. SMQ F-VF 75; $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

2966 HH

1922, 10¢ orange yellow, horizontal rotary press coil, (497), joint line pair, o.g., never hinged, in strong, glowing color;
fresh with nice centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $260.
Estimate $250 - 350

2967 HH/Ha

1917, 1¢ green, imperf between, (498b), bottom margin plate block of 20, contains two error pairs, one pair tiny gum
thin, error stamps never hingedF.-V.F. and rare, a stunning showpiece that is unrivaled; with 1976 P.F. certificate for sheet
of 100. Scott $2,700 ++.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2968 H

1917, 2¢ rose, type I, imperf vertically, (499b), horizontal pair, o.g., hinged, sharp-looking error in clean color and clear
impression; left stamp with disturbed gum and light vertical crease (not visible on face), F.-V.F.; with clear 1985 P.F.
certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $250 - 350

2969 HHa

1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia, (500), top margin plate number 10209 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, in bright color as deep
as it comes; paper fresh save for the interesting over abundance of ink upper right, Fine+, a scarce block. Scott $3,750
(photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

2970 m

1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia, (500), fresh with radiant color and a light wavy line cancel, an Extremely Fine jumbo; with
2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $240. SMQ XF 90J; $650.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2971

2972

2973

2971 H

1917, 3¢ dark violet, type II, imperf horizontally, (502c), vertical strip of 3, o.g., hinged, a striking strip, with solid color
and clean detail; crease at the top of the bottom stamps, Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,400 for pair.

Estimate $500 - 750

2972 m

1917, 5¢ blue, double impression, (504b), with characteristic deep color; fresh with an exceptionally light cancel; natural
vertical paper wrinkles at right, F.-V.F., a rare item; with 2000 and 2001 P.S.E. certificates (as #504 or #504var); 2000 for
the block of four (this position 2), 2001 for this single. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2973 Ha

1917, 5¢ rose error, (505), the single error in a block of 9, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Post Office
fresh and solid, the error never hinged and particularly nice; block appears never hinged apart from slightly disturbed gum
at position 3, Very Fine, pretty. Scott $650.
Estimate $500 - 750

2974 HHa

1917, 5¢ rose error, (505), the single error in a block of 9, o.g., never hinged (gum skip through left three), fresh and
attractive example in a pleasing block, iconic and sought-after error, strong F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2975

2976

2975 HHa

1917, 5¢ rose error, (505), the double error in a block of 12, o.g., never hinged, deep color and fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $1,850.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

2976 HHa

1917, 5¢ rose error, (505), the double error in a block of 12, o.g., never hinged (light mount glazing which is barely visible
to the naked eye), in bright color with crisp detail, F.-V.F. Scott $1,850.
Estimate $600 - 800

2977 HH

1917, 8¢ olive bister, (508), o.g., never hinged, a sensational stamp, with scintillating color and clean detail; natural paper
inclusion at bottom, Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, with additional note “Apparent Centering:
SUPERB 98” [SMQ $575]. Scott $25. SMQ XF 90; $60.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2978

2979

2978 HHa

1917, 15¢ gray, (514), left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (minor gum skips), clean and bright, strong color, a wellcentered, high quality plate, Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750

2979 Ha

1917, 20¢ light ultramarine, imperf between (blind perfs), (515 var), right margin block of 6 with plate number 6938,
top block with horizontal perforations outside the margin between the stamps, a full 5mm above and mostly blind, o.g.,
barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), a lovely appearing Very Fine example of a perforation miscue.

Estimate $250 - 350

2980 HHa

1917, 20¢ light ultramarine, (515), plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, attractive shade, desirable wide top, very
appealing plate; light crease in selvage, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2981

2982

2983

2981 HH

1917, 30¢ orange red, (516), o.g., never hinged, a jubilant jumbo with radiating color and immaculate paper, all perfectly
centered; tiny natural paper inclusion at the bottom right, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded
Estimate $500 - 750
XF-Sup 95J. Scott $70. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $700.

2982 HH

1917, 50¢ red violet, (517), o.g., never hinged, a fantastic Franklin, fully flawless, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-Sup 95. Scott $120. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $500.
Estimate $350 - 500

2983 HHa

1917, 50¢ red violet, (517), right wide margin plate number 13655 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, F.-V.F.
Scott $2,550.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2984 Ha

1917, 50¢ red violet, (517), top margin plate number F13655 block of 6, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged),
Post Office fresh, with brightness of color and strong lines; all perforations sound and solid; small dot of ink at left
perforation position 2, Very Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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2985 HH

2985

2986

2987

1917, $1 violet brown, (518), o.g., never hinged, a gorgeous jumbo with proof-like color and impression, Extremely Fine
to Superb, pristine; with 2012 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95J. Scott $95. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $800. Estimate $600 - 800

2986 HH/Ha

1917, $1 violet brown, (518), top left corner margin block of 4, a sensual block with incredible color, freshness and
centering; previously hinged at position 1 only, Extremely Fine. Scott $323 as singles.
Estimate $400 - 600

2987 HH/Ha

1917, $1 violet brown, (518), bottom margin block of 4 with plate number 5782, o.g., hinge remnant (two bottom stamps
never hinged), crisply printed in bold color; fresh with big margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $265 as singles.

Estimate $250 - 350

2988 Ha

1917, $1 violet brown, (518), top margin block of 6 with plate number 5782, “A” and part imprint, o.g., previously
hinged, each stamp fresh with lively color and immaculate detail; small thin in top left stamp; top selvage reduced, F.-V.F.,
a neat, almost plate block; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $225 as singles.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2989

2990

2989 Ha

1917, $1 violet brown, (518), top margin plate number 5782 block of 8 with imprint and “A”, o.g., barest trace of hinge
(appears never hinged), fresh and bright with remarkable centering throughout; selvage reduced; perforations starting to
separate between columns 3 & 4 (not affecting plate; not mentioned on accompanying certificate), Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, a lovely dollar-value Washington-Franklin plate; with 2013 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,490. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2990 m

1917, $1 deep brown, (518b), clean with light cancels, Fine; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,250.

Estimate $350 - 500

1918-1920 ISSUES

2991

2992

2993

2991 H

1918, $2 orange red & black, (523), o.g., previously hinged, Post Office fresh with strong colors on immaculate paper,
Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 90. Scott $525. SMQ XF 90; $650.
Estimate $400 - 600

2992 Ha

1918, $2 orange red & black, (523), block of 4, pretty block with bright color (just hints of oxidation), fresh paper and a
horizontal centerline; gum stain position 4, F.-V.F. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2993 m

1918, $2 orange red & black, (523), pretty pastel shade, with a 1920-dated “Reg’y. Div.” double-oval cancel, Extremely
Fine; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 90. Scott $240. SMQ XF 90; $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2994

2995

2996

2997

2994 HH

1918, $5 deep green & black, (524), o.g., never hinged, in luxe color on immaculate paper; margins full and balanced,
Extremely Fine to Superb, just a pretty stamp; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95. Scott $340. SMQ XF-SUP 95;
$1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2995 HH

1918, $5 deep green & black, (524), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with grand color and pristine paper, Very Fine;
with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $340.
Estimate $300 - 400

2996 H

1918, $5 deep green & black, (524), full top margin plate number 8179 single, o.g., previously hinged, fresh and bright,
a nice positional, Very Fine, don’t lose this number. Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300

2997 H

1918, $5 deep green & black, (524), top margin single with part arrow, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged),
lovely positional, completely fresh and sound with engaging color and sharp detail, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
photocopy of 1991 P.F. certificate for block of four, this position 2. Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300

2998 HHa

1918, $5 deep green & black, (524), centerline block of 4, o.g., never hinged, simply gorgeous; bright, clean and
flawlessly printed, F.-V.F.+, a lovely position piece. Scott $1,360 as singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2999 Ha

1918, $5 deep green & black, (524), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants on each stamp, a wonderful block, fresh and sound,
Very Fine. Scott $675.
Estimate $350 - 500

2998
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3000

3001

3000 HHa

1918, 2¢ carmine, type VI, offset printing, (528A), plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (hinged in selvage), brilliant
color, sought-after wide top plate, nice overall centering for this issue, premium item, Very Fine. Scott $800.

Estimate $300 - 400

3001 HHa

1918, 2¢ carmine, type VII, offset printing, (528B), plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, vibrant color on bright paper,
exceptionally well-centered with large, balanced margins, marvelous desirable wide top plate, Extremely Fine to Superb.
Scott $375+.
Estimate $400 - 600

3002 HHa

1918, 2¢ carmine rose, type IV, offset printing, imperf, (532), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, magnificent
plate, bright and fresh, huge balanced margins all around, immaculate gum, choice in every respect, Extremely Fine to
Superb. Scott $625.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3003

3004

3003 HH/Ha

1918, 2¢ carmine rose, type IV, offset printing, imperf, (532), full wide top margin plate number 10918 block of 6, o.g.,
only top right stamp lightly hinged, wonderfully centered with strong color on lily-white paper; tiny inclusions on top right
stamp, light fingerprints on gum, still Superb. Scott $428.
Estimate $400 - 600

3004 HH

1918, 2¢ carmine, type V, offset printing, imperf, (533), pair, o.g., never hinged, with bold color and gargantuan margins;
tiny gum wrinkle in right margin, guide line at top, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $400.
Estimate $400 - 600

3005 H

1918, 2¢ carmine, type V, offset printing, imperf, (533), right margin horizontal pair with part arrow and center line,
o.g., lightly hinged, Post Office fresh, bright with immense margins, Extremely Fine to Superb, a Solo Top of the Pop, as
the highest grade awarded a previously hinged pair in PSE’s Population Report is a 90; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-Sup 95. Scott $225. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $230 singles.
Estimate $250 - 350

3006 HH/Ha

1918, 2¢ carmine, type V, offset printing, imperf, (533), block of 4, clean and sound, with bright color and crisp paper;
right two stamps offer great potential; top stamps previously hinged, bottom two never hinged, Very Fine++; with 2013
Weiss certificate. Scott $570 as singles.
Estimate $350 - 500

3005
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3007

3008

3007 HH

1918, 2¢ carmine, type Va, offset printing, imperforate, double impression, (534 var), o.g., never hinged, with full to
gargantuan margins, capturing framelines of three adjacent stamps; impression very faintly doubled, Extremely Fine; with
1997 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300

3008 HHa

1918, 2¢ carmine, type VI, offset printing, imperf, (534A), plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, outstanding wide top
plate, fresh, bold color, pristine gum, large margins all around, choice; tiny natural inclusion between two right stamps,
still Extremely Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600

3009 E

1920, Peckmore & Sons Co, engraved essays, 6 different colors, bottom left corner margin pairs, o.g., lightly hinged,
Extremely Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

3010

No Lot.
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3011

3012

3011 HH/Ha

1919, 1¢ green, rotary press coil waste, perf 11 x 10, (538), top margin plate block of 12, o.g., never hinged, seven
stamps at bottom with disturbed gum spots, a fresh and brightly colored sought-after “S30” plate, F.-V.F. Scott $185 as
singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

3012 HHa

1919, 1¢ green, rotary press coil waste, perf 11 x 10, imperf horizontally, (538a), top margin plate number 13612 block
of 4, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with deep color and crisp printing; natural gum skip across bottom stamps, Very
Fine. Scott $1,375.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3013 HH/Ha

1919, 1¢ green, rotary press coil waste, perf 11 x 10, imperf horizontally, (538a), top margin plate number 13611 block
of 10, , crisp and clean with warm color and outstanding centering; central vertical pair hinged, others never hinged, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, valued as pair, plate block and block of four. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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3014

3014 Ha

1919, 2¢ carmine rose, type III, rotary press coil waste, perf 11 x 10, imperf horizontally, (540a), top plate block of
4 and additional vertical pair, o.g., lightly hinged, additional pair at right never hinged, very scarce and desirable error
multiple, brilliant color, nicely centered for this; perforation tips partly trimmed at left, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,175.

Estimate $500 - 750

3015 H

1923, 1¢ green, rotary press sheet waste, perf 11, (544), on lovely hand-tinted picture post card showing “The Depot at/
Gearhart-by-the-Sea, Oregon”, tied by Apr. 11, 1924 Portland, OR slogan cancel; stamp miraculously undamaged by the
creases to the card itself, F.-V.F., a rare usage; with 1969 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $5,500.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

3015

See also lot #2176 for an advertising postcard usage of this rare stamp .
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3016

3017

3016 HH/Ha

1921, 1¢ green, rotary press coil waste, perf 11, (545), top margin plate number 11766 block of 4 with “S 30”, o.g.,
3 stamps never hinged, the top left stamp just a breath of a hinge, Post Office fresh and sound; natural paper inclusion
position 2, F.-V.F. for this, a scarce plate. Scott $1,605 as singles.
Estimate $500 - 750

3017 HH/Ha

1921, 1¢ green, rotary press coil waste, perf 11, (545), top margin plate number 13616 block of 6, fresh with appealing
color and sharp lines; incomplete wiping evident in top selvage; positions 2 & 5 appear never hinged, others very lightly
hinged, F.-V.F., scarcer plate format. Scott $1,510 as plate & 2 singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3018 HH/Ha

1921, 2¢ carmine rose, rotary press coil waste, perf 11, (546), top plate block of 4, “S 30”, o.g., selvage and one stamp
lightly hinged (others never hinged), brilliantly fresh, scarce plate, usual difficult centering, desirable block, Fine. Scott
$795 as singles.
Estimate $350 - 500

3019 Ha

1920, $2 carmine & black, (547), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, with intense color on fresh paper; vertical guide line,
F.-V.F. Scott $440.
Estimate $200 - 300

3018
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1922-1929 ISSUES

3020

3021

3020 H

1923, 3¢ violet, reverse offset printing on selvedge, (555 var), bottom left corner margin single with siderographer’s
initials J.H.S., o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), a distinctive Very Fine example, simply a magnificent
piece!
Estimate $200 - 300

3021 HHa

1923, 3¢ violet, (555), left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, lovely deep purple shade, particularly well-centered for
this, premium high grade plate, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

3022 HH

1923, 7¢ black, (559), o.g., never hinged, this McKinley’s a peak of perfection, flawlessly printed and centered;
suggestion of light overall even toning, a Superb gem, just three stamps at this grade in PSE’s Population Report, with one
“100J” above, a gorgeous stamp; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 100. Scott $16. SMQ Gem 100; $650.

Estimate $400 - 600

3023 HH

1923, 8¢ olive green, (560), o.g., never hinged, immaculate with strong color and uncommonly precise centering,
Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2007 P.F. and 2018 P.S.E. certificates, each graded XF-Sup 95. Scott $80. SMQ XF-SUP
95; $350.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3024

3025

3024 HHa

1923, 10¢ orange, (562), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, bright, deep rich color, exceptionally well-centered,
choice plate block; minor separations, Extremely Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

3025 HH/Ha

1923, 14¢ blue, major fold-over, (565), right margin block of 6, showing drastic perforations now diagonally into margin,
o.g., lightly hinged (four stamps never hinged), a most unusual and Very Fine example.
Estimate $200 - 300

3026 HHa

1922, 15¢ gray, drastic pre-printing paper fold, (566 var), full wide bottom margin plate #19462 block of 6, which
shows on two stamps and the margin, o.g., never hinged (light gum disturbance from mount); some foxing discoloration in
bottom margin mostly and doesn’t affect the error stamps, a Very Fine example which would be impossible to find. Scott
$400 as NH plate.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3027

3028

3027 HH

1922, 25¢ yellow green, (568), o.g., never hinged, a jumbo that’s absolutely pristine and flawless, Extremely Fine to
Superb, one to fall for; with 1991 P.F. and 2015 P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded XF-Sup 95J. Scott $30. SMQ XF-SUP
95J; $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

3028 HHa

1922, 25¢ yellow green, (568), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, bright white with vibrant color and impression,
virtually perfectly centered, a gem plate, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $425.
Estimate $350 - 500

3029 HH

3029

3030

3031

1923, 30¢ olive brown, (569), pair, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, brilliant color and sharp impression, large
balanced margins, choice in every respect, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $100.
Estimate $200 - 300

3030 H

1922, 50¢ lilac, large pre-printing paper fold, (570 var), horizontal strip of 3, which ends in a bottom right corner
perforation doubling, o.g., hinge remnants (stains from mounting), an absolutely stunning and Very Fine example.

Estimate $200 - 300

3031 HH

1923, $1 violet brown, (571), o.g., never hinged, an uncommonly large $1, with deep color and fresh paper,
Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-Sup 95J. Scott $75. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $450.

Estimate $300 - 400
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3032

3032 HHa

1923, $1 violet brown, (571), full top margin plate number 18681 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with
exquisite centering; gum skips on top three stamps, Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $350 - 500

3033 HH

1923, $2 deep blue, (572), top margin single, o.g., never hinged, a breath of fresh air, exquisitely centrist, with
unimpeachable color and untarnished paper, Extremely Fine to Superb, a capital stamp; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-Sup 95. Scott $120. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

3034 HHa

1923, $2 deep blue, (572), top margin arrow block of 4, o.g., never hinged, as bright, clean and centered as you could ever
want; light gum bends, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $480 as singles.
Estimate $250 - 350

3033
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3035

3036

3037

3038

3035 HH

1923, $5 carmine & blue, (573), o.g., never hinged, with luxurious colors on pristine paper, Superb, a real beauty; with
2014 P.S.E. certificate graded Superb 98. Scott $180. SMQ SUP 98; $1,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,000

3036 HH

1923, $5 carmine lake & dark blue, (573a), o.g., never hinged, pristine, bold vivid shade, large beautifully balanced
margins, selvage with part arrow at left detached but included, outstanding premium example, Extremely Fine to Superb.
Scott $375.
Estimate $350 - 500

3037 HH

1923, $5 carmine & blue, (573), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with exceptional color and centering amid large
margins, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $180.
Estimate $300 - 400

3038 H

1923, $5 carmine & blue, (573), o.g., very lightly hinged, exquisite with just a hint of hinging in the upper right corner,
Superb, America the Beautiful, indeed. Scott $90.
Estimate $200 - 300

3039 HH/H

1923, $5 carmine & blue, (573), strip of 4 with plate numbers and arrow at top, vignette shifted to lower right, o.g., three
stamps never hinged, other with small thin spot, bright and vibrant, well-centered and attractive position piece, interesting
and desirable, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $630 as singles.
Estimate $350 - 500

3040 HHa

1923, $5 carmine & blue, (573), centerline block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Post Office vault fresh, with perfectly
registered vibrant colors on absolutely immaculate paper, Superb, one of the prettiest we’ve seen. Scott $825.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3041

3042

3041 HHa

1923, $5 carmine lake & dark blue, (573a), bottom margin arrow block of 4, o.g., never hinged, natural gum bends, nice
position piece, fresh and bright with all perforations sound, Very Fine. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750

3042 HHa

1923, $5 carmine & blue, (573), right arrow block of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright and sharp, particularly well-centered
and appealing example of this desirable position piece, Extremely Fine. Scott $720 as singles.
Estimate $500 - 750

3043 Ha

1923, $5 carmine lake & dark blue, (573a), block of 4, o.g., small hinge remnants, deep rich shade, attractive and
desirable block; some gum loss from hinge removal, Very Fine. Scott $825.
Estimate $400 - 600

3044 HHa

1923, $5 carmine & blue, (573), top margin with $5.00 arrow block of 4, o.g., never hinged, a wonderfully attractive
position piece, with enticing colors and snow-white paper; gum wrinkle on top left stamp, perforation disc indent on
bottom left stamp, thin on bottom right stamp, light gum bend across bottom and right, Very Fine. Scott $720.

Estimate $350 - 500

3043
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3045

3046

3047

3045 HHa

1923, 1¢ green, rotary press coil waste, perf 11 x 10, (578), top margin star plate number 14661 block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, crisply printed in solid color; straight edge along left as nearly always, V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,500.

Estimate $500 - 750

3046 HH/Ha

1923, 1¢ green, rotary press coil waste, perf 11 x 10, (578), plate block of 4 with star, o.g., top pair lightly hinged with
small hinge remnant, scarce plate block, fresh, better then usual centering, important position piece, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

3047 ma

1923, 1¢ green, rotary press coil waste, perf 11 x 10, (578), block of 4, sound with solid perforations, strong color and
light cancels; top pair with a machine cancellation, the bottom pair pencil-cancelled, F.-V.F., extremely scarce: one of just
five known, a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity; with 2018 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

3048 HHa

1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary press coil waste, perf 11 x 10, (579), top margin star plate number 14795 block of 4, o.g., never
hinged, with pulsing color and pristine detail; slightly disturbed gum on lower right stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $900.

Estimate $500 - 750

3049 HH/Ha

1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary press coil waste, perf 11 x 10, (579), top plate number and star block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged
(bottom two stamps never hinged), remarkably well-centered for this difficult item, fresh and bright, fantastic example of
this scarce plate, Extremely Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3050

3050 ma

1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary press coil waste, perf 11 x 10, (579), block of 4 with selvage at top, mute double-circle cancels,
scarce used multiple, usual centering, Fine. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $500 - 750

3051 HHa

1923-26, Rotary press definitives, perf 10, 1¢ to 10¢ complete, (581-591), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, all Post Office
fresh and bright, the 10¢ a particularly rich shade; three 6¢ stamps w oxidation, F.-V.F. Scott $1,485 as singles (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

3052 HH/Ha

1923-26, Rotary press definitives, perf 10, 1¢ to 10¢ complete, (581-591), blocks of 4, a lovely group in better than
usual condition and centering; all never hinged except top two 2¢ stamps; 1¢ with horizontal perforation separations at
right; 6¢ lightly oxidized, the lower right stamp with an inclusion, generally Very Fine or better. Scott $1,479 as singles
(photo on website).
Estimate $400 - 600

3053 HH/Ha

1923-26, Rotary press definitives, perf 10, 1¢ to 10¢ complete, (581-591), plate blocks of 4, all bright and fresh with
sound margins; 3¢, 5¢ and 7¢-10¢ blocks lightly hinged, the others never hinged, Very Fine overall. Scott $2,985.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3054 HH

1925, 3¢ violet, rotary press, perf 10, (584), o.g., never hinged; few perforation separations and selvage missing along
top and nick at left, Fine. Scott $6,185 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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3055

3056

3055 HH

1926, 7¢ black, rotary press, perf 10, (588), top right plate number 18179 single, o.g., never hinged, in characteristic
strong color, and a great position piece, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $26.

Estimate $200 - 300

3056 HHa

1926, 7¢ black, rotary press, perf 10, (588), plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright and attractive, particularly wellcentered for this, marvelous plate, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

3057 HHa

1925, 10¢ orange, rotary press, perf 10, (591), plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fresh color; light gum bend on lower
left stamp, Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $350 - 500

3058 HHa

1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary press coil waste, (595), block of 4, flawless o.g., never hinged, an eye-catching multiple, with
intense color cleanly printed on fresh paper, F.-V.F. Scott $1,800 as singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3059 HH/Ha

1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary press coil waste, (595), plate block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (three stamps never hinged), very
scarce plate, fresh, nicely centered for this, F.-V.F. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $600 - 800
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3060

3061

3062

3060 HHa

1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary press coil waste, (595), top margin plate number 14136 block of 4 with star, o.g., never
hinged, fresh with big color; uneven left margin; small gum skip position 2 noted for accuracy, Fine. Scott $3,000.

Estimate $500 - 750

3061 ma

1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary press coil waste, (595), top margin block of 4, cleanly printed in intense color; “non-postal
cancel” according to the accompanying certificate, Fine, a tough multiple; with 2006 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,750.

Estimate $300 - 400

3062 HH

1923, 2¢ carmine lake, vertical rotary press coil, (606a), joint line pair, o.g., never hinged, the shade unquestionable
on fresh paper; sharp detail, Fine; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded F 70. Scott $775. SMQ F 70; $350.

Estimate $250 - 350

3063 HH/Ha

1925, 5¢ Norse-American, (621), top margin plate number 16927- 16961 block of 8, o.g., lightly hinged in selvage only
(8 stamps never hinged), with the clean lines, precision and color we all expect from the Scandinavians, Very Fine, come
sail away. Scott $450 as previously hinged.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3064

3065

3064 H

1926, 13¢ green, pre-printing paper fold, (622 var), right margin pair with plate number 19119, causing drastically
shifted perforations, o.g., hinge remnants re-inforcing separations; separated and severed likely from production, a most
uncommon and Very Fine piece.
Estimate $200 - 300

3065 Ha

1926, 2¢ White Plains, dramatic diagonal perforation shift, (629 var), left margin plate #18766 block of 6, o.g., hinge
remnants, a stunning Very Fine positional showpiece, a one-in-a-million White Plains error. 
Estimate $200 - 300

3066 HH/Ha

1926, 1 1/2¢ yellow brown, rotary press, imperf, without gum breaker ridges, (631 var.), plate block of 4, o.g., lightly
hinged (three stamps never hinged), scarce variety, fresh, ample to large margins all around, desirable speciality position
piece, Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3067 HH

3067

3068

3069

3070

1926, 2¢ carmine lake, type I, rotary press, (634b), o.g., never hinged, a sharp looker, immaculate with centering that
appears better than its grade, Fine; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded F 70. Scott $425. SMQ F 70; $190.

Estimate $150 - 200

3068 HHa

1926, 2¢ carmine lake, type I, rotary press, (634b), bottom left plate number 20020 block of 4, o.g., never hinged, a
beautiful plate with powerful color and proof-like detail; selvage reduced at left; bottom right stamp with diagonal creases,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2011 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3069 HH

1928, 2¢ carmine, type II, rotary press, (634A), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with eye-popping color and
wonderfully balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

3070 HH

1928, 2¢ carmine, type II, rotary press, (634A), o.g., never hinged, clean and bright, very nicely centered for this, choice
example of this difficult stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $350 - 500

3071 H

1928, 2¢ carmine, type II, rotary press, (634A), o.g., very lightly hinged, a heart stopper, with immense depth of color
and proof-like impression; Post Office fresh, Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

3072 HH

1928, 2¢ carmine, type II, rotary press, (634A), horizontal pair with gutter between, o.g., never hinged, excellent
example of this scarce item, Post Office fresh and bright, better then usual centering, F.-V.F. and attractive. Scott $1,250.

Estimate $500 - 750

3071
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3073

3074

3073 H

1928, 2¢ carmine, type II, rotary press, (634A), vertical pair with gutter between, o.g., hinge remnant re-inforcing
separations, bright and bold, scarce item, usual centering, Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

3074 HH/Ha

1928, 2¢ carmine, type II, rotary press, major mis-perforation error, (634A var.), plate block of 25, o.g., lightly
hinged (5 stamps never hinged), hinge remnants reinforcing separations, remarkable appearance, trimmed with parts of
10 adjoining stamps to attractively frame this unique block, fresh and bright, an incredible piece for the right specialty
collection, Very Fine. Scott $9,800.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

3075 HH

1929, 2¢ Sullivan Expedition, lake color error, (657a), top margin single, o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh and
unsullied, the deep color error in sharp relief against the snow-white paper; gum void in right of selvage mentioned solely
for accuracy, Very Fine+; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate for original block of six, this position 2. Scott $625.

Estimate $350 - 500
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3076

3077

3076 HHa

1929, 6¢ Kans., (664), plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $600.

3077 HHa

1929, 7¢ Kans., (665), top left plate number 18740 block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and clean, F.-V.F. Scott
$700.
Estimate $350 - 500

3078 Ha

1929, 8¢ Kans., (666), top left plate number 18191 block of 4, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), a heartstopper of a plate, flawless in all respects; stamps never hinged, position 1 with small spot of disturbance, Superb, just a
beautiful item; signed Stolow. Scott $700.
Estimate $500 - 750

3079 HHa

1929, 8¢ Kans., (666), top right plate number 18191 block of 4, o.g., never hinged, with precise color and solid overprints,
F.-V.F. Scott $925.
Estimate $300 - 400

3078

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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3080

3081

3080 HHa

1929, 10¢ Kans., (668), top left plate number 19235 block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fresh with deep color and superior
centering, Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

3081 HHa

1929, 4¢ Nebr., (673), top left plate number 18038 block of 4, o.g., never hinged, a gem of a plate with sensational color
and centering (especially for these difficult issues), Very Fine+. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

3082 HH/Ha

1929, 5¢ Nebr., (674), top right plate number 18908 block of 4, o.g., bottom right stamp previously hinged (others
never hinged), the stamps nicely centered, the overprints an interesting shifted-down variety, Fine, a fun addition to your
Kansas-Nebraska collection. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400

3083 HHa

1929, 9¢ Nebr., (678), plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, lovely shade, fresh and exceptionally well-centered for this
difficult issue, choice plate, Extremely Fine. Scott $675.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3084 HH/Ha

3084

1929, 10¢ Nebr., (679), bottom right plate number 19235 block of 4, o.g., bottom stamps never hinged, top pair previously
hinged, with intense color and uncharacteristic clarity, F.-V.F. Scott $925.
Estimate $500 - 750

1931-1961 ISSUES

3085 Ha

3085

1931, 2¢ Yorktown, dark lake & black color error, (703b), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, a striking block, not only in
the much deeper shade (normal single included for comparison), but with the vignettes shifted to right as well; fresh and
sound, F.-V.F. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3086

3087

3086 Ha

1933, 3¢ Georgia, pre-printing paper fold, (726 var), bottom margin block of 8, affecting five stamps and causing
a partial gutter between bottom pair, o.g., hinge remnants re-inforcing separations, a stunning Very Fine positional
showpiece.
Estimate $250 - 350

3087 H

1933, 3¢ A.P.S. souvenir sheet, pre-printing paper fold across the sheet, (731 var), a stunning Very Fine positional
showpiece, the only one we have seen. 
Estimate $200 - 300

3088 H

1934, 2¢ Grand Canyon National Park, imperf vertically, (741b), right margin horizontal pair, o.g., previously hinged,
fresh and bright, the stamps perforated at a slight angle, Very Fine, only 2-3 panes known, a great addition to your National
Parks collection; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3089

3089 HH

1934, 9¢ Glacier National Park, perforated, horizontal perforations shifted diagonally, (748 var), top margin vertical
pair, which provides the first-glance of being imperforate between, o.g., never hinged, a stunning Very Fine error that
would satisfy the specialist, this Park’s open for bidding. 
Estimate $200 - 300

3090 H

1934, 10¢ Great Smoky Mountains, perforated, pre-printing paper fold, (749), horizontal strip of 5, showing a
creeping from left to right of this production error, o.g., hinge remnants re-inforcing separations, a striking Very Fine error
that would be well-placed in any collection, The “Great Smokey” of errors. 
Estimate $250 - 350

3091

No Lot.

3090
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3092

3093

3092 HHa

1938, $5 Coolidge, (834), plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright, vivid color, particularly well-centered, wide top
plate, premium example, Extremely Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

3093 HHa

1938, $5 Coolidge, (834), plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright and bold, pleasing wide top, nice plate, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

3094 HHa

1940, Famous Americans complete, (859-893), full panes of 70, o.g., never hinged, selected for quality and centering,
each sheet in a nice plastic mount, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $2,430.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3095

3096

3095 m

1942, 3¢ Win the War, purple color error, (905b), Los Angeles, Calif. precancel, Post Office fresh with intense color,
F.-V.F.; with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate for original block of four, this position 2. Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

3096 m

1942, 3¢ Win the War, purple color error, (905b), pair, the error apparent next to normal (included); light wavy line
cancel; small faults and tear at left, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

3097 HH

1943, 5¢ Overrun Countries: Czechoslovakia, double impression of country name, (910a), o.g., never hinged, Post
Office fresh, F.-V.F., with normal for comparison; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $350 - 500

3098 HHa

1943, 5¢ Overrun Countries: Luxembourg, reverse printing of flag colors, (912b), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, unpriced in the catalog. 
Estimate $200 - 300

3097

3098

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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3099

3099 HH/Ha

1943, 5¢ Overrun Countries: Denmark, gray shade, reverse printing of flag colors, (920c), inscription block of 6,
immaculate and exquisitely centered throughout; upper right stamp hinged, the others never hinged, Very Fine, unpriced
in Scott even as a single; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate.
Estimate $350 - 500

3100 HH

1954, 2¢ Jefferson, experimental Silkote paper, (1033a), right margin single, o.g., never hinged, an immaculate position
piece of this sought-after modern variety, Extremely Fine to Superb, a Top of the Pop; while PSE prices a “98”, none are
listed in their Population Report; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-Sup 95. Scott $275. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $725.

Estimate $500 - 750

3101 HHa

1954, 2¢ Jefferson, experimental Silkote paper, (1033a), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and sound,
Very Fine, a pretty multiple of this popular modern variety; with photocopy of 2010 P.F. certificate for original block of
ten. Scott $1,100 as singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3102

3103

3102 HH

1961, 21/2¢ Bunker Hill, horizontal coil, small perf holes, (1056), pair, WASHINGTON, D.C. Bureau precancel, o.g.,
never hinged (minor gum skips), very scarce unused pair, perfectly centered, desirable item, Extremely Fine to Superb.
Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750

3103 HH

1959, 4¢ San Martin, imperf between, (1125a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 20 pairs reported.
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

3104 HH

1962, 5¢ Washington, (1213), bottom margin horizontal strip of 4 with full gutter between the two left stamps, o.g., never
hinged, an interesting and seldom-encountered error, especially on a modern definitive; right two stamps with a diagonal
crease, Very Fine, ex Greenberg; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400

3105 HH

1966, 4¢ Lincoln coil, imperf, (1303b), pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 100 pairs reported.
Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

3106 HHa

1971, 8¢ Flag over White House, imperf, (1338Fi), full pane of 20, o.g., never hinged; staple holes in selvage as always,
bottom right stamp corner fault, otherwise immaculate, Extremely Fine piece. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $400 - 600

3104
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3107

3109

3107 HH

1969, 6¢ Christmas, Atlanta overprint inverted, (1384 var), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, Very Fine, a lovely
unlisted variety.
Estimate $200 - 300

3108 HHa

1972, 2¢ Cape Hatteras, intaglio offset on reverse, (1451a var), se-tenant block of 4, o.g., never hinged, a stunning Very
Fine showpiece (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

3109 HHa

1973, 6¢ Progress in Electronics, drastic black shifted color, (1500 var), top left plate # 34275 block of 6, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

3110 HHa

1974, 10¢ Mineral Heritage complete, light blue & yellow omitted, (1541b), full pane of 48, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, only 24 blocks reported—a great rarity. Scott $10,800.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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3111 m



3112 m

3111

1976, 13¢ Bicentennial souv. sheet, imperf, tagging omitted and “USA/13¢” omitted on “a” and “e”, (1686g + h),
Philadelphia, Pa May 29, 1976 and First Day of Issue machine cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only one or two
reported, very rare, last reported sale in Aug. 2012 for 12 $2,596; with 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3112

1976, 18¢ Bicentennial souv. sheet, “USA 18¢” omitted (a,c), (1687g), May 29 1976 Philadelphia Pa precancelled First
Day postmarks, only 5-10 reported; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $550 mint unpriced used.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3113

3113 HH

1976, 31¢ Bicentennial souv. sheet, “USA 31¢” omitted, imperf, (1689f), o.g., never hinged, Choice Extremely Fine,
only 6-8 reported. Scott $950.
Estimate $500 - 750

3114 HHa

1976, 13¢ Olympics, imperf, (1698b), top margin plate block of 20, o.g., never hinged; tiny margin fault at right, still
Extremely Fine, only 200+ blocks reported. Scott $1,875.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3115

3116

3115 HHa

1978, 15¢ Christmas, imperf, (1769a), horizontal full pane of 100, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 400-500 pairs
reported. Scott $3,750 ++.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

3116 (H)

1979, 15¢ Christmas, green, yellow, tan & Magenta omitted, (1800b), badly misregistered brown and black, unused
without gum; small faults, a stunning Very Fine unlisted error, possibly printers waste. 
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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3117

3118

3119

3117 HHa

1980, 15¢ Coral Reefs, imperf, (1830b), top margin with plate numbers 39388 39387 se-tenant block of 4, o.g., never hinged;
margin cut diagonally, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 60-80 blocks and 30-40 pairs reported. Scott $350.

Estimate $200 - 300

3118 HH

1984, 30¢ frank Laubach, tagging omitted, (1864c), bottom margin vertical pair, transitional pair, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, unpriced, 8 pairs reported. 
Estimate $300 - 400

3119 HHa

1981, 18¢ Flag & Grain, imperforate and imperforate horizontally, (1890a-1890b), left margin Copyright vertical
combination block of 4, the top horizontal pair imperforate, the bottom pair with blind vertical perforations but imperforate
horizontally, o.g., never hinged, fresh and clean, Extremely Fine, a two-for-one; with 1994 P.F. certificate. Scott $625.

Estimate $300 - 400

3120 HH

1982, 2¢ Locomotive coil, imperf, (1897Ac), joint line strip of 6 with plate number 10, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine, unpriced as such. 
Estimate $250 - 350
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3121

3122

3123

3121 HH

1982, 4¢ Stagecoach coil, untagged (precancelled), imperf, (1898Ac), pair, o.g., never hinged, Choice Extremely Fine,
only 50-75 pairs reported. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

3122 HH

1981, 20¢ Fire Pumper coil, imperf, (1908a), line pair with plate number 5, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, unpriced, very
scarce. 
Estimate $350 - 500

3123 HH

1981, 20¢ Fire Pumper coil, imperf, (1908a), line pair with plate number 1, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, unpriced. 
Estimate $200 - 300

3124 HH

1982, 20¢ Consumer Education coil, imperf, (2005a), line strip of 4 with plate number 2, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

3125 HH

1982, 20¢ Christmas, imperforate vertically, (2026b), horizontal strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, fresh; perforations
unpunched along top, Very Fine, only 3-6 pairs reported. 
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3124
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3126

3126 HHa

1984, 13¢ Summer Olympics, drastic misperforation, (2048-2051), top left corner margin block of 6, diagonal
perforation shift showing full gutter, o.g., never hinged, a stunning and Very Fine error.
Estimate $250 - 350

3127 HHa

1983, 20¢ Inventors, black omitted, (2058b), full pane of 50, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 200+ blocks reported.
Scott $3,300 counted as 12 blocks (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3128 HH

1985 (22¢) “D” stamp coil, imperf, (2112a), strip of 3 with plate number 2, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.

Estimate $200 - 300

3129 HH

1985, 22¢ Flag Over Capitol coil, imperf, (2115f), plate number strip of 3 with plate number 3, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine and rare. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500

3130 HH

1985, 22¢ Flag Over Capitol coil, imperf, (2115f), plate number strip of 7 with plate number 18, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $250 - 350

3131 HH

1985, 22¢ Flag Over Capitol coil, imperf, (2115f), plate number strip of 6 with plate number 5, o.g., never hinged. Scott
$675.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3132 HH

3132

1985, 22¢ Seashells, imperf vertically between, (2121c), complete and unexploded, o.g., never hinged; few perforation
separations on one pane at the fold, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 40-50 booklets reported. Scott $800.

Estimate $300 - 400
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3133

3133 HH

1985, 10.1¢ Oil Wagon coil, imperf, red precancel, (2130b), plate number strip of 6 with plate number 1, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

3134 HH

1985, 14¢ Iceboat coil, imperf, (2134a), plate number strip of 6 with plate number 2, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $350+.
Estimate $200 - 300

3135 HH

1985, 14¢ Iceboat coil, imperf, (2134a), plate number strip of 6 with plate number 1, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $350+.
Estimate $200 - 300

3136 HH

1986, 25¢ Bread Wagon coil, imperf between, (2136a var), unique transitional strip, plate number strip of 5 with plate
number 2, imperforate completely at right, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3137

3138

3137 HH

1986, 22¢ Presidents I souvenir sheet, tagging shift and double impression of red, (2216 var), with original envelope
and rest of the set, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, unique and a must for the US specialist. 
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3138 HH

1986, 22¢ Presidents I souvenir sheet, major miscut, (2216 var), black printing drastically shifted upwards, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

3139 H

1986, 22¢ Presidents souvenir sheet, black inscription omitted, red doubled, (2216m), Very Fine, only 5 reported, very
rare and unpriced. 
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3140 HH

1986, 22¢ Presidents souvenir sheet, black inscription omitted, (2218k), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, very rare. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

3139
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3141

3141 HH

1988, 25¢ Flag & Yosemite coil, block tagging, imperf, (2280b), plate number strip of 6 with plate number 6, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400

3142 HH

1988, 25¢ Flag & Yosemite coil, block tagging, imperf, (2280b), plate number strip of 6 with plate number 8, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $250 - 350

3143 HH

1988, 25¢ Flag & Yosemite coil, block tagging, imperf, (2280b), plate number strip of 6 with plate number 7, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

3144 HH

1988, 25¢ Classic Automobiles, triple impression, (2385a), booklet panes of 6 with cover attached, o.g., never hinged,
a striking Very Fine error.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3145

3146

3147

3145 HHa

1988, 25¢ Antarctic Explorers, black omitted, (2389b), left margin straight edge-tenant block of 4 with color blocks,
o.g., never hinged, fresh colors and bright paper, Very Fine, only 2 panes reported. Scott $750.
Estimate $350 - 500

3146 (H)

1989, 25¢ Hemingway, imperf horizontally, (2418a), vertical pair, regummed, Post Office fresh color; certificate states
“regummed”, with penciled note “dull gum variety”; gum voids at top, F.-V.F.; with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.

Estimate $400 - 600

3147 HH

1989, $2.40 Moon Landing, imperf, (2419b), bottom right corner margin vertical pair with plate numbers and marginal
markings, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 200 pairs reported. Scott $500. Estimate $250 - 350

3148 HHa

1989, 25¢ T. Rex, black (engraved) omitted, (2422a), full pane of 20, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, two panes reported,
we have seen seven, unpriced.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

\
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3149

3149 HHa

1989, 25¢ U.P.U. Congress, dark blue omitted, (2437b), full pane of 40, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine for this, only 75100 blocks reported, most poorly centered. Scott $3,000 as eight blocks.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3150 HH

1990, 25¢ Love stamp, bright pink omitted, (2441c), booklet pane of 10, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 20 panes
reported. Scott $950.
Estimate $350 - 500

3151 HH

1990, 25¢ Love stamp, bright pink omitted, (2441c), booklet pane of 10, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 20 panes
reported; with 1990 P.F. certificate stating 2441aVAR red omitted. Scott $950.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3152

3152 HH

1990, 15¢ Beach Umbrella, blue omitted, (2443b), complete unexploded booklet, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 75
panes reported. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

3153 HH

1991, 5¢ Canoe coil, imperf, (2453a), plate number strip of 6 with plate number 2, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.
Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3154

3154 HH

1991, 23¢ Lunch Wagon coil, (2464b), plate number strip of 6 with plate number 3, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$750.
Estimate $300 - 400

3155 HH

1990, 25¢ Lighthouses, dramatic color shift, (2470-2474A), complete unexploded booklet of four panes, each displaying
the error, value at bottom of pane, o.g., never hinged, a striking Very Fine error.
Estimate $250 - 350

3156 HH

1991, 29¢ Wood Duck, imperf between, perforations along top edge, (2484f), complete unexploded booklet of two
panes, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,700 as panes.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3157 HH

1990, 25¢ Indian Headdresses Shoshone, black (engraved) omitted, single value, (2503b), single from booklet pane,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, fewer than 5 panes recorded. 
Estimate $150 - 200

3158 HH

1990, 25¢ Indian Headdresses Comanche, black (engraved) omitted, single value, (2505b), single from booklet pane,
Estimate $150 - 200
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, fewer than 5 panes recorded. 
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3159

3159 HH

1990, 25¢ Eisenhower, imperf (proof), (2513P), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, rare; with
2001 P.F. certificate as imperforate pair. Scott $875.
Estimate $350 - 500

3160 HH

1991 (29¢) “F” stamp coil, imperf, (2518a), plate number strip of 5 with plate number 1111, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

3161 HH

1991, 29¢ Flag & Olympic Rings, imperf horizontally, (2528e), complete and unexploded, o.g., never hinged; light
indications from booklet glue, on cover only, Very Fine, very rare. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3162

3163

3162 HH

1991, 29¢ Cole Porter, imperf horizontally, (2550a), vertical strip of 3, o.g., never hinged (noticeable gum skips),
Extremely Fine, only 50-75 pairs reported. 
Estimate $200 - 300

3163 HH

1992, 29¢ Flag, imperf, (2593d), booklet pane of 10 with cover, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, unique imperforate pane
in booklet. Scott $2,500 as pairs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3164

3164 HH

1992, 29¢ Flag Over White House coil, imperf, (2609a), plate number strip of 7 with plate number 12, o.g., never
hinged, Fine, unpriced and very scarce. 
Estimate $250 - 350

3165 HH

1992, 29¢ Flag Over White House coil, imperf, (2609a), plate number strip of 5 with plate number 13, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, unpriced and very scarce. 
Estimate $300 - 400

3166 HH

1992, 29¢ Flag Over White House coil, imperf, (2609a), plate number strip of 7 with plate number 10, o.g., never
hinged, Fine, unpriced and very scarce. 
Estimate $250 - 350

3167 HHa

1992, 29¢ Love stamp, imperf vertically, (2618a), full pane of 50, o.g., never hinged (minor gum wrinkles); three
stamps with light red ink on reverse side, Very Fine, only 50 pairs reported, gotta love this. Scott $7,500.

Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

3165

3166
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3168 P

1992, 1¢-$5, Columbian souvenir sheets, complete set, (2624P-2629P), o.g., never hinged; with normal paper and gum
imperfections, attractive Very Fine appearance. Scott $3,750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3169 P

1992, $1, 4¢, 1¢ Columbus souvenir sheet, imperforate, (2624P), o.g., never hinged; light gum wrinkles / creases as
often is the case, Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

3170 P

1992, $5 Columbus souvenir sheet, imperforate, (2629P), o.g., never hinged, without the normal creases and faults that
are so often found with this, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1999 & 2012 P.F. certificates calling it #2629a and then
#2629P. Scott $750.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3171

3171 HHa

1993, 29¢ Sporting Horses, black (engraved) omitted, (2759b), full pane of 40, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, 56-68
blocks reported. Scott $5,000 counted as ten blocks.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3172 HHa

1994, 29¢ Love stamp, imperf between vertically, (2814b var), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, believed to be
printers waste. 
Estimate $200 - 300
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3173

3173 HH

1994, 29¢ Garden Flowers, black (engraved) omitted, (2833a (BK215a), complete unexploded booklet, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, 250-300 panes reported. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

3174 HHa

1994, 29¢ Wonders of the Sea, imperf, (2866b), full pane of 24, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, 60 + blocks reported.
Scott $2,750.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

3175 HH

1994, 29¢ Christmas Stocking, multiple impressions of 4 colors, (2872d), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine for
this, a striking error to add to your stocking; with photocopy of 2002 P.F. certificate for sheet of 50. Scott $900.

Estimate $350 - 500
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3176

3176 HH

1994, BEP Centenary, double impression of brown lettering panel, (2875b), o.g., never hinged, pristine mint, Very
Fine, only six reported; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

3177 HH

1994, BEP Centenary, double impression of brown lettering panel & tagging omitted, (2875c), o.g., never hinged,
Post Office fresh, Very Fine, only four reported; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate as #2875b with variety “unlisted in Scott”—
since rectified. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3178

3178 HH

1991, 29¢ Christmas, imperforate, (2882a var), booklet pane of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
believed to be from printers waste. 
Estimate $200 - 300

3179 H

1995 (5¢) Butte coil, imperf, (2902a), strip of 3, Very Fine, 58-80 pairs reported. Scott $525 as pair and a half.

Estimate $200 - 300

3180 HH

1996, 32¢ Flag Over Porch coil, die cutting omitted, (2915Ah), plate number strip of 6 with plate number 11111A, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, unpriced. 
Estimate $250 - 350

3181 HH

1996, 32¢ Flag Over Porch coil, die cutting omitted, (2915Ah), plate number strip of 6 with plate number 55555, o.g.,
never hinged; vertical crease between stamp 4 and 5, Very Fine, unpriced. 
Estimate $200 - 300
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3182

3182 HH

1995, 32¢ Flag Over Porch, imperf, (2916b), complete and unexploded, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
unpriced and rare. 
Estimate $350 - 500

3183 HHa

1995, 55¢ Alice Hamilton, imperf, (2940a), bottom left corner margin plate number B2 block of 16, transitional block
from the discovery sheet, one of two known plate number blocks! O.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine—and
a showpiece, 20 pairs reported. 
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3184

3184 HHa

1995, 32¢ Marilyn Monroe, imperf, (2967a), full pane of 20, o.g., never hinged (faint fingerprints on gum causing a light
disturbance), Very Fine, Norma Jeane at her best, 20+ panes reported. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

3185 HHa

1995, 32¢ Women’s Suffrage, imperf, (2980b), block of 16 with plate number and imprint, transitional plate strip, half
imperforate, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 20 pairs reported. Scott $3,000 as four pairs. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3186

3186 HHa

1995, 32¢ Christmas, imperf, (3007d), full pane of 50, o.g., never hinged (faint fingerprint on gum), Very Fine to
Extremely Fine, 75 + blocks reported. Scott $3,900 + as 12 blocks.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

3187 E

1995, Antique Cars, test essay, (3019-3023), o.g., never hinged, imperforate strip of five with text lighter and in different
locations from issued stamps; fresh and clean; light wrinkle in bottom “selvage”, Very Fine, only five exist, issued stamps
included for comparison; unlisted in Scott.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3188

3188 HH

1996, 32¢ Love, red omitted, (3030h), complete unexploded booklet, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,200.

Estimate $400 - 600

3189 HH

1997, 32¢ Rose, no die cutting, (3054a), plate number strip of 6 with plate number 5555, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3190

3190 HHa

1996, 32¢ Chinese New Year, Year of the Rat, imperf, (3060a), full pane of 20, o.g., never hinged (minor gum bends),
Very Fine, at least two panes reported. Scott $5,500 as ten pairs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3191 HHa

1996, 32¢ James Dean, imperf, (3082a), full pane of 20, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, 90+ panes
Estimate $400 - 600
believed to exist. Scott $1,250.
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3192

3192 HH

1998, 32¢ Madonna & Child, drastic colors shifted, (3244 var), complete unexploded booklet, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, striking. 
Estimate $200 - 300

3193 HH

1998 (33¢) Uncle Sam’s Hat coil, die cutting omitted, (3265a), plate number strip of 6 with plate number 1111, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

3194 HH

1998 (33¢) Uncle Sam’s Hat coil, black omitted, imperf, (3265d), pair, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with
massive margins, Very Fine, 20 stamps reported; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $675.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3195

3195 HH

1999, 33¢ Love Stamp, imperf, (3274c), booklet pane of 20, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, gotta love
this. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500

3196 HH

1999, 33¢ Flag & City coil, imperf, vertical shift, (3280b), electric eye bars along type, pair, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, a major error. 
Estimate $200 - 300

3197 HH

1999, 33¢ Flag & City coil, light blue & yellow omitted, (3281b), pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, 95 stamps
Estimate $200 - 300
reported. Scott $550.

3198 HH

2004, 23¢ Wilma Rudolph, imperforate, (3422a), vertical pair with top sheet margin, never hinged, Post Office fresh,
Extremely Fine. Listed but not priced by Scott. 
Estimate $250 - 350

3196
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3199

3200

3201

3199 HH

2007, 58¢ Margaret Chase, black (engr.) omitted, (3427b), corner top right margin single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
one pane reported. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

3200 HH

2001, 34¢ Statue of Liberty coil, die cutting omitted, (3466 var), o.g., never hinged, a Post Office fresh self-adhesive
coil pair, Very Fine, unlisted in Scott; with 2002 P.S.E. certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300

3201 HH

2001, 34¢ Statue of Liberty coil, die cut, imperf round corners, (3466 var), transitional strip with USPS paste-up, strip
of 3, o.g., never hinged, a Very Fine and rare item.
Estimate $200 - 300

3202 HH

2001, 34¢ Apple & Orange, black omitted, (3492c), complete and unexploded, right eight stamps without black “34
USA”, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3203

3203 HH

2001, 34¢ Apple & Orange, black omitted, (3492c), complete and unexploded, right eight stamps without black “34
USA”, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3204 HH

2001, 34¢ Love Rose, portion of red missing, (3497a), complete unexploded booklet, two vertical strips that have
portions of red missing, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine and striking, who said roses are red?
Estimate $200 - 300
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3205

3205 HHa

2001, 34¢ Lucille Ball, imperf, (3523a), full pane of 20, o.g., never hinged, unpriced as a pane of 20, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine, 7 panes reported. Scott $7,000 as ten pairs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3206 HHa

2002, 34¢ Winter Olympics, no die cutting, (3555c), bottom left block of 8 with plate number and part imprint, o.g.,
Estimate $500 - 750
never hinged, Very Fine, two panes reported. Scott $1,650.
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3207

3207 HH

2002 (37¢) Flag coil, imperf, (3622a), pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, 88 stamps reported in the initial discovery.

Estimate $250 - 350

3208 H

2002, 37¢ Love, silver missing on one stamp, (3657c), strip of 5 from booklet pane, transitional silver missing in
strip, appears that three are missing the silver; cover folded, 37¢ written in margin, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.

Estimate $400 - 600
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3209

3210

3209 Ha

2003, 37¢ Purple Heart, die cutting omitted, (3784Ae), left margin block of 8, Very Fine, only three panes reported.

Estimate $200 - 300

3210 Ha

2003, 37¢ Purple Heart, die cutting omitted, (3784Ae), left margin full pane of 20, Very Fine, only three panes reported;
with 2012 Sismondo certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750

3211 HH

2004, 37¢ Snowy Egret, no microprinting, die cutting omitted, (3830b), o.g., never hinged, a horizontal pair from the
center of the booklet pane, with “Peel here to fold” inscription in bottom selvage; absolutely pristine; horizontal crease
(from folding) just below the design, Very Fine, unpriced in Scott; with photocopy of 2005 A.P.S. certificate for pane,
these positions 7-8.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3212

3212 HH

2004, 37¢ Dr. Seuss, die cutting omitted, (3835a), top margin strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, two panes
reported. Scott $2,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3213 HHa

2005, 37¢ Chinese New Years, die cutting omitted on 3 stamps, (3895m), complete se-tenant sheet of 24, from shifted
die cutting, o.g., never hinged; two stamps removed from normal die-cut side, Very Fine, at least five panes believed to
Estimate $350 - 500
exist; with 2009 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,100.
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3214

3215

3214 HH

2008 (41¢) Liberty Bell “Forever”, medium microprinting, die cutting omitted, (4127k), complete unexploded
booklet both panes die cutting omitted, o.g., never hinged; folded in center, Very Fine, unpriced and rare; with 2011 A.P.S.
certificate calling it #4127e.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3215 HH

2009 (41¢) Liberty Bell “Forever”, medium microprinting, die cutting omitted, (4127k), complete unexploded
booklet, die cutting shift on the eight side booklet pane, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, unpriced and rare.

Estimate $500 - 750

3216 HH

2007, 26¢ Florida Panther, die cutting omitted, (4141a), pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Scott $500.

Estimate $200 - 300

3217 HH

2007, $4.60 Air Force One, black (engr.) omitted, (4144a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 50-60 reported. Scott
$225.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3218

3219

3218 HHa

2009, 44¢ multi Christmas, die cutting omitted, (4428e), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, unpriced.

Estimate $300 - 400

3219 HH

2010 (44¢) Blue Spruce, die cutting omitted, (4481d), complete unexploded booklet, on pane of 12, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

3220 HH

2012, 32¢ Aloha Shirts, die cutting omitted, (4601b), leader strip of 7, o.g., never hinged; a few vertical folds, Very Fine
a unique item which is unpriced, two rolls of 100 reported. 
Estimate $500 - 750

3221 HH

2012, 45¢ Flags, die cutting omitted, (4640b), plate number strip of 7 with plate number S22222, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, two rolls reported, unpriced as such.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3222

3222 HHa

2013 (46¢) Flag in Autumn, no horizontal slits, (4777 var), block of 8, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.

Estimate $250 - 350

3223 HHa

2016, 49¢ Love, die cutting omitted, (5036b), full pane of 20, from plate #B1111, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate and copy of Linn’s article.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3224 HH

2016, 49¢ Flag, Imperforate and missing black color, (5052 var), plate number strip of 8 with plate number B1111, far
left stamp with serpentine cut, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine a rare piece.
Estimate $500 - 750

3223

3224
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U.S. STAMPS
AIRMAIL

3225

3226

3225 HH/Ha

1918, 6¢ orange, (C1), top arrow block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (three stamps never hinged), excellent centering, nice
color, choice position piece, Extremely Fine. Scott $385 as singles.
Estimate $250 - 350

3226 HH/Ha

1918, 6¢ orange, (C1), top margin plate number 9155 block of 6 with arrow, o.g., only top center stamp lightly hinged
(others never hinged), fresh and clean, oxidation-free, Very Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500

3227 HH/Ha

1918, 16¢ green, (C2), centerline block of 4 with 2 extra stamps at left, o.g., four stamps never hinged (two top right stamps
lightly hinged), nicely centered, bold color, handsome position piece; light toning across top of top stamps, otherwise Very
Fine. Scott $600 as singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

3228 Ha

1918, 16¢ green, (C2), top margin plate number 8900 block of 6 with arrow, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never
hinged), immaculate and worthy of addition to the finest collection, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $900.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

3229 Ha

1918, 16¢ green, (C2), top margin plate number 8900 block of 6 with arrow, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never
hinged), deep rich color; a solid plate, Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3230

3231

3230 HH/Ha

1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue, (C3), block of 4, o.g., top left stamp previously hinged (others never hinged), a very
pretty block; sound, Very Fine. Scott $455.
Estimate $250 - 350

3231 HH/Ha

1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue, (C3), top margin arrow block of 4, o.g., top right stamp previously hinged (three stamps
never hinged), Post Office fresh with strong colors and perfectly framed plane, F.-V.F. Scott $455. Estimate $250 - 350

3232 HH/Ha

1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue, (C3), top margin double “TOP” plate number 8493-8492 block of 12, o.g., previously
hinged (8 stamps never hinged), in clean colors, the plane slightly fast; several light gum bends, F.-V.F. Scott $1,300 as
singles.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

3233 HHa

1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue, (C3 var), plate block of 12 with 2 numbers, arrow and two “TOP”, “HIGH FLYING
PLANE” variety, o.g., never hinged, rare multiple, scarce and attractive, fresh and bright, striking showpiece, Fine. Scott
$2,000+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3234

3234 HH/Ha

1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue, (C3), top margin double “TOP” plate number 8493-8492 block of 12, o.g., previously
hinged (eight stamps never hinged), wonderfully centered and fresh; five stamps with light gum creases, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,300 as singles.
Estimate $600 - 800

3235 HHa

1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue, (C3), top margin plate block of 55, “fast plane” vignette forward, o.g., never hinged
(minor gum creases and a few gum thins), bright freshness in colors and impression, F.-V.F., a lovely piece. Scott $7,590.

Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3236 H

1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue, “grounded plane” variety, (C3 var.), o.g., hinge remnant, this example “extremely
grounded”, perhaps, having never left the runway; one of the lowest of these popular misregistrations you’ll find; normal
stamp (never hinged but with gum voids) included for comparison; reperforated, Fine, if you need a taxi, look no further.

Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3237 m

1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue, low flying and almost “grounded plane” variety, (C3 var.), flawlessly centered
with bright colors, small faults; “our apologies, but this flight has been cancelled”, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a grand
example of this popular “position” piece.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3238

3239

3238 HHa

1923, 8¢ dark green, (C4), block of 12, o.g., never hinged, pristine block, vibrant color, superior overall centering,
wonderful as block or to break as singles, Extremely Fine. Scott $420 as singles.
Estimate $300 - 400

3239 HHa

1923, 8¢ dark green, (C4), block of 16, o.g., never hinged, a grand multiple, fresh and sound, and a boon to plater or
dealer alike, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $560.
Estimate $500 - 750

3240 H

1923, 16¢ dark blue, (C5), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), a great jumbo with razor-sharp detail
exquisitely centered; paper appears very lightly sunned, Extremely Fine to Superb, a s-e-x-y stamp! With 1990 P.F. and
2014 P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded XF-Sup 95J. Scott $60. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

3241 HHa

1923, 16¢ dark blue, (C5), block of 4, o.g., never hinged (right vertical pair light gum disturbance), Post Office fresh
with sharp detail and clean color, plus gradable margins, Extremely Fine; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $480.

Estimate $400 - 600
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3242

3243

3242 HHa

1923, 16¢ dark blue, (C5), block of 8, o.g., never hinged, brilliant white with bold blue color, immaculate gum, handsome
block, Very Fine overall. Scott $960.
Estimate $400 - 600

3243 HHa

1923, 16¢ dark blue, (C5), full wide left margin plate number 14830 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, simply breathtaking
with proof-like color and detail on pristine paper, Very Fine, a grand plate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3244 Ha

1923, 24¢ carmine, (C6), full wide left margin plate number 14841 block of 6, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never
hinged), in pulsating color sharply printed; fresh and sound, Very Fine. Scott $1,850.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

3245 Ha

1923, 24¢ carmine, (C6), full wide left margin plate number 14840 block of 6, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never
hinged), in deep color with razor-sharp detail; diagonal crease affecting positions 2 & 4; spot of discoloration at edge of
selvage, Fine. Scott $1,850.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3246

3247

3248

3246 HH

1930, Graf Zeppelin complete, (C13-C15), o.g., never hinged, tempting trio, each fresh and crisp, overall Very Fine set;
each with 2007/2008 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,640.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

3247 HH

1930, Graf Zeppelin complete, (C13-C15), #C14 with plate number 20087 at bottom, o.g., never hinged, clean with
great color, almost Very Fine set; each with 2008 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,640.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3248 HH

1930, Graf Zeppelin complete, (C13-C15), o.g., never hinged (natural gum wrinkles and bends), F.-V.F. set; each with
2007/2008 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,640.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3249 H

1930, Graf Zeppelin complete, (C13-C15), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), C13-C14 signed Richter,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,105.
Estimate $600 - 800

3250 H

1930, Graf Zeppelin complete, (C13-C15), o.g., previously hinged, overall Very Fine set. Scott $1,060.

Estimate $600 - 800

3251 H

1930, Graf Zeppelin complete, (C13-C15), o.g., lightly hinged (C15 touch of disturbance), F.-V.F. Scott $1,060.

Estimate $400 - 600

3249
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3252

3253

3254

3252 HH

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin, (C13), top margin plate number F20078 single, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh in all
respects, Extremely Fine, a lovely stamp. Scott $250.
Estimate $350 - 500

3253 HH

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin, (C13), o.g., never hinged, bright as the day it was printed, Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF 90. Scott $250. SMQ XF 90; $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

3254 HH

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin, (C13), o.g., never hinged, sharp detail and immense color depth, Extremely Fine; with 2008
P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $250. SMQ XF 90; $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

3255 HH

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin, (C13), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with sharp detail and strong color, Extremely Fine;
with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $250. SMQ XF 90; $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

3256 HH

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin, (C13), o.g., never hinged, in strong color on lily-white paper, Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF 90. Scott $250. SMQ XF 90; $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

3257 HH

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin, (C13), full bottom margin single with part arrow, o.g., never hinged (natural gum bends),
gorgeous stamp with incredible depth of color and proof-like detail, Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF 90. Scott $250. SMQ XF 90; $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

3258 HH

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin, (C13), o.g., never hinged, with gloriously intense color and sharp impression, fresh and clean,
Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $250. SMQ XF 90; $475.
Estimate $250 - 350

3259 H

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin, (C13), slightly disturbed o.g., a sensational looker, as close to perfect as they come, with strong
color and huge margins, a Superb jumbo, one of just two stamps at this lofty grade, with one higher, according to PSE’s
Population Report; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded Superb 98J. Scott $175. SMQ SUP 98J; $600.		

Estimate $250 - 350
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3260

3261

3260 HH/Ha

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin, (C13), right margin block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged at top, never hinged at bottom, nice position
piece with strong color, F.-V.F. Scott $830.
Estimate $400 - 600

3261 Ha

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin, (C13), block of 4 with plate number at bottom, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, vivid color, handsome
position block; some separations, F.-V.F. Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400

3262 HHa

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin, (C13), full wide left margin plate number 20079 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Post Office
fresh condition, with bright paper and strong color, F.-V.F. Scott $2,200.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

3263 HH

1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin, (C14), o.g., never hinged, in fresh color and clean; nicely centered for this tough Zeppelin,
Very Fine; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

3264 HH/Ha

1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin, (C14), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged at top, never hinged at bottom, clean-faced with
enticing color, Very Fine appearance. Scott $1,820.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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3265

3266

3267

3265 m

1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin, (C14), sound and clean, with strong color and flawless centering, Extremely Fine to Superb;
with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-Sup 95. Scott $350. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $850.
Estimate $500 - 750

3266 HH

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), o.g., never hinged, a gorgeous stamp with textbook color cleanly impressed; paper
fresh with well-balanced margins, Extremely Fine; with 2016 Crowe certificate graded 90 XF. Scott $925. SMQ XF 90;
$1,250.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

3267 HH

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), immaculate “Post Office fresh” o.g., never hinged, bright freshness of both color and
impression, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $925.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3268 HH

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), o.g., never hinged, in glowing color on immaculate paper, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $925. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3269 HH

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with strong color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $925. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3270 HH

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), top margin single, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with luxuriant color, nicely
centered on immaculate paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $925.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,050.

3271 HH

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), o.g., never hinged, crisply printed with cool color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
2011 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $925. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3272 HH

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), o.g., never hinged, pretty stamp with warm color on fresh paper, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $925. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3273 HH

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), o.g., never hinged, with immaculate paper sporting sharp lines of clean color, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $925. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,050.

Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3274

3275

3276

3274 HH

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), o.g., never hinged, bountiful color and detailed impression within nicely balanced
margins, Very Fine. Scott $925.
Estimate $500 - 750

3275 HH

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), o.g., never hinged, a lovely stamp with bold color and clean lines; gum wrinkle and
small gum skips, Very Fine. Scott $925.
Estimate $500 - 750

3276 HH

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $825.

3277 H

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), o.g., previously hinged, a princely Zeppelin, bold and solid, Very Fine. Scott $550.

Estimate $300 - 400

3278 HHa

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, crisply printed in inviting color, with balanced margins
of fresh paper, Choice Very Fine. Scott $3,700.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

3279 HHa

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), top margin plate number 20091 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with
great color on like-new paper; short gummed along top left stamp, normal gum bends, F.-V.F. Scott $8,000.

Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

3277
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3280

3280 HH/Ha

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), bottom margin plate number 20095 block of 6, pristine paper boasting magnificent
color; top left stamp internal crease ending in sealed tear, other five never hinged, Very Fine appearance, your chance for
the sine qua non of Airmail plates. Scott $5,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3281 HH/H

1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin, group of 183, (C18), wholesale investment stock on stockpages for easy access;
approximately 105 never hinged, 78 hinged (most lightly); some we counted as hinged have no evidence of having been
put into an album, but might have one gum void too many, some never hinged may have a gum skip too wide for you, but
this stock is sure to please, with several pairs and plate number singles mixed in; some with small faults, but generally
sound and clean; the perfect way to replenish your Baby Zepps, generally F.-V.F. Scott $11,385 (photo on web site).

Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

3282 HH

1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin, a century of “Centuries”, (C18), 101, actually, singles, pairs, strips and blocks; some
positionals, some with plate numbers, all sound and fresh; a great opportunity to restock this classic, o.g., never hinged.
Scott $7,575 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

3283 H

1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin, group of 250, (C18), advance your stock 25 millennia or 250 Centuries of Progress,
if you prefer; presented on stockpages for easy access; in addition to “plain old” singles, there are position pieces, plate
number singles, a few pairs, even a block; condition varies, but most fresh and sound offering you the chance to keep all
your clients happy, generally F.-V.F. Scott $11,250 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

3284 H

1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin, (C18), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), simple perfection, a Superb
gem, a Top of the Pop, PSE’s Population report listing just one “100” and one “100J”; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate
graded 100. Scott $45. SMQ Gem 100; $250.
Estimate $200 - 300

3285 HHa

1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin, 196 in blocks of four, (C18), so a total of 49 blocks, 11 of which with plate number; a
great opportunity to stock up on these ever-popular “Babies” and a chance to offer your clients some great deals; generally
fresh though we do note some toned, some of the plate-numbered blocks previously hinged in the ungummed selvage (but
not affecting the stamps); enough material here to please any level of clientele, o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott
$14,700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

3286 HHa

1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin, (C18), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, lovely crisp impression and bright rich color amidst
near-perfection, Extremely Fine to Superb, a true beauty that measures up. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3287

3287 HHa

1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin, (C18), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, fresh, large margins, top quality and
desirable wide top plate; minor gum skips, Extremely Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

3288 HHa

1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin, (C18), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright, very well-centered
example of this desirable plate, premium; minor gum skip and gum bends, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$600.
Estimate $350 - 500

3289 HHa

1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin, (C18), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, bright, vivid color, handsome block
of this popular stamp; minor gum skips, Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3290

3290 HHa

1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin, (C18), top margin full pane of 50 with plate number 21171, o.g., never hinged (a few
gum skips); perforation separations, still a solid Very Fine sheet. Scott $3,900 ++.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3291 HH

1938, 6¢ Eagle, “eagle in nest” shifted vignette into “POSTAGE”, (C23 var), major vignette shift, as outlined in May
1982 Airpost Journal, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with glowing colors, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

3292 HH

1938, 6¢ Eagle, (C23), ”GROUNDED EAGLE” displaced vignette variety, o.g., never hinged, striking variety, vignette
into bottom frame line, fresh and bright, well-centered, scarce and desirable specialist item, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.

Estimate $200 - 300
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3293

3293 H

1938, 6¢ Eagle, dramatic foldover, (C23 var), top right corner margin strip of 3, o.g., hinge remnants re-inforcing
separation, incredible error, Very Fine for this exhibition piece.
Estimate $250 - 350

3294 HHa

1938, 6¢ Eagle, (C23), top plate block of 4, radical misperforation, o.g., never hinged (gum skips), shifted 4mm to right,
striking appearance, scarce and desirable specialist item, premium position piece, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3295

3295 HH/Ha

1938, 6¢ Eagle, ultramarine & carmine color error, (C23c), full pane of 50 plate numbers 21912 and F21949,
o.g., stamp never hinged, hinged in selvage only, a few tiny natural gum skips and several natural gum bends and
wrinkles, Choice Very Fine, we do not know of any other panes that exist; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $11,620.

Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

3296 HH/Ha

1947, 15¢ New York Skyline, block with horizontal gutter, (C35 var), o.g., lightly hinged at top, never hinged
at bottom, Very Fine and very rare, Lady Liberty shining through; with 1993 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,300.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

3297 HH

1949, 6¢ carmine, major miscut showing electric eye, (C39a), booklet pane of 6, portions of adjoining stamps along
bottom showing full gutter between, o.g., never hinged (gum disturbance from interleaves), a Very Fine example of a
miscut pane.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3298

3298 H

1960, 7¢ carmine, imperf between, (C60b var), booklet pane of 6 with additional stamps along top, two portions of
vertical pairs imperforate-between, o.g., hinge remnants re-inforcing separations, a striking Very Fine showpiece.

Estimate $300 - 400

3299 HHa

1969, 10¢ Moon Landing, tagging omitted, (C76b), full pane of 32 with plate number 31374, positions 22, 23, 25, 26,
27, 29, 30 and 31 with traces of tagging and are Scott #C76, all others are the tagging omitted variety, a total of 24 stamps,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine and very rare, gotta land with this one, a great rarity of an iconic stamp; with 2009 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $13,200 ++.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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3300 HH

3300

3301

3302

1973, 11¢ Progress in Electronics, olive omitted, (C86c), o.g., never hinged, fresh and clean, with faint traces of
vermilion in the frame, Extremely Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

3301 HHa

1976, 31¢ Plane & Globes, major paper foldover, (C90 var), bottom right plate block of 4, with printing on reverse side,
o.g., never hinged, a stunning Very Fine showpiece.
Estimate $250 - 350

3302 HH

1988, 36¢ Sikorsky, red, dark blue & black (engraved) omitted, (C119a), o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh, Very
Estimate $600 - 800
Fine, only 20 reported, the sky’s the limit. Scott $1,250.

3303 HHa

1989, 45¢ U.P.U. Congress, light blue (engraved) omitted, (C125b), full pane of 40, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine, only 60-80 blocks reported, a wonderful rarity. Scott $5,000 as eight blocks. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3304

3305

3304 H

1885, 10¢ blue, (E1), o.g., previously hinged, fresh with lively color, much brighter than usual, and wonderfully
centered, Extremely Fine, a pretty showpiece; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $550. SMQ XF 90; $800.

Estimate $600 - 800

3305 Ha

1885, 10¢ blue, (E1), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, clean color and clear detail; each with tiny fault(s), bottom pair
also with natural crease, F.-V.F. appearance; with 2013 Weiss certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $350 - 500

3306 H

1888, 10¢ blue, (E2), bottom imprint and plate number strip of 4, o.g., hinged, very scarce multiple, bold vibrant color,
fantastic position piece; couple small thin spots, perforation separations, otherwise Fine. Scott $5,250.		

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3307 H

1893, 10¢ orange, (E3), full wide bottom margin plate number 552 single, o.g., very lightly hinged, a massive positional,
with warm color on fresh paper; extraneous line of printing ink in selvage, Very Fine to Extremely Fine jumbo; with 2000
P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3308

3309

3310

3308 HHa

1893, 10¢ orange, (E3), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright fresh color; light wrinkle on top left stamp, V.G. Scott
$2,600.
Estimate $300 - 400

3309 H

1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked, (E4), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Post Office fresh with exquisite
color and near-perfect centering; inclusion on reverse not mentioned on accompanying certificate, Extremely Fine; with
2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3310 H

1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked, (E4), part imprint single, small part o.g., rich color and vivid impression, huge margins
all around, striking appearance, Extremely Fine. Scott $850 as hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750

3311 H

3311

3312

3313

3314

1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked, (E4), o.g., previously hinged, Post Office fresh and sound, Very Fine; with 1999 P.F.
certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600

3312 HH

1902, 10¢ ultramarine, (E6), top margin single with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, vivid color,
large balanced margins, outstanding premium example suitable for a superior collection, Extremely Fine. Scott $500.

Estimate $500 - 750

3313 HH

1902, 10¢ dark ultramarine, (E6), o.g., never hinged, in bold color with sharp detail, F.-V.F., nice shade; with 2014 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500

3314 H

1902, 10¢ ultramarine, (E6), full wide top margin plate number 1773 single with part imprint, o.g., stamp with the barest
trace of hinge (appears never hinged), in clean color with crisp detail; paper fresh with well-balanced large margins; pencil
notes and light horizontal bend, Extremely Fine. Scott $230.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3315

3816

3315 HH

1908, 10¢ green, (E7), bottom plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, a gorgeous item, fresh with solid
color and clean detail; gum skips on left and right stamps, Very Fine. Scott $420.
Estimate $300 - 400

3316 Ha

1908, 10¢ green, (E7), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged in center, fresh, bold rich color, very attractive block, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

3317 HH/Ha

1908, 10¢ green, (E7), right imprint and plate number block of 6, o.g., top right stamp lightly hinged (others never
hinged), fresh and bright, rich color, handsome and desirable plate, F.-V.F. Scott $1,075.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3318

3319

3320

3318 HH

1911, 10¢ ultramarine, (E8), plate number single, o.g., never hinged, fresh, bold vivid color, large to huge margins all
around, eye-popping example; light natural gum bend, Extremely Fine. Scott $240.
Estimate $200 - 300

3319 H

1914, 10¢ ultramarine, (E9), o.g., previously hinged, as clean as they come, w crisp color and massive margins flawlessly
balanced, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2014 P.F. certificate graded XF-S 95J. Scott $190. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $485.

Estimate $350 - 500

3320 H

1914, 10¢ ultramarine, (E9), o.g., lightly hinged, a ginormous stamp in muscular color and razor-sharp detail, an
Extremely Fine jumbo, a special delivery indeed; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $190. SMQ XF 90J;
$305.
Estimate $200 - 300

3321 HHa

1914, 10¢ ultramarine, (E9), top block of 4 with plate number, o.g., never hinged (hinged in selvage), deep rich color,
marvelous centering and overall appearance, a choice position block, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,700 as singles.

Estimate $800 - 1,200

3322 HH/Ha

1914, 10¢ ultramarine, (E9), bottom margin plate number 5860 block of 6, a stunning plate in true day-one-fresh
condition; the left two stamps particularly choice; positions 1 and 2 previously hinged, others appear never hinged, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, a grand plate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3323

3324

3323 HH

1916, 10¢ pale ultramarine, (E10), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and bright with crisp detail, Very Fine, a big
stamp; with photocopy of 2015 P.F. certificate for block of four, this position 2. Scott $700.
Estimate $600 - 800

3324 H

1916, 10¢ pale ultramarine, (E10), top margin plate number single, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged)
(diagonal gum bend), exquisite Post Office fresh example with oversized margins, Extremely Fine, a gorgeous stamp.
Scott $320.
Estimate $400 - 600

3325 HH/Ha

1917, 10¢ ultramarine, (E11), bottom margin plate number 5520 block of 6 with imprint, with bright color and paper,
nicely centered; hinge remnant positions 2-3; two perforations in selvage reinforced at right and at top right, Very Fine, a
pretty plate; with 2010 Weiss certificate. Scott $725.
Estimate $300 - 400

3326 HH/Ha

1917, 10¢ gray violet, (E11b), top margin plate number F13818 block of 6, with mind-bogglingly clean color; crisply
printed and fresh; small natural gum disturbance position 3, all others never hinged, Very Fine, quite undervalued; with
1983 P.F. certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $300 - 400

3325

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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=

3327

3327 HH/Ha

1922, 10¢ gray violet, (E12), top margin plate number 17643 block of 6, o.g., center stamps lightly hinged (four stamps
never hinged), with inviting color and solid margins throughout; light perforation separations at bottom and reinforced
perforations at top, Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350

3328 HHa

1925, 15¢ deep orange, (E13), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, deep rich color; minor perforation
separations at top and light crease at top of center selvage, F.-V.F. Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500

3329 HHa

1925, 15¢ deep orange, (E13), bottom margin plate number 16835 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, nicely centered
(particularly the middle stamps) with clean color; some light gum bends, minor perforation separations at bottom, Very
Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3330

3330 Ha

1969, 45¢ carmine & violet blue, color shifts, (E22 var), plate block of 4, bottom stamps missing denominations, o.g.
(album adherence), an incredible Very Fine error.
Estimate $200 - 300

3331 HHa

Registration Exchange Label, ca. 1890s, New York, (FX-NY1a(i)(i)), with narrow Roman letter “R” 2.5 mm in width,
United states in 25.5 mm in length, full pane of 50, full o.g., never hinged; some perforation separations as one might
expect, Very Fine, these labels were used on Registered mail from New York to overseas destinations; with 2013 A.P.E.X.
certificate. Scott $2,500 as singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3332 HH

Registry, 1911, 10¢ ultramarine, (F1), o.g., never hinged, a tall stamp flawlessly centered in wondrous color on glowing
paper, an Extremely Fine jumbo; with 2003 P.F. and 2005 P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded XF 90J. Scott $160. SMQ
XF 90J; $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

3331

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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POSTAGE DUE

3333 E

3333

3334

3335

3336

1879, 1¢ A.B.N.C. “Unpaid Postage” essay, in dull blue, (J1-E1b), complete design, die on India, cut small, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

3334 E

1879, 1¢ A.B.N.C. “Unpaid Postage” essay, in gray black, (J1-E1b), complete design, die on India, cut small, Very
Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

3335 E

1879, 2¢ A.B.N.C. “Unpaid Postage” essay, in dull green, (J2-E1b), complete design, die on India, cut small; reduced,
small india paper flaws. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

3336 E

1879, 2¢ A.B.N.C. “Unpaid Postage” essay, in black, (J2-E1d), complete design, die sunk on white ivory paper,
Extremely Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400

3337 E

1879, 2¢ A.B.N.C. “Unpaid Postage” essay, in scarlet, (J2-E1d), complete design, die sunk on white ivory paper,
Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400

3338 E

1879, 3¢ A.B.N.C. “Unpaid Postage” essay, in dull brown and dull green, (J3-E1b), complete design, die on India, cut
small; small India flaws, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350

3339 S

1884, 1/2¢-50¢ complete, overprinted “Specimen”, (J15SD-J21SD), singles, o.g., previously hinged, a lovely selected
set that is uncommon; 50¢ small faults, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

3340 Ha

1884, 1¢ red brown, (J15), block of 4, o.g., very lightly hinged, Post Office fresh with intense color and clear detail, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3341

3342

3343

3341 H

1884, 30¢ red brown, (J20), o.g., previously hinged, fresh with large margins, clean color and superior centering, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $225.
Estimate $250 - 350

3342 HH

1884, 30¢ red brown, (J20), o.g., never hinged, pristine with razor-sharp impression, F.-V.F.; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate
graded F-VF 75. Scott $550. SMQ F-VF 75; $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

3343 H

1884, 50¢ red brown, (J21), o.g., previously hinged, clean and crisp in fresh color; reperforated at right, otherwise F.-V.F.;
with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $400 - 600

3344 P

1891, 1¢-50¢ complete, small die proofs, (J22P2-J28P2), ; few small faults, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 85 sets
produced. Scott $875.
Estimate $300 - 400

3345 HH

1891, 3¢ bright claret, (J24), o.g., never hinged, sensational stamp bordering on the jumbo, with exquisite color and
outstanding detail, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300

3344

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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3346

3347

3346 HHa

1891, 3¢ bright claret, (J24), bottom margin block of 4 with imprint, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with clarion
color exquisitely centered on pristine paper; top left stamp gum bend, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a great positional.
Scott $720.
Estimate $500 - 750

3347 HH/Ha

1891, 10¢ bright claret, (J26), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged on the top right stamp (three stamps never hinged), fresh
with bright color and perfect impression, F.-V.F., pretty; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,665.
Estimate $750 - 1,000



3348

3349

3350

EX 3351

3348 H

1891, 30¢ bright claret, (J27), o.g., previously hinged, clean and fresh with bright color, F.-V.F.; with 2001 P.F. certificate.
Scott $575.
Estimate $250 - 350

3349 HH

1891, 50¢ bright claret, (J28), o.g., never hinged, deeply printed in jaunty color; top left corner repaired (apparently after
its most recent certificate), F.-V.F. appearance; with 1990 and 2002 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,750.

Estimate $300 - 400

3350 H

1894, 1¢ vermilion, (J29), o.g., hinged, with brightly glowing color and proof-like detail; fresh and sound, Fine, a tough
stamp; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $400 - 600

3351 P

1894, 1¢-50¢ complete, large die proofs on India, (J31P1-J37P1), margin faults. Scott $1,155.
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3352

3352 HH/Ha

1894, 1¢ deep claret, (J31), bottom margin plate block of 20 with plate number 57 and imprint, o.g., mostly never hinged,
some stray red ink on four (affects plate); few selvage flaws, Fine+. Scott $3,450.
Estimate $500 - 750

3353 P

1894, 2¢ deep claret, plate proof on card, (J32P4), horizontal pair, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $400.

Estimate $150 - 200

3354 HH/Ha

1894, 2¢ deep claret, (J32), bottom margin plate block of 20 with plate number 159 and imprint, o.g., mostly never
hinged, F.-V.F., delightful and fresh. Scott $3,817.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3355 HH

1895, 30¢ pale rose, (J36b), o.g., never hinged, a lovely stamp in captivating color, with proof-like impression on
immaculate paper, Fine+; with 2020 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 400

3353

3354
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3356

3356 S

1895-97, 1¢-30¢, overprinted “Specimen”, (J38SE-J44SE), o.g., hinge remnants; 5¢ thin, F.-V.F. for this, very scarce.
Scott $510.
Estimate $150 - 200

3357 S

1895-97, 1¢-50¢ complete, overprinted “Universal Postal Congress”, (J38SO-J44SO), o.g., previously hinged; 2¢
straight edge, small faults on 50¢, F.-V.F. set. Scott $875.
Estimate $250 - 350

3358 HH/H

1895, 10¢ deep claret, dramatic pre printing paper fold, (J42 var), top margin strip of 4 with plate number 1633, portion
of right stamp on reverse side, o.g., stamps never hinged, hinged in selvage only, an incredible Very Fine showpiece.

Estimate $250 - 350
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3359

3360

3361

3359 HH

1895, 10¢ deep claret, (J42), bottom margin plate number 72 strip of 3 with imprint, o.g., never hinged, intense color and
crystal-clear detail; slight perforation separations at bottom, Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $250 - 350

3360 HH

1897, 30¢ deep claret, (J43), o.g., never hinged, in immaculate color on fresh paper; reperforated at right, Very Fine
appearance; with 2013 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $300 - 400

3361 HH

1914, 1¢ carmine lake, (J52), o.g., never hinged, in pulsating color with immaculate impression; fresh and a real eyecatcher, Extremely Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $220.
Estimate $250 - 350

3362 HHa

1914, 1¢ carmine lake, (J52), block of 12, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Fine. Scott $2,640 (photo on web site).

Estimate $400 - 600

3363 HH

1914, 30¢ carmine lake, (J57), left margin plate number 5526 single, o.g., never hinged, an immaculate stamp, flawlessly
printed and with massive margins, Superb; with 1989 and 2001 P.F. certificates. Scott $525.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3364 HH

1914, 30¢ carmine lake, (J57), o.g., never hinged, cleanly printed in regal color; fresh, nearly Very Fine; with 2016 P.F.
certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350

3365 HH

1916, 1¢ rose, (J59), o.g., never hinged, clean, bright color and sharp detail; paper fresh and sound, F.-V.F. for this; with
2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $9,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

3366 H

1916, 1¢ rose, (J59), o.g., previously hinged, with wonderful color and sharp detail; fresh; small corner crease at bottom
right, otherwise Very Fine; with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3367 H

1916, 1¢ rose, (J59), o.g., lightly hinged, crisp and bright, fresh and sound, Fine for this; with 2000 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$4,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3363
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3368 ma

3368

3369

3370

3371

1916, 1¢ rose, (J59), block of 4, brightly colored and cleanly papered; manuscript cancels removed; top left stamp with a
thin, F.-V.F., a tough stamp, even tougher as a multiple; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3369 HH

1916, 2¢ rose, (J60), o.g., never hinged, a gorgeous example with soft color showing off the design to full advantage, Very
Fine; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $625.
Estimate $400 - 600

3370 HHa

1916, 2¢ rose, (J60), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with strong color and clean detail, F.-V.F.; with 2020
Crowe certificate. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3371 HHa

1917, 2¢ carmine rose, (J62), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, very well-centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $43.

Estimate $150 - 200

3372 HH/H

1917, 5¢ carmine, pre printing paper fold, (J64), top left corner margin pair, o.g., stamp never hinged, hinged in selvage
only, a Very Fine scintillating example of a foldover.
Estimate $200 - 300

3373 HH

1917, 30¢ deep claret, (J66a), top margin plate number 5537 single with star, o.g., never hinged, an exquisite stamp,
crisp, clean and with boardwalk margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $220.
Estimate $250 - 350


3374 HHa
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3372

3373

3374

1930, 10¢ carmine, (J74), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, in clear, bright color on like-new paper, F.-V.F. Scott $380.

Estimate $200 - 300
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3375

3376

3375 HHa

1930, 10¢ carmine, (J74), vertical block of 6, o.g., never hinged, fresh with warm, enticing color, Very Fine; with 2014
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $570 as singles.
Estimate $300 - 400

3376 HH/Ha

1930, 10¢ carmine, (J74), top margin plate number 20235 block of 6, crisp and fresh; all but two bottom right stamps
lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400

3377 HHa

1930, 50¢ carmine, (J76), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, clean and solid, the right stamps particularly nice; natural gum
skips, F.-V.F.; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3378

3379

3380

3378 HH

1959 (6¢) carmine rose & black, denomination omitted, (J94a), in strip of three with normal, lovely transitional
strip with middle stamp displaying a lighter printing, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, 20 pairs reported. Scott $700+.

Estimate $350 - 500

3379 HH

1959, 7¢ carmine rose & black, dull gum, (J95), left margin single, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and bright, Very
Fine, a remarkably tough modern variety. Scott $550.
Estimate $250 - 350

3380 HH

1959, 10¢ carmine rose & black, wide spacing, (J97 var), top margin pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, listed but
unpriced. 
Estimate $200 - 300

3381 HHa

1959, $1 carmine rose & black, dull gum, vignette shift, (J100 var), plate blocks of 4, six plate blocks, each displaying
a different vignette shift, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, an excellent specialist’s lot. 
Estimate $200 - 300
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OFFICES IN CHINA

3382

3383

3382 HH

1919, 12¢ on 6¢ red orange, (K6), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with glowing color on immaculate paper,
Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 90. Scott $210. SMQ XF 90; $500.
Estimate $350 - 500

3383 Ha

1919, 12¢ on 6¢ red orange, (K6), full top margin plate number 13374 block of 6, slightly tropicalized o.g., a pretty
plate with outstanding centering and generally fresh color (some oxidation left and right), still Very Fine. Scott $800.

Estimate $400 - 600

3384 HH/Ha

1919, 14¢ on 7¢ black, (K7), top margin plate number 8898 block of 6, fresh with sharp detail and strong color; bottom
middle stamp never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, nice. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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3385 H

3385

3386

3387

3388

1919, 20¢ on 10¢ orange yellow, (K10), o.g., very lightly hinged, a stunner with bold color and immaculate paper and
centering, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-Sup 95. Scott $55. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $160
.
Estimate $150 - 200

3386 H

1919, 24¢ on 12¢ brown carmine, (K11), o.g., lightly hinged, Post Office fresh with deep color, Extremely Fine; with
2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $190. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $215.
Estimate $150 - 200

3387 HHa

1919, 24¢ on 12¢ brown carmine, (K11), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., stamps never hinged, large hinge reinforcement
along selvage, crisp and clean with luxuriant color; small gum skips; natural inclusion on lower left stamp, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,140.
Estimate $400 - 600

3388 H

1919, 30¢ on 15¢ gray, (K12), o.g., lightly hinged, great quality item, with flawless everything, Extremely Fine to Superb,
surely a top grader; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $200. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

3389 HH/Ha

1919, 40¢ on 20¢ deep ultramarine, (K13), right margin plate number 6938 block of 6, o.g., barest trace of hinge
(appears never hinged) on two (four stamps never hinged), with inviting color and a solid overprint; paper lightly toned;
natural gum crease; position 6 short gummed to margin, F.-V.F. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $600 - 800
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3390

3391

3392

3390 H

1919, 60¢ on 30¢ orange red, (K14), o.g., lightly hinged, immaculate with deep color and large margins with near-perfect
centering, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $260. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $400.

Estimate $300 - 400

3391 HH

1919, 60¢ on 30¢ orange red, (K14), o.g., never hinged, pretty stamp with intense color and perfect centering, Extremely
Fine; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $260. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

3392 HH/Ha

1919, 60¢ on 30¢ orange red, (K14), bottom margin plate block of 6, fresh and bright with strong overprint; hinged
positions 1-4 and 3-6, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $400 - 600

3393 HH/Ha

1919, 60¢ on 30¢ orange red, (K14), bottom margin plate number 6924 block of 6, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears
never hinged) on three (three stamps never hinged), dense color on fresh paper; perforations absolutely solid, F.-V.F.,
pretty. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $350 - 500

3394 H

1919, $1 on 50¢ light violet, (K15), o.g., lightly hinged, clean and bright on crisp white paper, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $550. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3393
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3395

3396

3397

3398

3395 Ha

1919, $1 on 50¢ light violet, (K15), top margin plate number 7049 block of 6, tropicalized o.g. (tissue paper adherence),
with intense, regal color on fresh paper; interesting overprint plate flaw above “A” on each of the bottom stamps; top right
stamp with small margin faults at left, Fine, your chance for an exceedingly difficult plate; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott
$17,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3396 H

1919, $2 on $1 violet brown, (K16), o.g., lightly hinged, sharp and bright; margins nicely balanced; overprint shifted to
top, Very Fine, a pretty stamp; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $425. SMQ VF 80; $450.
Estimate $350 - 500

3397 H

1919, $2 on $1 violet brown, (K16), o.g., lightly hinged, a magnificent stamp, Post Office fresh with proof-like color and
detail, perfectly centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a top-tier stamp; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $425. SMQ
VF-XF 85; $525.
Estimate $350 - 500

3398 H

1919, $2 on $1 violet brown, surcharge shifted, (K16 var), a captivating variety, with surcharge shifted upward and
thus split, half of “Shanghai” appearing at top and bottom of the stamp, o.g., previously hinged, nearly Fine. Scott $425.

Estimate $250 - 350

3399 HHa

1922, 2¢ on 1¢ green, (K17), top margin plate number F11729 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and bright;
top stamps short-gummed, two bottom stamps light trace of disturbance, truly trivial, Fine. Scott $1,750.

Estimate $350 - 500
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3400 HH/Ha

3400

1922, 4¢ on 2¢ carmine, (K18), full wide right margin plate number 13129 block of 6, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears
never hinged) on two (four stamps never hinged), fresh with deep color and solid overprint; natural diagonal gum crease
across top two stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $800.
Estimate $350 - 500

OFFICIALS

3401 Ha

3401

Agriculture Dept., 1873, 1¢ yellow, (O1), block of 4, o.g., hinged, in eye-popping color deeply printed; scissors-cut
perforations at bottom, F.-V.F.+, multiples are scarce; with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,250. Estimate $350 - 500
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EX 3402

3402 P

Agriculture Dept., 1873, 1¢-30¢ complete, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (O1TC4a-O9TC4e), all five
colors, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,783.
Estimate $600 - 800

3403 P

Agriculture Dept., 1873, 1¢-30¢ in black, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, complete set, (O1TC4aO9TC4a), Extremely Fine. Scott $387.
Estimate $200 - 300

3404 P

Agriculture Dept., 1873, 1¢-30¢ in blue, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, complete set, (O1TC4e-O9TC4b),
Extremely Fine. Scott $333.
Estimate $150 - 200

3403

3404

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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3405

3405 P

Agriculture Dept., 1873, 1¢-30¢ in brown, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, complete set, (O1TC4cO9TC4c), Extremely Fine. Scott $333.
Estimate $150 - 200

3406 P

Agriculture Dept., 1873, 1¢-30¢ in scarlet, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, complete set, (O1TC4bO9TC4b), Extremely Fine. Scott $333.
Estimate $150 - 200

3407 P

Officials, 1873 issues complete, large die proofs, (O1P1-O93P1), all on matching 21/2” x 3” India (except #O68-O71 a
bit smaller), some card mounted; a few flaws as one would expect, Very Fine, a tough set to assemble. Scott $7,760 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3408 P

Officials, 1873 issues complete, plate proofs on India, (O1P3-O93P3), some premium quality; a few with faults, F.-V.F.
or better, India sets much scarcer than card proofs. Scott $1,675 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

3409 P

Officials, 1873 issues complete, plate proofs on card, (O1P4-O93P4), Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,036 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

3406
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3410

3411

3412

3413

3410 P

Agriculture Dept., 1873, 3¢ deep green, trial color large die proof, (O3TC1af), Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$500.
Estimate $200 - 300

3411 H

Agriculture Dept., 1873, 6¢ yellow, (O4), o.g., previously hinged, remarkably fresh with pulsating color, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $250 - 350

3412 H

Agriculture Dept., 1873, 12¢ yellow, (O6), o.g., previously hinged, in deep color verging on orange, wonderfully centered
on fresh paper with tall margins; pulled perforation at right not mentioned on accompanying certificate, still Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 199 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

3413 H

Agriculture Dept., 1873, 15¢ yellow, (O7), part o.g., exquisitely centered; light overall oxidation, otherwise Extremely
Fine; with 2013 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350

3414 Ha

Agriculture Dept., 1873, 30¢ yellow, (O9), block of 4, o.g., hinged, with intense color; light oxidation, Fine; with 2020
Crowe certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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EX 3415

3415 P

Executive Dept., 1873, 1¢-10¢ complete, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (O10TC4a-O14TC4e), all five
colors, a Very Fine set. Scott $955.
Estimate $300 - 400

3416 Pa

Executive Dept., 1873, 2¢ brown carmine, trial color plate proof on card, (O11TC4a), block of 4, Extremely Fine.
Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

3417 H

Executive Dept., 1873, 10¢ carmine, (O14), o.g., previously hinged, with exceptional color depth and crystal-clear
impression; fresh and sound, F.-V.F.; with 1994 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

3418 HH/Ha

Interior Dept., 1873, 1¢ vermilion, (O15), right margin horizontal block of 24, with intense color and crisp detail, 19
never hinged; selvage and right column of stamps stained; minor perforation separations, gum ceases/bends, Fine+. Scott
$3,580 as singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

3419 P

Interior Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ in brown, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (O15TC4c-O24TC4c), Very Fine
to Extremely Fine. Scott $370.
Estimate $150 - 200

3416
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3420

3420 P

Interior Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ in blue, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (O15TC4e-O24TC4e), Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $370.
Estimate $150 - 200

3421 P

Interior Dept., 1873, 2¢ deep brown, trial color large die proof, (O16TC1af), Extremely Fine. Scott $500.

Estimate $250 - 350

3422 HHa

Interior Dept., 1873, 2¢ vermilion, (O16), full pane of 100, impressive sheet with brilliant color and impression, both
plate blocks are in immaculate quality, small piece of selvage missing at lower right and some insignificant perforation
separations as one would expect of this item, a wonderful example of a scarce sheet, o.g., never hinged, overall Very Fine.
Scott $16,500 ++ (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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3423

3423 H

Interior Dept., 1873, 90¢ vermilion, (O24), o.g., previously hinged, a giant stamp with massive side margins of
immaculate white, the design cleanly printed in a most captivating shade, Extremely Fine, an Interior to park in your
collection; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $350 - 500

3424 P

Justice Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, small die proofs, (O25P2-O34P2), a few small faults, otherwise Very Fine. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

3425 P

Justice Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ in scarlet, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (O25TC4b-O34TC4b), Very Fine
to Extremely Fine. Scott $370.
Estimate $150 - 200

3424
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3426

3426 P

Justice Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ in brown, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (O25TC4c-O34TC4c), Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $370.
Estimate $150 - 200

3427 P

Navy Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ in black, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (O35TC4a-O45TC4a), Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $430.
Estimate $200 - 300

3428 P

Navy Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ in blue, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (O35TC4e-O45TC4e), Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $370.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3429

3429 P

Navy Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ in scarlet, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (O35TC4b-O45TC4b), Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $370.
Estimate $150 - 200

3430 P

Navy Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ in scarlet, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (O35TC4b-O45TC4b), Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $370.
Estimate $150 - 200

3431 P

Navy Dept., 1873, 2¢ black, trial color large die proof, (O36TC1ae), Extremely Fine. Scott $500.

Estimate $200 - 300

3430
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3432

3433

3434

3432 H

Navy Dept., 1873, 10¢ dull blue, (O40a), o.g., previously hinged, incredibly fresh with the most appealing color
possible, Very Fine+, a much scarcer variety than the catalog indicates; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $225.

Estimate $250 - 350

3433 H

Navy Dept., 1873, 90¢ ultramarine, (O45), o.g., previously hinged, in clean color on bright white paper, F.-V.F.; with
1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $350 - 500

3434 P

Post Office Dept., 1873, 24¢ black, die proof on yellowish wove, (O54P1 var), Very Fine to Extremely Fine.

Estimate $250 - 350

3435 HHa

Post Office Dept., 1873, 90¢ black, (O56), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with color that jumps off the
paper, Fine, an uncommon high-value multiple, completely sound; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $2,000.

Estimate $400 - 600

3436 H/(H)

State Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ values, (O57-O67), facially fresh with some interesting shades; gum ranges from hinged to
hinge remnants to part o.g.; 15¢ & 24¢ no gum, 30¢ regummed, a few small faults, generally F.-V.F., a presentable and
diplomatic group. Scott $3,695 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3437

3437 P

State Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ in scarlet, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (O57TC4b-O67TC4b), Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $407.
Estimate $150 - 200

3438 P

State Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ in green, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (O57TC4d-O67TC4d), Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $407.
Estimate $150 - 200

3439 H

State Dept., 1873, 24¢ dark green, (O65), o.g., previously hinged, in verdant, deep color cleanly printed with proof-like
detail, nearly Very Fine; with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $250 - 350

3440 H

State Dept., 1873, 30¢ dark green, (O66), o.g., previously hinged, immaculately printed in pristine color with prooflike detail; completely fresh and sound, one of the prettiest you’ll find, Very Fine, appears under-graded; with 2007 P.F.
certificate graded VF 80. Scott $525. SMQ VF 80; $525.
Estimate $400 - 500

3441 H

State Dept., 1873, 90¢ dark green, (O67), disturbed o.g., a magnificent stamp with deep color, razor-sharp impression
and flawless margins; reperforated at left, Extremely Fine appearance, simply gorgeous; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$1,050.
Estimate $300 - 400

3438
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3442 H

3442

3443

3444

3445

3446

State Dept., 1873, $2 green & black, (O68), large part o.g., hinge remnants, pretty color and clean printing; 4mm tear at
upper left, F.-V.F. appearance; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $350 - 500

3443 m

State Dept., 1873, $2 green & black, (O68), blue double-oval Department of State favor cancel, great positional, cleanly
printed with outstanding color plus partial imprint capture at top left, V.G.-Fine, a neat misperforation, quite Stately; with
2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3444 m

State Dept., 1873, $2 green & black, (O68), solidly printed on fresh paper, nice 1888 “New York, U.S.A.” double-oval
cancel; tear at bottom right, other small faults, F.-V.F. appearance; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $3,000.

Estimate $500 - 750

3445 m

State Dept., 1873, $2 green & black, (O68), position 10, with characteristic plate scratches at lower right, along with
clear color and a light cork cancel; small sealed tear at left center; a couple short perforations, Fine appearance, an alwayspopular item; with 2017 Crowe certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

3446 m

State Dept., 1873, $5 green & black, (O69), with sublime color and a light if somewhat messy cancel; reperforated
at right and bottom; perforation added at lower right just above “U.S.A.”; traces of a manuscript cancel at left, Fine
appearance; with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $13,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3447 H/(H)

Treasury Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, (O72-O82), pretty group with color from light to dark, all clearly printed; 10¢,
15¢ & 30¢ no gum, a few small faults, generally F.-V.F., Treasuries that won’t break the bank. Scott $2,705 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750

3448 P

Treasury Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ in black, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (O72TC4a-O82TC4a), Very Fine
to Extremely Fine. Scott $473.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3449

3449 P

Treasury Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ in brown, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (O72TC4c-O82TC4c), Very Fine
to Extremely Fine. Scott $407.
Estimate $150 - 200

3450 P

Treasury Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ in green, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (O72TC4d-O82TC4d), Very Fine
to Extremely Fine. Scott $407.
Estimate $150 - 200

3451 P

Treasury Dept., 1873, 2¢ black, trial color large die proof, (O73TC1ae), Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $500.

Estimate $200 - 300
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3452 H

3452

3453

3454

Treasury Dept., 1873, 90¢ brown, (O82), o.g., previously hinged, Post Office fresh with grand color and clear detail,
Very Fine; with 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

3453 H

Treasury Dept., 1873, 90¢ brown, (O82), horizontal pair, o.g. (slightly disturbed), previously hinged, fresh with enticing
color; small hinge remnant at top center, Fine, a scarce multiple, especially mint; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $950.

Estimate $300 - 400

3454 (H)

Treasury Dept., 1873, 90¢ brown, (O82), strip of 3, unused without gum, a bold trio with intense color and clean
impression; minor perforation separations between right and center stamp, light creases on right stamp, otherwise Very
Fine. Scott $480.
Estimate $250 - 350

3455 P

War Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (O83TC4a-O93TC4e), all five colors,
a Very Fine set. Scott $2,254.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3456 P

War Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ in green, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (O83TC4d-O93TC4d), Very Fine. Scott
$407.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3457

3457 P

War Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, small die proofs, (O83P2-O93P2), still on original Roosevelt page, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

3458 Ha

War Dept., 1873, 15¢ rose, (O90), horizontal block of 18, slightly disturbed o.g., fresh with solid color, Fine, an
uncommon large multiple. Scott $1,530.
Estimate $350 - 500

3459 H

War Dept., 1873, 24¢ rose, (O91), top margin strip of 5 with plate number and imprint, disturbed o.g., printed in warm
color, the stamps incredibly tall, capturing part of the plate number in positions 4 & 5; paper toned, selvage separations
hinge-reinforced, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $425 as singles.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3460 S

3460

3461

3462

3463

3464

Justice Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 10¢ purple, overprinted “Specimen”, (O29SD), without gum as issued, bright
pastel color, very rare; reperforated at right, otherwise Fine, only 163 sold. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $350 - 500

3461 S

Justice Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 12¢ purple, overprinted “Specimen”, (O30SD), without gum as issued, deep
color, very rare; reperforated at right, otherwise Fine, only 154 sold. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400

3462 S

Justice Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 15¢ purple, overprinted “Specimen”, (O31SD), without gum as issued, lovely
bright pastel color, very rare; reperforated at right, otherwise Fine, only 157 sold. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400

3463 S

Justice Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 24¢ purple, overprinted “Specimen”, (O32SD), without gum as issued, very
rare; usual scissors-clipped perforations as you typically find with Special Printings, with partial complete perforations at
right and bottom, partial perforations at left and completely clipped perforations at top, V.G.-Fine, only 150 sold. Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400

3464 S

Justice Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 90¢ purple, overprinted “Specimen”, (O34SD), without gum as issued, very
rare; usual scissors-separated perforations as you typically find with Special Printings, with clipped perforations at top,
V.G., only 152 sold. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400

3465 S

State Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 10¢ bluish green, overprinted “Specimen”, (O62SD), without gum as issued, fresh
and sound, with lovely centering, Very Fine, only 346 sold. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400

3466 S

State Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 12¢ bluish green, overprinted “Specimen”, (O63SD), without gum as issued,
cleanly colored with solid detail; typical scissors-clipped perforations at bottom and right as typically seen with many
Special Printing issues, tiny hinge thin speck, otherwise F.-V.F., only 280 sold. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

3467 S

War Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 30¢ deep rose, overprinted “Specimen”, (O92SD), without gum as issued, with
sweet color and clean detail; small surface scuff below eye, otherwise F.-V.F., only 104 sold. Scott $1,400.

Estimate $400 - 600

3468 (H)

Agriculture Dept., 1879, 1¢ yellow, (O94), without gum as issued, pretty color and sound; reperforated which is not
noted on accompanying certificate, Fine+; with 1997 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $5,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3469

3470

3471

3469 H

Treasury Dept., 1879, 30¢ brown, (O112), o.g., previously hinged, clean color and crystal-clear engraving; fresh, Fine;
with 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,400.
Estimate $400 - 600

3470 (H)

Treasury Dept., 1879, 90¢ brown, (O113), unused without gum, a show-stopper, with precision printing and luxuriant
color, plus the largest margin you could hope for (the other three perfectly balanced); thin at Perry’s chin, reperforated,
Very Fine or better appearance, take note of this Treasury. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3471 (H)

Treasury Dept., 1879, 90¢ brown, (O113), unused without gum, cleanly printed in rich color; fresh, Fine; with 2002 P.F.
certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

3472 HHa

Postal Savings Official, 1911, 50¢ dark green, (O122), top margin plate number 5614 block of 6 with imprint and star,
o.g., never hinged, a plate with razzle-dazzle: Post Office fresh with commanding color and razor-sharp detail; normal
staple holes in margin, F.-V.F., an attention-grabber for sure. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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3473

3474

3473 HH

Official Mail, 1983, 20¢ coil, imperf, (O135a), pair, o.g., never hinged, pristine mint, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.

Estimate $350 - 500

3474 HH

Official Mail, 1988, 25¢ coil, imperf, (O141a), pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, 40-50 pairs
reported. Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400

3475 H

Registry Seal, 1872, green, printed on both sides, back inverted, (OXF1e), Official Seal - Registry, 1872, green,
printed on both sides, back inverted (Scott OXF1e), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), bright and clean, the
face wonderfully sharp, the back clear, Very Fine, with 2002 P.F. certificate stating “never hinged”., o.g., lightly hinged,
fresh and cleanly printed; pre-gumming paper wrinkle resulting in small gum void, Very Fine. Scott $400.

Estimate $250 - 350

3476 P

Post Office Seal, 1900, red brown, hybrid die proof sunk on card, (OX11P1), as listing indicates, Very Fine. Scott
$750.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3477

3478

3477 H

Post Office Seal, 1900, orange brown, proof, (OX11cP1H var), on “rough surface” art paper, the die cut to shape
and affixed to sunken card; with wonderful color; proof with a surface scrape and large tears, Very Fine appearance, an
uncommon offering from the Proofs section of Scott; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400

3478 HH

Post Office Seal, 1907, blue, printed on both sides, (OX13f), o.g., never hinged, second impression printed prior to the
Seal being gummed; both impressions sharp and inverted to one another, F.-V.F., unpriced in Scott. Estimate $300 - 400

NEWSPAPER STAMPS

3479

3480

3479 (H)

1865, 5¢ light blue, (PR1a), without gum as issued, lovely color, fresh paper and completely sound; light vertical stains
at center from prior affixing, reperforated, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $350 - 500

3480 (H)

1865, 5¢ light blue, (PR1a), without gum as issued, fresh with clear color and detail; several nibbed perforations at left,
plus a manuscript note (from 1878!) on reverse, Very Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3481

EX 3482

3481 (H)

1865, 10¢ blue green, (PR2), without gum as issued, an immaculate stamp with intense color, exceptional centering
(especially for these), and not a hint of the creases, faulty perforations or tears so often found, Extremely Fine, just a grand
item; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $400 - 600

3482 P

1865, 5¢ in all 4 colors, trial color plate proofs on wove, (PR4TC5a-PR4tc5d), a few small faults, Very Fine, much
scarcer than the catalog indicates. 
Estimate $150 - 200

3483 (H)

1875 Special Printing, 12¢ pale rose, (PR40), without gum as issued, fresh with bright color, F.-V.F., 1,313 sold; with
2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $600 - 800

3484 S

1879, 2¢-$60 complete, overprinted “Specimen”, (PR57SE-PR79SE), o.g., hinge remnants; a few flaws as one might
expect, mostly F.-V.F. or better. Scott $2,875.
Estimate $500 - 750

3485 HH

1879, 2¢ black, (PR57 var), 1894 Colman Special Printing, o.g., never hinged, fresh with strong color, F.-V.F.; with 2012
P.S.A.G. certificate.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3486

3487

3488

3489

3486 HH

1879, 4¢ black, (PR59 var), 1894 Special Printing, so-called “Colman” special printing, a privately perforated imperforate
American Bank Note Company special printing; noted in Luff’s Postage Stamps of the United States, o.g., never hinged,
Post Office fresh on lily-white paper with rich color and clean detail, F.-V.F.; with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate.

Estimate $250 - 350

3487 HH

1879, 8¢ black, so-called “Colman” special printing, (PR61 var), privately perforated imperforate American Bank
Note Company special printing; noted in Luff’s Postage Stamps of the United States, o.g., never hinged, with deep rich
color wonderfully centered; fresh and bright, Very Fine; with 2012 P.S.A.G. certificate.
Estimate $250 - 350

3488 HH

1879, 10¢ black, (PR62 var), special 1894 American Bank Note Company printing for the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing, so-called “Colman” Special Printing, privately perforated, o.g., never hinged, clean with sharp detail, F.-V.F.;
with 2012 P.S.A.G. certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300

3489 HH

1879, 60¢ red, (PR67 var), 1894 “Colman” Special Printing, privately perforated, o.g., never hinged, pretty color on fresh
paper; stain at lower right, F.-V.F.; with 2012 P.S.A.G. certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300

3490 H

1879, $3 red vermilion, (PR72 var), Special 1894 American Bank Note Company printing for the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing, the so-called “Colman” Special Printing, privately perforated, with glowing color on fresh paper, Fine, only
46 known; with 2012 P.S.A.G. certificate.
Estimate $350 - 500

3491 HH

1879, $9 orange, (PR74 var), Special 1894 American Bank Note Company printing for the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing, o.g., never hinged, pretty color on fresh paper; small stain at lower right, F.-V.F., 46 known; with 2012 P.S.A.G.
certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400

3492 (H)

1883 Special Printing, 2¢ intense black, (PR80), without gum as issued, fresh mint and sound, F.-V.F.; with 2009 Weiss
certificate. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $500 - 750

3493 HH

1885, 12¢ carmine, (PR82 var), Special Printing privately perforated, o.g., never hinged, fresh with deep color on
pristine paper, nearly Very Fine; with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3494

3495

3496

3497

3494 H

1885, 24¢ carmine, (PR83 var), Special Printing, privately perforated, o.g., previously hinged, in alluring color on
immaculate paper, F.-V.F., a scarce item; with 2000 A.P.S. certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400

3495 H

1885, 36¢ carmine, (PR84 var), Special Printing, privately perforated, o.g., previously hinged, fresh with deep color and
strong detail, F.-V.F., only 46 known; with 1991 P.S.E. and 2000 A.P.S. certificates.
Estimate $300 - 400

3496 HH

1885, 48¢ carmine, (PR85 var), special 1894 American Bank Note Company printing for the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing, o.g., never hinged, a lovely example with rich color and immaculate paper, nearly Very Fine; with 2011 P.S.A.G.
certificate.
Estimate $250 - 350

3497 HH

1885, 72¢ carmine, (PR87 var), special 1894 American Bank Note Company printing for the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, F.-V.F.; with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate.
Estimate $250 - 350

3498 H

1885, 96¢ carmine, (PR89 var), 1894 American Bank Note Company special printing, privately perforated, o.g.,
previously hinged, with remarkable color on like-new paper, Very Fine, only 46 known; with 2007 P.F. certificate.

Estimate $350 - 500

3499 H

1885, 96¢ carmine, (PR89), o.g., hinged, with profound color on immaculate paper; reperforated at top, F.-V.F. appearance;
with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300

3500 HH

1894, 1¢ intense black, (PR90), o.g., never hinged, a gorgeous stamp with alluring color and wonderful centering, Very
Fine; with 2012 Weiss certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3501 HH

1894, 4¢ intense black, (PR92), o.g., never hinged, in crisp color with clean lines; fresh and sound, F.-V.F.; with photocopy
of 2004 P.F. certificate for block of four, this position 3. Scott $1,275.
Estimate $400 - 600

3502 HH

1894, 4¢ intense black, (PR92), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, clean with sharp lines; natural gum wrinkle at top of
left stamp, V.G.-Fine; with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $2,550 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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3503

3504

3503 HH

1895, 1¢ black, (PR102), left margin single, o.g., never hinged, a divine jumbo, Post Office fresh; some perforation
separations not mentioned on the accompanying certificate, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate
graded VF-XF 85J. Scott $500. SMQ VF-XF 85J; $790 as an “85”.
Estimate $600 - 800

3504 HHa

1895, 1¢ black, (PR102), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, a gorgeous block with immaculately printed color; fresh
as the day it was printed; natural gum creases, F.-V.F.; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,000 as singles.

Estimate $600 - 800

3505 HHa

1895, 1¢ black, (PR102), horizontal block of 8, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and sharp; positions 2, 3, 6 & 7 with
natural gum creases, F.-V.F.; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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3506

1895, $20 Bureau essay, in black, (PR111-E2), incomplete design, die on India, still affixed to album page with four
corner mounts (adhering to each corner), Very Fine. Scott $1,850.
Estimate $400 - 600

3506 E

3507 m

3507

3508

3509

EX 3510

1895, $50 dull rose, (PR112), beautifully printed in deep color; paper fresh with a light handstamp cancel; natural diagonal
paper wrinkle and small thin spots, F.-V.F.; with 2003 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $950.
Estimate $300 - 400

3508 m

1895, $100 purple, (PR113), in strong color near-perfectly centered, with matching purple cancel; thins, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine appearance; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $7,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3509 m

1895, $100 purple, (PR113), with lovely, clear color and a negative “B” cancel; thin and sealed tear at top, rounded lower
right corner, F.-V.F. appearance; with 2009 Weiss and 2012 P.S.A.G. certificates. Scott $7,000. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3510 S

1895-97, 1¢-$100 complete, overprinted “Universal Postal Congress”, (PR114SO-PR125SO), with original envelope,
unused without gum; straight edges and reperforated on a few, small faults, but still a Very Fine set, this is the first set that
we ave offered with the original envelope. Scott $2,700.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3511

3512

3511 HHa

1896, $5 dark blue, (PR121), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, magnificently centered with exceptionally deep color; Post
Office fresh and radiant with all perforations intact and solid; reperforated which is not mentioned on accompanying
certificate, Extremely Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $400 as singles.
Estimate $300 - 400

3512 HHa

1897, $50 dull rose, (PR124), corner margin block of 4 with plate number and part imprint, o.g., never hinged, very fresh;
a few light bends in top selvage, F.-V.F. Scott $680.
Estimate $350 - 500

POSTAL NOTES

3513 Pa

3513

1945, 1¢ Postal Note, bister, trial color plate proof on wove, imperf, (PN1TC1c), block of 4; some wrinkles as often is
the case, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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PARCEL POST

3514

3515

3514 H

1913, 2¢ lake, (Q2a), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and bright with incredible depth of color and incisive detail, Fine, only
one sheet of 180 is known to have been printed, a real looker; with photocopy of 1990 P.F. certificate for block of four, this
position 3. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $500 - 750

3515 HH

1913, 5¢ carmine rose, (Q5), top margin plate number 6211 single, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with massive
jumbo margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $63.
Estimate $150 - 200

3516 HH/Ha

1913, 5¢ carmine rose, (Q5), full wide bottom margin block of 4 with plate number and FIVE, o.g., left stamps never
hinged, right stamps very lightly hinged, crisply printed in the deepest color imaginable, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

3517 HH/Ha

1913, 10¢ carmine rose, (Q6), full wide left margin plate number 6192 block of 6, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears
never hinged) (four stamps never hinged), Post Office fresh with immaculate color and crisp detail, Extremely Fine, a
top-notch plate. Scott $975.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3518 HH/Ha



3518

1913, 10¢ carmine rose, (Q6), bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., previously hinged (bottom right and bottom left
stamps never hinged), bright fresh appearance; tiny thin in top center stamp, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $975.
Estimate $250 - 350

3519

3520

3519 HH

1913, 20¢ carmine rose, (Q8), left margin plate number 6192 single, o.g., never hinged, a high flyer, clean and
fresh with warm color, Extremely Fine; with 20196 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $260. SMQ XF 90; $650.

Estimate $400 - 600

3520 H

1913, 20¢ carmine rose, (Q8), massive margins all around, o.g., previously hinged, a high flyer, Post Office fresh,
Extremely Fine. Scott $110.
Estimate $250 - 350

3521 HH/Ha

1913, 20¢ carmine rose, (Q8), full wide left margin plate number 6193 block of 6, a gorgeous item, the color infused
and the detail sharp; the tiniest of hinge remnants at the tip-top of top two stamps, Very Fine, stellar. Scott $6,500.

Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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3522

3522 HH/Ha

1913, 20¢ carmine rose, (Q8), full top margin plate number 6191 block of 6, lovely, with crisp and clean printing; lightly
hinged position 2 only; gum wrinkle positions 3, 6, F.-V.F., the first postage stamp to depict an image of an airplane. Scott
$5,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3523 HH

1913, 50¢ carmine rose, (Q10), o.g., never hinged, a lovely stamp with pulsing color and pristine paper, Very Fine; with
2011 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $500. SMQ VF 80; $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

3524 H

1913, 50¢ carmine rose, (Q10), o.g., hinged, a full fat stamp, flawlessly printed and centered, Extremely Fine to Superb,
don’t skim(p) on this one; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95. Scott $200. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $600.

Estimate $400 - 600

3525 H

1913, 50¢ carmine rose, (Q10), o.g., previously hinged, a magnificent example with deep color that radiates; fresh with
nicely balanced large margins, Extremely Fine; with 1996 P.F. and 2006 P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. Scott
$200. SMQ XF 90; $365.
Estimate $250 - 350

3526 HH

1913, $1 carmine rose, (Q12), right margin single with G.E.J initials, o.g., never hinged, with incredible depth of color
amid huge margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a pretty positional. Scott $625.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3527 H

1913, $1 carmine rose, (Q12), o.g., previously hinged, a great pick with lively color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$265.
Estimate $300 - 400

3528 H

1913, $1 carmine rose, (Q12), o.g., previously hinged, large margined and deeply colored, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
a pretty stamp; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3529

3530

3529 HH

1913, 2¢ dark green, (JQ2), o.g., never hinged, a mouthwatering dry printing, with razor-sharp detail in gleaming color,
an Extremely Fine jumbo, a real beauty; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $160. SMQ XF 90J; $525.

Estimate $350 - 500

3530 HHa

1913, 2¢ dark green, (JQ2), top margin plate number 6243 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with grand
color and crisp detail; lower left stamp with a natural gum wrinkle; top horizontal strip with a light horizontal gum bend,
Fine; with 2019 Crowe certificate. Scott $4,850.
Estimate $500 - 750

3531 HHa

1913, 5¢ dark green, (JQ3), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, rich color, scarce this nice; gum bends on top
right stamp and gum skips on right center and bottom center stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $775.
Estimate $300 - 400

3532 Ha

1913, 10¢ dark green, (JQ4), full right margin plate number 6251 block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, clean with deep color
and clear impression; fragile, with vertical perforations between positions 5 & 6 rejoined, F.-V.F., pretty—and scarce.
Scott $7,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3531

3532
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3533 HHa

3533

1913, 25¢ dark green, (JQ5), full bottom margin plate number 6246 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with
clean color and proof-like impression, F.-V.F. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

BOOKLETS

EX 3534

3535

3534 HH

1910, 49¢ booklet, black on pink cover, (BK29), complete exploded booklet (re-stapled), o.g., never hinged, stamps
fresh and not stuck to interleaving; pencil notation on cover front; back cover creased at staples and starting to loosen with
vertical tear at bottom, otherwise Very Fine, and still an attractive early booklet. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

3535 HH

1942, 97¢ booklet, red on blue cover, (BK94), complete and unexploded, o.g., never hinged, a grand booklet straight
from the Post Office, staples original and covers unblemished; three panes with traces of plate number at bottom right,
Very Fine, a one-of-a-kind; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $400 - 500

CARRIERS AND LOCALS

3536 Ha

328

3536

Carrier, 1851, 1¢ Eagle, (LO2), right margin block of 12, positions 47-50, 57-60 and 67-70, o.g., in deep color and full
selvage; some toning and oil spots, Very Fine. Scott $900 as 3 blocks of four.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3537

3537 HH/Ha

Carrier, 1851, 1¢ Eagle, (LO2), full pane of 100 with full imprint, o.g., mostly never hinged; a few small selvage flaws
and some gum anomalies, Very Fine to Extremely Fine an amazing rarity, the eagle has landed, without any premium for
being never hinged. Scott $7,750 ++.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

3538 (H)a

Carrier, 1875, 1¢ Eagle, Special Printing, (LO6), horizontal block of 6, without gum as issued, with magnificent color
and clean detail; perforations rock-solid, Fine, scarce as multiples. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $350 - 500

3539 m

Baltimore, Md., 1850-55, 1¢ red, (1LB5), clean with light manuscript cancel, margins clear to full; top left corner crease,
Estimate $500 - 750
nearly Very Fine, rare; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,750.

3540 m

New York, N.Y., U.S. City Despatch Post, 1842-45, 3¢ black on light blue, (6LB3), a magnificent example, Post
Office fresh with attractive red US in octagon cancels complementing; laminated tear on reverse, lovely Extremely Fine
appearance; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

3538

3539
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3541

3542

3543

3541 s

Boyd’s City Express, 1848, 2¢ black on green, (20L7), tied by a red Apl 5 New-York c.d.s. on small piece along with
a lovely four-margin 5¢ dark brown (1a) tied by a light red diamond grid cancel; the Local with a vertical file fold
passing through the stamp and a small piece missing at the lower left, otherwise Very Fine; with a 2006 P.F. certificate.
Scott $2,750 on full cover with 5¢ 1847.
Estimate $500 - 750

3542 H

City Despatch Post, 1847-50, 2¢ black on green, (40L4), small part o.g., design well-centered; large stain at bottom
right; diagonal crease not mentioned on accompanying certificate, Fine appearance due to faults; with 2013 P.F. certificate.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $300 - 400

3543 m

Wells Fargo & Co., 1861, $2 green, (143L4), in sumptuous, deep color with solid detail; light blue handstamp and even
lighter manuscript cancels essentially vignette-free; margins close to just in at upper right; addressing ink on reverse
peeking through to front, still Very Fine; with 2020 Crowe certificate. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

POSTAL STATIONERY

3544

3545

3544 H)

1862, H. Smith Postage Stamp Envelope, 25¢ (Reed #PE673), Type II, with boxed shield upper right and flag upper
left, sound with forme miscut, capturing part of neighboring flap; light soiling, F.-V.F., scarce; only about 50 examples of
all of Henry Smith’s envelopes are thought to exist. 
Estimate $500 - 750

3545 H)

1853, 3¢ red on buff, die 1, (U2), an immaculate mint entire with preprinted address, Extremely Fine. Scott $850.

Estimate $300 - 400
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3546

3547

3546 H

1860, 6¢ red on buff, (U31), cut square, alluring color; interesting inking/die variety extending frame at top and bottom;
creases and thins, F.-V.F. centering. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

3547 H)

1861, 12¢ red & brown on buff, (U42), die 18, size 21, knife 96, watermark 1, an exquisite example of this bicolor, still
bright with crisp embossing; few age spots of no consequence, Very Fine, a real beauty; with 2003 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$475. UPSS 98.
Estimate $250 - 350

3548 H

1865, 9¢ lemon and orange yellow on buff, (U66, U67a), cut square, each fresh with eye-popping color and large,
balanced margins; light corner bend on top left corner of #U67a, Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

3549 SH)

1870, 10¢ olive black, (U89), pristine with perfect printing and embossing, backflap unsealed, Very Fine. Scott $900
regular.
Estimate $200 - 300

3550 H

1884, 2¢ red, die 1, (U285), cut square (full corner), incredibly fresh with strong color and stand-out embossing,
the indicia nestled ’midst the finest margins possible, Extremely Fine; with 2003 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $600+.

Estimate $400 - 600

3548
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3551

3552

3551 H)

1920, 2¢ on 2¢ carmine, die 7, (U466Ae), an immaculate mint entire, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate, noting
“a weak surcharge”. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $350 - 500

3552 H)

1958, 10¢ blue & red on blue, type II, red omitted, (UC32b), ; vertical fold, Very Fine, very rare. Scott $625.
Estimate $300 - 400

3553 H)

1961, 11¢ red & blue on blue, blue omitted, (UC35b), Very Fine. Scott $950.

3554 H

War Dept., 1875, 1¢ red on amber, (UO45), cut square (full corner), fresh with absolutely immense margins, Extremely
Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

3555 H

War Dept., 1875, 1¢ red on amber, (UO45), cut square, Post Office fresh with glowing color; a couple tiny thin specks,
otherwise Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

3556 H)

Postal Savings, 1911, 2¢ carmine on manila, color error, (UO72a), mint entire; a wee bit of aging on the sides is all that
keeps this envelope from being pristine, F.-V.F. overall, and very scarce; with 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,800 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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3557

358

3557 H)

Postal Card, 1964, 4¢ Social Security, blue omitted, (UX51b), mint entire; some light creasing/wrinkles, Very Fine,
scarcer than the catalog indicates. Scott $625.
Estimate $250 - 350

3558 H)

Postal Card, 1971, 6¢ America’s Hospitals, magenta and black shifted left, (UX60 var.), mint entire, Very Fine.
USPCC S79C.
Estimate $300 - 400

REVENUE

EX 3559

3561

3559 Ha

10¢ trial color essays, seven different colors/combinations, (Turner 59E), blocks of 4; a few small faults, F.-V.F. or
better.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3560 P

1862-1871, selection of plate proofs on card, 84 different, (R1P4//R101P4), overall Very Fine, an excellent opportunity
to start this great area. Scott $5,712 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

3561 Pa

1862, 4¢ Proprietary, black, trial color plate proof on India, (R22TC3a), block of 4, a Proprietary that’s all prim and
proper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $440.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3562

3563

3564

3565

3562 P

1862, 25¢ Bond, plate proof on card, (R43P4), fresh with precision margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $500.

Estimate $250 - 350

3563 P

1862, 25¢ Entry of Goods, plate proof on card, (R45P4), Choice Extremely Fine. Scott $550.

3564 P

1862, 25¢ Entry of Goods, plate proof on card, (R45P4), in wonderfully soft color; tiny thin speck of little importance,
otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

3565 m

1862, 30¢ Foreign Exchange, imperforate, (R51a), pair, manuscript cancel, in alluring color, the pair wonderfully
margined, Very Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $350 - 500

3566 P

1862, 50¢ Life Insurance, ultramarine, trial color plate proof on India, (R58TC3a), strip of 5, in cool shade with full
to large margins, the multiple surely worth its premium, Very Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

3567 Pa

1862, $1 Power of Attorney, carmine, trial color plate proof on India, (R75TC3a), block of 4, a stellar block of four
sure to please any court, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $480.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3568

3569

3568 m

1863, $1.60 Foreign Exchange, imperf, (R79a), in sylvan color with clear detail; four full margins; manuscript cancel;
vertical crease virtually invisible on face, otherwise Very Fine; with 1989 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,400.

Estimate $300 - 400

3569 P

1862, $15 Mortgage, ultramarine, plate proof on card, (R97eP4), pair, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $700.

Estimate $250 - 350

3570 Pa

1862, $20 Conveyance, plate proof on India, (R98P3), bottom right corner margin block of 6, mounted on card,
interesting horizontal paper splice between top stamps; strong, fresh color; repaired corner fault at bottom right, otherwise
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,320.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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3571 m

3571

3572

3573

3574

3575

1862, $20 Probate of Will, perf’d, (R99c), sound stamp with light manuscript cancel; hint of oxidation along left margin,
Fine. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

3572 m

1862, $20 Probate of Will, perf’d, (R99c), overall fresh and bright, with a light manuscript cancel; light oxidation at top,
shorter perforations, Very Fine. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

3573 m

1863, $25 Mortgage, imperf, (R100a), flawlessly printed in deep color, design perfectly centered with a manuscript
cancel; tiny pinhole in left margin, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2012 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,700.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

3574 m

1863, $25 Mortgage, imperf, (R100a), a breathtaking looker, with deep, rich color and near-perfectly centered amid four
full margins of white; thins at right, Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

3575 m

1863, $25 Mortgage, perf’d, (R100c), an exceptional example, with flawless deep color, impression and centering; nice
manuscript cancel; an extremely light crease at center right and a corner crease at upper left are almost not worth mentioning,
given everything else this stamp has going for it, Extremely Fine to Superb despite the flaws. Scott $250.

Estimate $250 - 350

3576 E

1863, $50 U.S. Internal Revenue, bicolor essay on bond, (R101), Extremely Fine.

3577 m

1863, $50 U.S. Internal Revenue, imperf, (R101a), a fault-free $50 with deep color and a manuscript cancel, Extremely
Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $325. SMQ XF 90.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3578

3579

3578 m

1864, $200 U.S. Internal Revenue, imperf, (R102a), in fresh colors with four clear margins (right close); manuscript
12/10/63 cancel; light, apparently natural paper wrinkle at left, F.-V.F., always a popular item. Scott $2,500.

Estimate $800 - 1,200

3579 m

1864, $200 U.S. Internal Revenue, imperf, (R102a), Post Office fresh with a face-free manuscript cancel; two horizontal
creases, nearly Very Fine, an eye-catching example; with 2010 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $2,500. Estimate $500 - 750

3580 m

1864, $200 U.S. Internal Revenue, perf’d, (R102c), a stamp whose colors scream “Christmas (gift for me!)”; fresh with
a faded manuscript cancel; light corner crease at lower right, Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400

3581 m

1871, $20 blue & black, (R129), cleanly printed in near-perfect registry; fresh with a manuscript cancel; centered to
bottom, F.-V.F.; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $350 - 500

3582 m

1871, $25 blue & black, (R130), with a brightly colored frame and perfectly matched vignette; bold manuscript cancel
largely face-free, Fine; with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $250 - 350

3583 m

1871, $50 blue & black, (R131), sumptuously printed in glorious color, with fully captured imprint at upper right;
beautifully centered; light horizontal crease, otherwise Very Fine, a lovely example—and a rarely seen position piece,
ex-Joyce, Richmond, Curtis. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

3584 m

1871, $50 blue & black, (R131), a magnificent example with wondrous color and superior centering; manuscript July
22 1872 cancel; crease and small thin on shoulder at collar, most likely from the blind emboss the stamp also received,
attractive Very Fine appearance. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $300 - 400

3580
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3585

3586

3588

3585 m

1871, 2¢ orange & black, center inverted, (R135b), in bright color with a light 1872 manuscript cancel; small tear at
bottom and tiny corner perforation crease at bottom left, otherwise Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $150 - 200

3586 Pa

1872, 4¢ brown & black, plate proof on card, (R136P4), bottom margin plate number 13 block of 10 with imprint, a
simply gorgeous item with magnificent colors and detail, all within flawlessly balanced margins; few extraneous marks
hardly detract, Very Fine, unpriced in Scot; with 2008 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $350 - 500

3587 P

1872, 15¢ brown & black, plate proof on India, (R139P3), imprint and plate number 10 strip of 5; one stamp tiny India
flaw, a Very Fine showpiece (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300

3588 m

1872, 30¢ orange & black, center inverted, (R140a), in perfused color with an attractive dated herringbone cut
cancel in blue; tiny thin specks visible in fluid, handsome Very Fine appearance, only 40 known. Scott $1,750.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3589 P

1872, $3 green & black, plate proof on India, (R147P3), imprint and plate number 36 strip of 4, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine and stunning.
Estimate $200 - 300

3590 m

1872, $20 orange & black, (R150), fresh and bright, the colors in precise registration with a clear May 13/72 manuscript
cancel; small scuff at first “L” of “DOLLARS” at bottom, small oil spot, lovely Very Fine appearance. Scott $900.

Estimate $250 - 350
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3591

3592

3593

3591 m

Documentary, 1900, $50 gray, (R189), manuscript and handstamp cancel, fresh with enticing color, F.-V.F.; with 2011
P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400

3592 HH

Documentary, 1902, $5 green, surcharge omitted, (R192a), o.g., never hinged, alluring color fully visible thanks to the
omission; fresh and nicely centered; tiny gum bend at bottom, Very Fine. Scott $300 as hinged.
Estimate $300 - 400

3593 H

Documentary, 1902, $10 green, (R193), o.g., previously hinged, Post Office fresh with solid centering; light tiny gum
bend at left, Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350

3594 (H)

Documentary, 1954, $30- $500 carmine, complete booklets, (R679a-83a), complete unexploded booklets, five very
rare complete booklets, #R679a-82a with 10 panes of 4, #R683a complete booklet with two panes of 4, without gum as
issued, fresh and Very Fine. Scott $10,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

3595 m

Documentary, 1956, $2,500 carmine, (R703), manuscript and cut cancels, bright color and immaculate paper, Very Fine.
Scott $290.
Estimate $200 - 300

3596 m

Documentary, 1958, $10,000 carmine, (R732), vertical pair, manuscript and line cancels, bright and crisp with immense
margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $280.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3597

3598

3597 m

Proprietary, 1874, 50¢ green & black, green paper, (RB8b), a lovely stamp with cool color and an 1882 handstamp
cancel; sound, F.-V.F.; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $350 - 500

3598 P

Proprietary, 1875, 6¢ violet blue, large die on India, (RB17P1), measuring 68mm x 81mm, in a pretty pastel shade;
some light foxing specks away from the die, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

3599 HHa

Stock Transfer, 1950, $10 bright green, (RD328), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, in solid color crisply printed; light gum
bends on bottom two stamps, Fine. Scott $840.
Estimate $250 - 350

3600 (H)a

Wines, 1940, 14-2/5¢ green, (RE96A), block of 4, without gum as issued, Post Office fresh, Very Fine. Scott $920.

Estimate $350 - 500
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3601 3602

3601 (H)a

Wines, 1942, $4.80 yellow green & black, (RE158), block of 4, without gum as issued, solid color on fresh paper, Fine.
Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300

3602 (H)a

Wines, 1951, 38-1/4¢ green & black, (RE189), block of 4, without gum as issued, a pretty block with good margins, Very
Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

3603 (H)a

Wines, 1951, 802/5¢ green & black, (RE194), block of 4, without gum as issued, clean and bright, Very Fine. Scott $700.

Estimate $350 - 500

3604 H

Silver Tax, 1940, $2 rose, (RG50), o.g., previously hinged, solid impression in massive color, Fine. Scott $500.

Estimate $200 - 300

3605 HH

Silver Tax, 1940, $4 yellow brown, (RG52), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with luxuriant color and snow-white
paper, Very Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3606

3607

3606 m

Silver Tax, 1941, $100 gray, (RG80), handsome and sound, with oval handstamped cancels; tiny pinhole at top right (in
frame at forehead level), otherwise Very Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300

3607 H

Silver Tax, 1944, $5 gray, (RG124), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), how this stamp survived unscathed
is beyond us, but we’re glad it did: a simply massive stamp, flawlessly printed and meticulously cherished over the
years, leaving it fault-free and just waiting for you to bid, Superb, unlike any other you’re likely to see; this Silver’s an
unquestionable Gold. Scott $150.
Estimate $200 - 300

3608 HH

Potato Tax, 1935, Tax Exempt Potatoes, 25 lb black brown, (RI17a), booklet pane of 12, o.g., never hinged; light
corner bend at bottom right, very trivial, Very Fine for this, extremely rare. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3609

3609 (H)

Narcotic Tax, 1919, 20¢ violet, imperf, (RJA70a), pair, without gum as issued, intoxicatingly pristine, Extremely Fine,
don’t fall asleep during the bidding. Scott $480.
Estimate $200 - 300

3610 HHa

Narcotic Tax, 1963, 2¢ violet, imperforate, (RJA80a), block of 12, o.g., never hinged, a remarkable multiple, Post
Office fresh and immaculate; very light bend on bottom two stamps, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $2,100.

Estimate $600 - 800
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3611

3612

3611 HHa

Narcotic Tax, 1963, 2¢ violet, imperf, (RJA80a), full pane of 50, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Scott $8,750.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3612 ma

Consular Service Fee, 1906, $5 brown red, perf 12, (RK6), top margin block of 12, manuscript cancel, very large
multiple for this issue, one of the largest known; slight perforation separation at top and perforation disc indent second
from the top on the right, Fine. Scott $510.
Estimate $200 - 300

3613 ma

Consular Service Fee, 1906, $2 brown, perf 10, (RK11), block of 4, manuscript cancels, remarkably clean with bright
color; a couple tiny thin specks at left, straight edge at top, otherwise Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $250 - 350

3614 m

Consular Service Fee, 1925-52, 25¢ to $10, perf 11, (RK32-40), an attractive set with crisp printing and light cancels;
some embossing and a few tiny faults, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $754 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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3615

3615 HH

Marihuana Tax, 1937, $10 yellow orange, (RJM3), o.g., never hinged, such pretty color; straight edge at top, F.-V.F.
Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300

3616 m

Ayer & Co., 1¢ black, silk paper, type 1, (RS4b), with fresh color cleanly printed; a few typical thins and normal vertical
bends in center from being wrapped around the bottle, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $250.
Estimate $250 - 350

3617 m

Barnes, D.S., 4¢ vermilion, old paper, (RS17a), cleanly printed in vibrant color; small creases as nearly always; repair
at right at “Powder”, otherwise F.-V.F., only 24 recorded by Aldrich. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3618

3618 Pa

Barnes, D.S., 1¢ black, plate proof on card, (RS18P4), block of 4, Extremely Fine. Scott $500.

3619 Pa

Clarke, Wm. E., 3¢ blue, plate proof on India, (RS56P3), left margin block of 4, Extremely Fine. Scott $500.

Estimate $200 - 300
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3620

3620 m

Crook & Co., 4¢ black, old paper, (RS65a), alluring design in bold color; fresh; usual smaller faults, V.G. Scott $750.

Estimate $250 - 350

3621 m

Hartman & Co., 4¢ black, old paper, (RS99a), with proof-like detail in pristine color; repaired with small faults
as always, including two small tears at bottom left, Fine appearance, only 26 recorded by Aldrich. Scott $2,500.

Estimate $400 - 600
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3622

3622 P

Stevens, H.R., 1¢ brown, trial color large die proof, (RS228TC1ag), Extremely Fine, ex-Joyce. Scott $600.

Estimate $250 - 350

3623 m

Laird, George W., 3¢ black, imperf, watermarked USIR, (RT14d), a sweet stamp, beautifully printed on paper that
hasn’t lost its bloom; small thin, otherwise Extremely Fine, only 42 recorded in Aldrich census, just all around pretty. Scott
$800.
Estimate $350 - 500

3624 HH

Motor Vehicle Use, 1942-1946, $2.09-42¢, 39 different, (RV1-RV53), missing only #RV9, RV21, RV24-RV25, RV28,
RV32, RV34-RV36, RV44, RV46-RV49, o.g., never hinged, overall Very Fine. Scott $1,830 (Owner’s) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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3625

3625 m

Boating Stamp, 1960, $1 rose red, (RVB1), 1962 Maine postmark, near-flawlessly centered in wonderful port shade; tiny
paper disc indent, Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600

3626 s

Trailer Permit, 1939, $1 carmine, (RVT2), absolutely fresh with solid margins, affixed to reverse of July 4, 1951 Crater
Lake National Park license, Very Fine, Smokey was sleeping so no defacement on the stamp, and remember: “FEEDING
BEARS PROHIBITED”. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750

3627 s

Trailer Permit, 1939, $1 carmine, (RVT2), on Zion and Bryce Canyon National Parks 1939 license, strong color with
clear design and a first-year manuscript “8-9-39” cancel; some light toning spots, V.G.-Fine stamp centering. Scott $800.

Estimate $400 - 600
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DUCK STAMPS

3628

3629

3630

3628 HH

1935, $1 Canvasbacks, (RW2), bottom margin single, o.g., never hinged, a top-shelf stamp, exquisitely printed and
completely sound, Extremely Fine to Superb, a gem of a Duck. Scott $750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3629 HH

1935, $1 Canvasbacks, (RW2), o.g., never hinged, with subdued color but perfectly centered on pristine paper, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

3630 HH

1935, $1 Canvasbacks, (RW2), o.g., never hinged, with lovely color and pinpoint precise detail; fresh with nicely
balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $750. SMQ VF-XF
85; $825.
Estimate $600 - 800

3631 HH

1935, $1 Canvasbacks, (RW2), o.g., never hinged, with suffused color and clean lines, Very Fine; with 2011 P.F. certificate
for original horizontal pair, this position 2. Scott $750.
Estimate $350 - 500

3632 H

1935, $1 Canvasbacks, (RW2), o.g., lightly hinged, an exquisite stamp with strong color; fresh with near-perfect
centering, Extremely Fine to Superb, a Duck to crow about; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF-S 95. Scott $375. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

3633 HH

1936, $1 Canada Geese, (RW3), top margin single, o.g., never hinged, Duck just the way you like it: crisp and perfectly
browned, Extremely Fine, a magnificent example, possibly nicer than its grade; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90.
Scott $325. SMQ XF 90; $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3634

3635

3634 HH/Ha

1937, $1 Scaup Ducks, (RW4), bottom right corner margin block of 4 with plate number 136267, o.g., previously hinged
(two bottom stamps never hinged), in sylvan color on immaculate paper; gum skips on left two stamps, light bends on top
right selvage, corner crease at lower right selvage, F.-V.F. Scott $880 as singles.
Estimate $500 - 750

3635 HHa

1937, $1 Scaup Ducks, (RW4), top margin block of 6 with plate number, o.g., never hinged, lovely “poor man’s plate
block”; missing right selvage, a few small gum skips, F.-V.F. Scott $1,800 as singles.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

3636 HH/Ha

1937, $1 Scaup Ducks, (RW4), full wide top left corner margin plate number 136267 block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged
(two stamps never hinged); light band of edge toning affecting four stamps (invisible from the face), Extremely Fine
appearance. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3637 HHa

1939, $1 Green-Winged Teals, (RW6), top margin block of 4 with plate number, o.g., never hinged, very fresh; light
gum bends on right and bottom stamps, a couple tiny inclusions at bottom, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000 as singles.

Estimate $300 - 400
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3638

3639

3638 HHa

1939, $1 Green-Winged Teals, (RW6), bottom left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, decent condition for this large
plate block; several usual light gum bends and light gum wrinkles, F.-V.F. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3639 HH/Ha

1939, $1 Green-Winged Teals, (RW6), full wide top right corner margin plate number F141428 block of 6, o.g., lightly
hinged in selvage only, Very Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3640 HHa

1940, $1 Black Mallards, (RW7), top right corner margin block of 4 with plate number F143776, o.g., never hinged,
fresh and clean with full wide top selvage; gum creases on right stamps and gum skips, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000 as singles.

Estimate $300 - 400

3641 HHa

1940, $1 Black Mallards, (RW7), top left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, decent condition for this large plate block;
some usual light gum bends, F.-V.F. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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3642

3642 HHa

1942, $1 Baldpates, (RW9), bottom right plate number 149600 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, fresh and clean; sound with
all perforations intact; light gum bends in right selvage, F.-V.F. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

3643 HHa

1942, $1 Baldpates, (RW9), full wide top margin plate number F149600 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Post Office
fresh with warm color and sharp-shooter detail; tiny gum discoloration on bottom middle stamp, Very Fine. Scott $2,500.

Estimate $500 - 750

3644 HHa

1943, $1 Wood Ducks, (RW10), top left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, very clean gum, Very Fine. Scott $700.

Estimate $350 - 500

3645 H

1944, $1 White-Fronted Geese, (RW11), bottom margin plate number 155603 single, o.g., very lightly hinged, signed
by the designer, Walter A. Weber, in the selvage tab; the stamp with pulsating color and clean paper, F.-V.F. Scott $125.

Estimate $400 - 600
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3646

3647

3646 HHa

1944, $1 White-Fronted Geese, (RW11), top right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, very clean gum, Very Fine. Scott
$750.
Estimate $500 - 750

3647 HHa

1944, $1 White-Fronted Geese, (RW11), top left plate number 155590 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, in bright color that
jumps off the paper; vertical gum skip down center stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $750.
Estimate $350 - 500

3648 HHa

1945, $1 Shoveller Ducks, (RW12), top left plate number 157249 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, in immaculate color on
fresh paper; a few light gum bends and short gumming at top, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

3649 HHa

1949, $2 Goldeneye Ducks, (RW16), bottom right full pane of 28 with plate number 160792, o.g., never hinged, overall
Very Fine. Scott $1,965+.
Estimate $600 - 800
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3650

3651

3650 HHa

1950, $2 Trumpeter Swans, (RW17), top right plate number 161534 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, in deep, alluring
paper; fresh; a few light gum bends, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $250 - 350

3651 HHa

1951, $2 Gadwall Ducks, (RW18), bottom right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, very well centered and very clean
gum, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $500 - 750

3652 HHa

1952, $2 Harlequin Ducks, (RW19), bottom left plate number 162605 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, in absolutely
intense color; minor gum creases, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

3653 HHa

1953, $2 Blue-Winged Teals, (RW20), top left plate number 163622 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, lovely plate with rich
color; vertical gum crease down center stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

3654 HH/Ha

1953, $2 Blue-Winged Teals, (RW20), full wide bottom left plate number 163622 block of 6, o.g., top center stamp
lightly hinged (others never hinged), cleanly printed in alluring color; small gum skips, Very Fine. Scott $550.

Estimate $200 - 300
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3655

3656

3655 HHa

1955, $2 Blue Geese, (RW22), bottom left plate number 165282 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, with clean color and crisp
detail; toning spot on gum between top right and top center stamps, Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $200 - 300

3656 HHa

1955, $2 Blue Geese, (RW22), bottom right full pane of 28 with plate number 165285, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$2,445+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3657 HHa

1956, $2 American Merganser, (RW23), top left plate number 165829 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, with solid color and
immaculate impression; a few light fingerprints on the gum of three stamps, Very Fine. Scott $575. Estimate $200 - 300

3658 HHa

1958, $2 Canada Geese, (RW25), top right plate number 166753 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, a bold block, eh; small
corner crease on top left selvage, Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3659

3660

3659 HH

1959, $3 Labrador Retriever, remarqued, (RW26), top left corner plate number 167120 single, o.g., never hinged,
beautiful remarque inscribed and signed in selvage by Ken Michaelsen “in recognition of Maynard Reece”, the stamp’s
designer, Very Fine, a fetching addition for your Duck collection. Scott $120.
Estimate $200 - 300

3660 HHa

1960, $3 Redhead Ducks, (RW27), top right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, a couple better centered stamps at
top; lightly disturbed gum on top right stamp and corner crease on top right selvage, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $615.

Estimate $300 - 400

3661 HH

1964, $3 Nene Geese Remarque, (RW31), top right corner margin single, o.g., never hinged, a lovely painting, initialed
“KM” (Ken Michaelsen) and inscribed “in recognition of Stanley Stearns”, the stamp’s designer, Very Fine. Scott $100.

Estimate $200 - 300

3662 HHa

1967, $3 Old Squaw Ducks, (RW34), bottom left plate number 169457 block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh,
Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3663

3663 HHa

1971-91, group, (RW38//RW58), plate blocks of 4, group comprising #RW38, RW43-RW48, RW50-RW52, RW54RW58, with a total face value of $492, o.g., never hinged, each fresh and sound, Very Fine, a lovely mini-collection, or
use to restock. Scott $1,075.
Estimate $300 - 400

3664 HH

1979-2007, a paddling of high-grade ducks, (RW46//RW74), grand raft of 18, all fresh and top of their class; comprises
#RW46, RW47, RW49, RW50, RW51, RW53, RW54, RW57, RW59, RW60, RW62, RW63, RW64, RW66, RW73,
and RW74, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, take a shot at this flock; each with a 2012 P.S.E. certificate
(#RW59 & RW73, 2014), all graded XF-Sup 95. Scott $363. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,045 (photo on web site).

Estimate $750 - 1,000

3665 HH

1990, $12.50 Whistling Duck, (RW57), o.g., never hinged, one to make you whoop it up, fresh with total perfection, a
Superb gem, a Top of the Pop; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100. Scott $20. SMQ Gem 100; $350.

Estimate $250 - 350

3666 HH

2005, $15 Hooded Mergansers, type I, Remarque, (RW72), bottom left corner margin single, o.g., never hinged,
large remarque filling the corner selvage, autographed by the stamp’s artist, “Mark Anderson”, Very Fine. Scott $23
.
Estimate $200 - 300
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EX 3667

3668

3667 HH

2006, $15 Ross’s Goose, souvenir sheet, (RW73b), two souvenir sheets, both signed by both engraver and artist,
o.g., never hinged, each Post Office fresh, Extremely Fine, a sought-after double-signed item. Scott $300.

Estimate $300 - 400

3668 HHa

1994, $5 Hooded mergansers, (JDS2), top left corner plate number 000085 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Post Office
fresh with bright colors, Very Fine. Scott $810 as six singles.
Estimate $400 - 600

SAVINGS STAMPS

3669 Ha

3669

Postal Savings, 1940, 50¢ dark blue green, (PS9), bottom margin plate number 22544 block of 6, o.g., barest trace of
hinge (appears never hinged), a pristine plate with immense color and razor-sharp detail; light wrinkle in bottom right
selvage of no import, Very Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3670

3670 HHa

Postal Savings, 1941, $5 sepia, (PS15), bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh; typical light
gum bends at bottom, overall Very Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350

3671 HHa

Postal Savings, 1941, $5 sepia, (PS15), bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh; typical light
gum bends and light perforation separations at bottom, overall Very Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350

3672 HH/Ha

Savings Stamp, 1954, 10¢ rose red, pre printing paper folds, (S1 var), top left corner margin block of 25, affecting
nine stamps, o.g., mostly never hinged; notations in margin, a Very Fine exhibition item (photo on web site).

Estimate $200 - 300

3673 HHa

Test Stamp, 1907, B.E.P., blank, (TD10), irregular block of 11, o.g., never hinged, fresh with the watermark showing
through clearly; light crease or two along straight edge row (column?) of three, still Very Fine, an uncommon find. Scott
$825 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
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TEST STAMPS

3674

3674 (H)a

Test Stamp, 1910, B.E.P. (numerals & Hamilton design, engraved), red, imperf, (TD19), vertical block of 6, without
gum as issued, lovely multiple, two full examples of the stamp plus two partially printed and two slightly truncated; various
printing/plate flaws as normal with this Test, Very Fine, an interesting piece not often encountered. Scott approximately
$850.
Estimate $500 - 750

3675 (H)

Test Stamp, 1912, Bruckmann A.G. (Washington design), brown, (TD51), leader strip of 6, without gum as issued,
apparently printed just as the press started rolling, with the richest color you’ll ever find; paper fresh with full to
large margins; a few light bends, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a rare coil test strip. Scott $600 as 3 pairs.

Estimate $400 - 600

3676 HHa

Test Stamp, 1954, B.E.P. framed rectangle design, carmine, imperf, (TD94A), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Post
Office fresh with balanced margins all around, Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 350

3675

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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3677

3678

3677 HH

Test Stamp, 1970, B.E.P. “For Testing Purposes Only”, carmine, tagged, glossy gum, (TD108), pair, o.g., never
hinged, fresh mint, Very Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3678 HH

Test Stamp, 1970, B.E.P. “For Testing Purposes Only”, carmine, untagged, dull gum, (TD108), strip of 3, o.g., never
hinged, immaculate with radiant color and spot-on perfect centering, Extremely Fine to Superb, uncommon, especially
this nice. Scott $2,550 as single plus pair.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3679 H

Test Stamp, 1975, B.E.P. “For Testing Purposes Only”, orange on gray, tagged, (TD110), pair, Post Office fresh and
perfect, Very Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3680 HH

Test Stamp, 1988, Jack London booklet, (TDB36), complete booklet, number 4 at lower left stamp of each booklet
pane, o.g., never hinged, extremely rare, Very Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $350 - 500

3681 HH

Test Stamp, 1990s, Daffodil, (TDB43b), complete booklet, number 2 on front cover, o.g., never hinged, extremely rare,
Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $400 - 600
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CONFEDERATE STATES

3682

3683

3682 s

Mobile, Ala., 1861, 5¢ blue, (58X2), vertical pair, large margins to just touching at the upper right and lower left, partial
sheet margin at the top, tied on a small piece by two strikes of a Mobile c.d.s., Oct 30, 1861, F.-V.F., Ex-Caspary. Scott
$1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

3683 s

1861, 5¢ green, Stone 2 & 10¢ dark blue, Hoyer & Ludwig, (1, 2b), vertical pair of each pen-canceled on a
piece of an advertising cover with a blue cameo-style Alabama Insurance Company corner card; faults, V.G.-Fine.

Estimate $250 - 350

3684 HHa

1862, 1¢ deep orange, unissued, (14a), bottom right full pane of 100, o.g., never hinged (gum wrinkles); tiny spot in
right margin, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a rare intact pane. Scott $14,500 as hinged singles.

Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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U.S. POSSESSIONS
CANAL ZONE

EX 3685

3685 HH/Ha

1924-25, 1/2¢-$1, missing 14¢ flat “A”, (70-76, 78-81), blocks of 4, o.g., mostly never hinged; a few lower values some
tropicalization but quite fresh overall, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $3,368.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3686 HHa

1951, 31¢ Globe & Wing, imperf vertically, (C25a), top right corner margin plate number 162161 block of 32, o.g.,
never hinged, short gummed at top right (five pairs affected by somewhat heavy gum creases / creases); “96” in pencil in
margin, Very Fine for this, only 98 pairs recorded, unique showpiece; with 1957 P.F. certificate for block of 97 from which
this was taken. Scott $20,000 as 16 pairs.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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3687

3687 H/(H)

1914, 1¢-10¢ complete, (J1-J3), tropicalized o.g., #J3 regummed, with proof-like color and razor-sharp detail; overprint
solid and dense on each, F.-V.F., the 10¢ a supreme example. Scott $1,235.
Estimate $300 - 400

3688 Ha

1925, 2¢ carmine rose, overprint shifted to the right, (J19 var), top right full pane of 100 with plate number 14599,
tropicalized o.g.; a few margin flaws, a Very Fine piece. Scott $1,570 ++.
Estimate $350 - 500

3689 H

1924, 1c green, (UX6), entire, uncommonly fresh, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,050.

3688

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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CUBA

3690 HH/H

EX 3690

1914-15, Map of Cuba, imperforate pairs, (253-262 vars), gloriously fresh with strong colors and razor-sharp
impression; 3c and 10c values hinged; 1c to 3c values creased between the stamps, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a lovely
group. Scott $1,000 (footnote in Scott).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

GUAM

3691 )



3691

1899, $1, 8¢, and 10¢ Special Delivery, used to Germany, (12, 7, E1), on pre-printed Registered envelope which has
been crossed out, stamps each tied by AGANA GUAM postmark, transit in Philippines with CAVITTE PI 2PM JAN/
23/1908 postmark and backstamped Manilla PI Jan 25/4PM/1903/TRANSIT postmark addressed to Ulm, Germany;
partially backstamped upon arrival, multiple strikes on front and back of “Received at Manila/without contents/in ordinary
mail”; light bend not affecting stamps, a Very Fine cover and unusual auxiliary marking. Scott $3,860.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

HAWAII

3692 H

366

3692

1853, 13¢ dark red, thick white paper, (6), o.g. (paper adherences), in regal color with sharp detail; nearly four-margined
(just touching to in at left bottom, but capturing frameline above at top right), F.-V.F. Scott $875. Estimate $250 - 350
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3693

3694

3695

3696

3693 m

1863, 1¢ black on grayish, (15), clean and sound with a single-stroke manuscript cancel, F.-V.F. Scott $2,750. Estimate
$1,000 - 1,500

3694 H

1863, 2¢ dark blue on bluish, (17), Plate 5B, Type 2, position 2, a gorgeous, fully-margined example; horizontal crease
hinge-reinforced, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $12,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3695 m

1863, 2¢ black on blue gray, (18), a head-turner, wonderfully colored and with four solid, balanced margins; small faults
including thins, Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3696 (H)

1864, 2¢ black, (24), unused without gum, a gorgeous stamp, without a hint of tropicalization, cleanly printed on
immaculate paper with massive margins, Extremely Fine, a Solo Top of the Pop, the highest grade listed on PSE’s Population
Report an 85, a winning stamp; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $325. SMQ XF 90; $625 as an “85”.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

3697 HHa

Officials, 1896, 2¢-25¢ complete, (O1-2, O4-O6), full panes of 50, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh; only a few gum
blemishes and margin flaws, Very Fine to Extremely Fine and with choice select singles, scarce to find, have a look. Scott
$25,500.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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EX 3698

EX 3699

3698 HHa

Officials, 1896, 2¢-25¢ complete, (O1-O6), matched set of top left corner blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, each fresh and
clean, some nicely centered, generally F.-V.F., see them all online. Scott $2,400 as singles.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3699 HHa

Officials, 1896, 2¢-25¢ complete, (O1-O6), matched set of bottom right blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, marvelous
multiples, each with strong color and clear detail; some toning in the margins, F.-V.F., useful stock or collection items.
Scott $2,940.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3700 HH

Revenue, 1894, 20¢ red, imperf, (R9a), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with deep color and pristine paper, Extremely
Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $600 - 800

3701 ma

Kahului Railroad, 1898, 5¢ dark blue, (Meyer-Harris 157), block of 4, stunningly bright with deep color, the stamps
cancelled by horizontal blue crayon; natural straight edge at bottom, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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PHILIPPINES

3702

3702 Ha

1899, 50¢ orange, (212), block of 4, tropical o.g., solidly centered with proof-like impression, centered Very Fine and
choice. Scott $1,550.
Estimate $500 - 750

3703 H

1901, $1 black, type II, (223A), o.g., previously hinged, crisply printed with clear, bright overprint; reperforated which
is not mentioned on accompanying certificate, otherwise Fine; signed Sloane and “GPS”, with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

3704 H

1901, $1 black, type II, (223A), o.g., previously hinged, clean and crisp with a bold overprint; tiny thin spot at top of
head, lovely Very Fine appearance; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

3705 H

1901, $5 dark green, (225), o.g., lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh with strong lines and bright color, Extremely Fine;
with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $600 - 800

3706 H

1901, $5 dark green, (225), slightly disturbed o.g., absolute printing perfection, with centering that just about matches;
tiny spot at left, otherwise Extremely Fine to Superb, a true gem, especially this fresh. Scott $500. Estimate $400 - 600

3707 H

1901, $5 dark green, (225), o.g., hinged, Post Office fresh and gloriously centered; small thin from hinge removal, not
mentioned on accompanying certificate, Extremely Fine; with 1997 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $700. Estimate $300 - 400

3703
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3708

3708 HHa

1904, 4¢ brown, (229), vertical block of 6, o.g., never hinged, immaculate and sound, with pulsating color and clean lines,
Very Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $600 - 800

3709 P

Arms of the City of Manila, large die proof by the Bureau of Engraving & Printing, in black on India, die-sunk on a
full 6”x8” card with blue handstamped control no. 587461 on the reverse; bit of very minor soiling on the card, still Very
Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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PUERTO RICO

3710

3710 (H)a

1942, Rectified Spirits, $1 violet, (RE41A), full pane of 50, without gum as issued, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, unique
sheet. Scott $8,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3711 (H)a

1942, Rectified Spirits, $1 violet, (RE51), full pane of 50, without gum as issued; edge discolorations affecting 15 or
fewer stamps, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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SAMOA

3712 )

3712

“SWAINS ISLAND” straightline handstamp, neatly struck on a cover sent by ship via Apia, Samoa, Nov 11, 1931, and
San Francisco to the Naval Hospital at Great Lakes, Ill., Very Fine, a unique marking. 
Estimate $350 - 500
At one time, Swain’s Island was a part of the Tokelau Islands, included in the Gilbert & Ellice Islands Colony. However,
in 1925, this group was transferred to New Zealand, under the Western Samoa administration. Since then, the island has
been the subject of an ongoing territorial dispute between Tokelau and the United States, which has administered it as part
of Eastern (American) Samoa. In 1856 Mr. Eli Jennings, an American, settled on the island with his wife, the daughter of
a Samoan chief. Alexander E. Jennings, his grandson, posted this cover, with the only marking the island has ever had. It
has never had a Post Office and wants none.

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or
agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging
to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith.
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best judgment of
Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a
mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those
of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed
in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs,
Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency,
if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser,
whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of both sales,
all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’
sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammered-down to a
Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from the sale
of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer.
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within
15 days of sale date.

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher
discretion. Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended
the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of
their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described
as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue. Lots
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7)
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail,
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830.2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the
Kelleher link.
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